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Avionics made in Germany:
Becker AR 7, an aircraft radio
especially suited for gliders

Remote control provided for ease
lof installation and exploitation.
Operating on seven channels, and
over the entire comm frequency range.
Sensitive receiver, powerful transmitter
For full details contact

becker flugfunkwerk gmbh west-germany 757 baden-oos
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At Last!
One radio for sailplanes
and crew cars

Look at 'these features!
High transmitter power: 8 watts PEP, 2·3 watts carrier, nominal
low batterv drain: 150 ma, standby
Full frequency range: 118.00 to 135.95 mHz
Number of channel5: up to 10, for Hie- Alpha 10 or 360 for the Alpha 360
Light weight: 3.7 Ibs.
Small siu: 2'" x 61" x 9", plus 1" for connectors
Convenient: all controls, micr,ophone{headset jacks and speaker on front panel
Low cost: prices start at £135 lor the ten channel model with one frequency
installed. Additional channels £5.80 each

We have the AlPHA/l0 with 129.9 and 130.4 mHz in stock:
£141 ppd.
Microphone with jack plug and transmit OOllon £6.90 ppd. Also ALPHA/360.
360 channel set at £232 ppd. F.AA approved.

SUNGSBYS - for KESTREL 195, L1BELLES,
FALKES, TANDEM FALKES, BERGFALKES
Get your glider ande~uipment where you get the service
from

SLlNGSBY SAILPLANES· KIRKBYMOORSIDE
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CHAIRMAN'S REPORT, 1971
report I was in the posiI Ntionlastofyear's
commenting on the first year

of operation of the new BGA Organization, under my Chairmanship. 1 am glad
to be able to report this year that the
early promise has been sustained and it
is clear that we have a very appropriate
organizational framework within which
to administer the Association's affa'rs.
As always, the success of the system
depends on willing and capable assistance
from members to take on the many
demanding and important jobs on the
various Committees and special events
which determine our progress as a mOvement. I should like to open by thanking
all those who have helpt1d in these
various roles and our dedicated staff in
the office, for making the whole system
work so well. It has made my part both
pleasant and manageable-which it
easily could not have been.
A year ago We were all wondering
what Roskill was going to recommend
and whether we or the Brent geese were
going to cop it. As things turned out,
what Roskill said seems to have been
paid scant attention. Instead we have a
political decision in favour of the
environmentalists, and it so happens tha\
it suits the gliding mOvement very well.
It is quite likely, however, that the last
word has not been said on this matter
and it may be found necessary by the
Government to moderate its present
decision in some respects. The closure
of Stansted and Luton I would regard
as doubtful when the dust has finally
settled on the initial furore and a b:t
more arithmetic and thinking has been
done. So we may not as a movement
get all the benefit that at present seems
in prospect.
David IDce took over Chairmanship of
the vital Airspace Committee, but had
only been in the job a few months when
he most unfortunately had to relinquish
it for personal reasons of a Very com·
pelling kind. I was very worried about a
gap in air representation. at Civil Aviation Control Advisory Committee and
Private. and Club Flying and Gliding
Joint Committee on this matter, but
~ortunately John Ellis stepped into the

breach and has been sustaining our cause
on this front with energy and a deep
knowledge of what it means from the
point of view of the professional user of
controlled airspace. As I remarked last
year, and it is still the case, our most
serious current threat is from proposed
military special rules zones-that including Brize Norton and Lyneham
being the most imminent and threatening. By the time this report is pre,ented
we will almost certainly have seen a
further and perhaps the final move in
this case. We are at present hopefUl that
our arguments have prevented the worst
from happening (see p 119).
Another World Championship is upon
us, and I should like to take this
opportunity of wishing the team and the
fund raising, bOil ch()nce. And may I
link this wish with one for Sigma, which
after lJIuch trial and tribulation and a
vast amount of hard work, looks as
though it may be ready to take part in
the proceedings. As, one wbo has been
involved in the project, I have been able
to see at close quarters the extraordinary
effort that has gone into Sigma. A very
difficult step forward in design has been
attempted which has taxed to the maximum our ability to organize and sustain
through the various tribulations that
beset us. One hopes the outcome will
prove that the objective was sound and
efforts effective.
1971 has seen significant developme;lt
in the less exotic regions of sailplane
production. Torva has flown and performed well in competition (a very bold
stroke by Chris Riddell to enter it whilst
still halfway through the test programme
-but, as he says-what better test?).
Kestrels are coming off the line and
seem to be delighting their ownersTorvas in number will be available in
1972.

The year has also seen some solid
experience for motor glider training in
the hands of clubs, which has fully
borne out the promise of Bill Scull's first
season of experience whi.cb I commented
on last year. I am glad to report aJso
that we have made subst:ll1tial progres>
with the Departmen,t of Trade and In83

dustry on the outstanding questions of
licensing and operation which have
worried us all for tbe past year. We now
have nominated sites exempted from the
requirements of the Air Navigation
Order and the endorsements for instructing approved for a further period, with
the prospect of a permanent system of
BGA instructor categories for selflaunching motor gliders. The Air Registration Board will fall into line as soon
as the Department of Trade and Industry
has final~zed its own policy and meantime the Air Registration Board is being
as helpful as it can.
There is no doubt that this development of the self-launching motor glider
will have the most important consequences for the future of the movement. Not only will it revolutionize training and instruction, but, judging by lan
Strachan's demonstration at Husbands
Bosworth this year, it may well in due
course revolutionize pur competitions a~
well.
"
In terms of membership and flying
activity, the past year has shown a steady
increase. Launches are up 7C:~ and
hours 8 % and civilian clubs for the first
time have topped a quarter million
launches. The year has also glistened
with Diamonds. All this points to problems to come with the saturation of
present ,gliding sites and the difficulty in
developing more. This topic is dealt with
in loan Cloke's report and you wiII be
glad to see that, in spite of the cbange
in the organization of Government

Departments dealing with the matter, it
appears that we have managed t'o ensure
,continued financial support and negotiated the administrative hurdle of the
proposed restriction to grants for other
than central and national purposes. We
all owe Joan our thanks for her continuing very effective attention to this
important aspect of our affairs.
Finally, in concluding my last report
to you as Chairman of the Executive
Committee, may I say how easy everybody has made my task for the past two
years. Philip Wills at the time of my
election made some sympathetic noises
about willing horses not being flogged
too hard. but in fact the cheerful and
willing way in which everyone has done
the bit that they are good at and interested in has made the job a sinecure.
This advertising will, I hope, have the
desired effect of interesting others in
coming forward to do their stint, thus
bringing new minds and experience to
the many tasks faced by the Executive
Committee. I am happy' to hand on to
my successor a proven and smooth
running organization which must I think
have achieved everything its bujlders
hoped for. For my part, although I shall
not continue as an Executive Committ~
member, I hope to be able to give a hand
from time to time with particular probblems of the Association-and I do not
expect to do any less flying than before.
Good luck to you all.

K. G.

WILKINSON,

Chairman.
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REPORTS ON BRITISH
WAVE FLYING, 1971
By T. A. M. BRADBURY

is a preliminary,
of the
T' HIS
data sent to the BntIsh GlIding As~umma!y,

sociation .during the period March I to
December 18, 1971.
CAl.ENDAR DISTRIBUTION
OF WAVES

Waves were reported on 101 out of
the 295 days of the survey, and probably occurred even more often. As was
expected the frequency of wave days
decreased dur~ng the summer months,
btlt climbs to three kilometres or llbove
were reported in every month except
August. In March and October waves
were reported on two days out of three
and many of the highest climbs were
made in these months, but April,
November and December also produced

J

good conditions for wave flights.
A calendar of the highest climbs on
each day is given in figure I. It shows
that 20.000ft was reached or exceeded
on three days, 15,000ft on 14 days,
10,OOOft on 35 days and 5,000ft on 76
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Fig 2: The numb,,. of days of climbs above level
shown on the ba5e line

therefore used to estimate the speeds at
various levels before the air was disturbed by wave flow. The '1ctual win.d
· speed may vary considerably a.s the air
p.asses through the wave system. AI?1ost
· all the winds at the top of the chmbs
· were less than 60kts and the majorit.y
· were found to lie between 40 and 5CJkts.
However a speed as low as 23kts at
· 11 ,000£t was reported to give a good
· climb. Figure 3 shows the envelope of
wind speeds at the top of a number of
: climbs.
.
· Figure 4 may !:lelp pilots apprecIate
· the difference between indicated and true
· airspeed a,t the heights reached in wave
: flying. It shows the approximate percent· age to be adQed to the indicated value
· to find the true airspeed at different
"heights.
VARIATIONS OF WIND WITH HEIGHT

· Theory indicates that when conditions
days. The graph in figure 2 s!)\>ws the · are favourable for lee waves the wind
chances of experiencing wave' flow up · speed should increase with height. h
to various heights, based 011' these re- : most cases this was observed but we also
ports. However, this .is probably. an · have an example of a day when the true
underestimate of what IS really possible. : wind speed actually decreased above
A number of pilots _ were obliged to · 6,50O£t and did not increase to the
break off their climbs for lack of oxygen, · original value until a height of 20,OOOft.
thickening of cloud, approach of night ~ There was, however, a well defined
or just because of the extrel!le cord. In- ; stable layer near the 6,OOOft level.
structors were also restTlcted from
climbing high and had to cut short
· flights to enable other pupils to be taken VARIATIONS OF STABILITY
The presence of an inversion or stable
· up.
·Iayer, with Ia.yers of less stability above
SOME GENI:RAL FEATUIRES OF WAVE
CLIMBS ABOVE THR~E KILOMETERS
-WINDS

Tlte most favourahlle d'irections were
· between north-west and south-west
· but reports from Scotland included all
· directions except east. There were .no
reports from sites on the western s!de
of the Pennines where the Helm wmd
· is known to' produce strong waves with
an easterly wind. Best results were
usualIy, but not always, produced w~en
the wind was at tight angles to a major
ridge upwind. Strong winds aloft probably prevented some pilots from climbing high.
.
Few pilots noted whether the a'r
speeds quoted were "indicated" or "true"
· values. The winds reported by radiosonde statiOns upwind of the area were
86
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and below, is usually considered an "I. increase (true above
60'/.
essential feature for the development of indicated airspeed)
wave flow. On most days for which reports were received. and on all the days
when pilots reported that wave flying
was particularly easy, there was a well·
marked stable layer at some level
40'/.
between 2,000 and 1O,000ft. In Scotland,
'however, this stable layer was absent or
"barely discernible on several good wave
<lays, but there was then an increase of
wind with height. In every case there
was a stable layer or an increase of wind
20%
with height (or both together). When
both were lacking there were no wave
reports.
For many years pilots have been
making tbe transitiofl from thermal to
feet x 1000
wave soaring but it was generally
'assUmed that if the air was unstable
5
10
15
20
25
30
.enough for showers there would be little Fig -I: D;lJerence between indicaled alld 'rlJe
chance of sOar'able lee waves. Just how airspeed shown as a percentage 10 lH adde(J 10
IAS to get TAS
high a cumulus cloud must extend before
wave pattern was apt to be irregular. An
wave flow becomes impossible is not yet
clear. However, wave soaring is certainly ell:cellent report, complete with map,
possible when the clJmulus top is about , showed a regular spacing of three miles
four times the height of the mountains. , between waves over the Vale of York
.Pilots flying at low levels reported that : (one pilot said it looked like a Zebra
wave flow was rapidly re-establishEd · crossing) but over the Pennines the
after the passage of a heavy shower. · pattern was not so clear and tlte wavePilots at high level were able to continue : length appeared longer. Comparisons
· between reported wavelengths and wavesoaring above large cumulus.
: lengths calculated by CasswelI's simpl: itied method (Reference I) did not always
WAVELENGTH
On many occasions no clear or sus- · agree. The observed wavelength on these
"tained pattern was seen, and since the : occasions ~as shorter than the calculated
", present form does not ask for such · value, partIcularly below 10,000fl- The
"details few pilots included wavelengtbs. · difference may be because the nearest
: However, there were several valuable : upstream radjo sounding was not truly
reports, some with maps or sketches · representative..
which made the description much easier
,tQ follow. It was noticeable that those WAVE LIFT
. pilots who managed to climb well above
It is often djfficult for a pilot to know
, the 'cloud could often see and report a
if he has found the best area of lift unless
,pattern which was not recognised by
he is in company with other gliders. The
,pilots flying lower down. Theory pre- [ reported rates of climb were often too
,dicts that waves of different lengths exist ) varied to draw any firm conclusions but
. at various levels in the atmosphere; the
it is clear that there is no obvious re'shorter waves are usually found at Iow
lationship between the rate of climb and
level while the longer waves appear I the height eventually reached. Some of
: higher up. A pilot from Currock actually , the climbs were made in relatively weak
. observed this, effect; he reported a wave- .lift but continued far higher tban climbs
,Jength of three miles at low levels and ,which encountered very strong lift. Ort
'six miles above 10,00O£t:.
,some days when there appeared to be a
I
Pilot reports and some satellite photos · suddCfl change of wind the level of this
I showed that the evenly spaced waves · change seemed to mllrk tbe upper limit
of wave flow. Lift which was strong up
jwere. more. common OVer relativ~ly flat
terram whIle over the mountams the
to this level was found to cease abruptly
87

at about the same height on different
climbs. The best reported rate of climb
was J Skts, near Aboyne. There were
other reports which sjmply stated that
the variometers were showing full
deflection.

moak. It then appeared that. t~e wa.ve
train began just upwind of Stlrhng with
an alignment roughly northwest to southeast. The waves retained this alignment
for many wavelengths as the air passed
Qver the Ochil raoge which lay parallel
to the wind.
Two pilots who reached about 18.000ft
were able to observe this wave pattern
at right angles to tbe Ocbils.
BRANCHED WAVE CLOUDS

.1

A few pilots found some.waves whi.ch
were very much out of ahgnment With
the general pattern in the ~rea. By tr~ck·ing along these odd waves It was poSSIble
·to progress upwind without the u~u.al
loss of height. It has oot been pOSSIble
·to match these reports with simultaneous
·satellite photos and even jf such pictures
were available it is unlikely that the
· position of individual waves could be
identified with sufficient accuracy. How, ever some photos over Scotland show
· wave clouds which appear to branch into
two.
The effect is almost certainly due to
topography since it seems to be confined
to mountainous areas. Wave trains over
the sea look much more regular. Figure
.5 shows a greatly enlarged pattern
sketched from a satellite picture' rectified
to correct for distortion due to the
~ curvature of the earth and the ang~e of
viewing. The positions of the waves may
be slightly in error but the general
pattern should be correct. The wave
'alignment alters from nea~ly north-~o
.south near Jura and the Kmtyre penmsula to northeast-to-southwest near
·Perth. There are three places where the
wave cloud appears to branch.
· Figure 6 shows two possible schemes
·for the formation of such branches.
·When the air is unstable, with semi-per, manent cumulus over the hill tops acting
: as an upward extension of the ground.
· the branch looks like part of the bow
· wave of a ship. With a more stable air· mass the wave conforms more closely to
the shape of the lee slope. At this stage
· we know too little to be confident of
, either scheme however.
SHALLOW EASTERLY WAVES

Fig 5: Wave paltern o~'er Scotland on November
15 10]/ rub" from sQIellite piclUre
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During the summer months there was
a surprisingly large number of reports of

U nst abl e northwest flow

Stable southwest flow

Fig 6: ForT1ftltion of br-onc1led wave clouds in Iwo

shallow waves developing in easterly
winds. Many of these occasions we;e
when relatively cold air, flowing inland
from .the North Sea, lay under a layer
of warmer air where the winds were
much lighter. (In some cases the wind
direction was reversed in the warm air
aloft.) There was always a marked inversion on these days.
East wind waves were reported from
places as widely separated as Portmoak
and Maidstone. Quite strong lift was
found in the lowest few thousand feet
but the lift decreased rapidly above the
inversion level. Few pilots climbed much
above 5,OOOft and many found that the
upper limit was only 3,000ft. The wavelength was always short, ranging from
about three miles to an estim<lted 2,000
yards.
At Portmoak these easterly waves
developed with remarkably light winds.
Since the winds over the Bishop hill were
stronger than those measured near the
coast at Leuc;:hars earlier there may have
been a sea breeze effect. Lee waves in
sea breeze air have been observed in
America. At Portmoak one striking
feature of these east wind waves was a
forward tilt to tbe wave front which
enabled pilots to sO.ar directly over the
hill top on the lee side of the Bisbop
hill.

airstr~ams

The probable airflow has been sketched
in figure 7.
On some occasions the air seems to
rise almost vertically in front of the
main rotor and pilots could circle in
wave lift. With stronger winds there is
evidence for a secondary rotor turning
in the opposite direction to the main
rotor upwind of it. Secondary rotors were
reported by French pilots many years
ago but little has been heard of them in
Britain. Forward-c;:urving wisps of doud
on the upwind side of a wave may be a
sign of such a secondary rotor. Secondary rotors may exist both in front of
and downstream from ,the main rotoT. A

Fig 7: Possible airfloK' when SOGTil1g was possible
Ol'er the lee side 01 a hill
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Fig 8: VlUious regions \f."here k~
M'OVes "·tr~ reported
KEY:

A. Usually lOO

B.
C.
D.
E.

F.

G.

unstable except in mountainous
areas
Rather de~p conveclion. Usable ""QVt'S ear/J'
and lale bur o/Ien hard 10 contact dt"ing the
middle parI 0/ the day
USI4all}' r~liQble area 10r wuves. Good chance
0/ lenticulars
Waves apr to be weak due to /righ !Our/ace
winds
Good waves likely bw grou"d may be
obscuted by low stratus
Winds probably loo IIghl for all}' except the
weakest WQVes
Shallow waVeS only. possibly capped b.l' a
rurblllent layer.
Stippled areas denote high probability of rain
or dens4! cloud

rotor apparently turning in the reverse
direction was observed near Aboyne
when lift was found on the downwind
side of a slowly moving wave cloud in
an area where sinking air is normal.
DAYS OF WIDESPREAD
WAVE ACTIVITY

THANKS AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

I should like to thank all the pilots
who sent in wave reports, particularly
those who went to considerable effort to
amplify the reports with longer descriptions and added maps or sketches.
REFERENCE
CassweIl, S. A., 1966. "A simplified ca)culation of maximum velocities in
mountain lee waves". Met. Mag. 95.
pages 68-80.

There were a number of days when
waves occurred simultaneously at many
gliding sites. One day this area ex.tended
from Aboyne in the north to Bicester
in the south. Figure 8 is a composite
weather map showing where waves were WAVE FUGHTS
found last year in relation to various THE period under survey eoded on
flow patterns. Only the details shown on February 29. We will be publishing a
final list of wave flights carried out in
weather maps printed in daily papers, or
shown lIeetingly on television, have been
the survey period in the June issue. andr'
included. The various letters indicate the .would be grateful if all pilots would
,. send us the completed wave forms by
kind of wave activity possible.
April 9.
Although lee waves have been found
in very varied situations some are more
reliable' than others. One of the mO'st Dale
Name 0/
Lowesl
Maxi·
pilot!sJ
height
mum
reHable situations occurs where a cold
wa.'eo
heil/hJ
front trails back to lie nearly parallel to
contacle.d re.ache.d
the isobars. Waves are highly likely on
(/1)
(/IJ
the cold side of the front, but can also A./>oyne (Deeside)
1971
• occur on the warm side, and when the
P. Guest
2-10
1300
6800
front is temporarily inactive wave flights
P. Guest
bolO
2000
t4000
3000
5000
· can take place right across the frontal 1·10 P. Guest
M. Audritt
1200
2500
zone. Long cross-country fl.ights are then 9-10
R. Kerr
5-12
3500
9100
· possible.
/972
2500
6100
The chief hazard is the risk of ex- 20-1 R. Lee
22-1
A. Middleton
2400
6600
· tensive cloud cover spreading in to 21-2 R.
Kerr: D. Lee
2400
6800
obscure I.andmarks. This cloud may fall
A. Middlcton
12-2
1500
4000
A. Middlelon: D. Lee; I.
very low near windward coasts and Ilills 13-2 Lovie
-2000
10500
but tbe Welsh mountains and Penn'ines 14-2 P. Candy: E. Summers; D.
often act as a barrier to the lower cloud.
Neilson; 1. Murdoeh
2100
1000
90

Date

Name of
pi/ol(S)

Lowest
heighl
wave
contacted

MaxImum
heighl
reached

(/1)

(11)

Bickmarsh (WorcesleTshire)
D. Nei)son
A. 'Coffee
D. Neilson; B. Dexter
D. Neilson

1WO
1800
2000
2'500

4500

B. Dexter

2500

4500

3600
3500
3300

Camphill
197/

11·12
/972
13-2

Lo ...~st
heighl
WQl'l'

contacted
(/1)
Newlownards (Ulsler & ShorJs)

Maximum

rl~~i!~~
(It)

/97/

197/

28.10
11-12
18 12
24-12
/972
16·1

Name 0/
pilol(s)

Date

A. Beer; A. Blaekbmn
B. Morgan

2300

8300

500

7500

Church Broug/llon (BurlOn & Derb)')
/97/
11-12 K.Brcll
1800
Cn",welJ (.,RAF Col/ege GC)
/97/
(iI-li P.
Medhurst: r. MacFadyen; A. Price
Dish/orlh
/97/
30-10 B. NO"'ell
3-12 T. Drake
10.12 A. SI Pierre
.11-12 W. Wintrip; R. Beck: P.
Shanahan; A. St Pierrc
18-12 A. Lells; P. G. King: B.
Barry; P. Shanahan
24-12 M. GreaYe5; M. Orrey: W.
Winlrip; B. Nowell

2000

3000
3660

4270

6500

6~00

S700

2~60

7~60

2000

18S00

2100

S900

l~oo

10600

4000

9500

P-12 T. Sagn

1800

7400

lI00
900
2000
1500
1800

12400
8900
212S0
lI650

1500

73S0

ISoo

8600

1900
1900

3900
4200

1000
1000

4000
26QO

3400

SIOO

3750
1600

72S0
6300

Portmoak
/97/
14-7
A. Sambale
31-8
A. Samba!e
1-10 A. Sambal.c
6-JI A. Mi1n.
22-12 J. Fra.er; J. Hntchlngs
27-12 M. Ale"andcr: A. Dick:
H. Torode; P. ltying; J.
Dandie; D. Wal1<eT; E.
Vann; D. West; }, 0'Donne1l; G. Smith
28-12 M. Short; E. Vann; H.
Torode: J. Hernp.eed; F.
ltying; V. Carr
/972
4-1
A. Dick; G. Green
5-1
N. Stevenson
Strathal/an (Perlhshire)
/972
8-1
R. Pears
IS-1
R. Pears
Sultan Bank
1'l7/
5-12 M. Can""
Usk

4600

/911

ll-12

12-12

P. Gould
E. Duffin

Doncaste,.
/97/
16-12

B. Pell

Hedfey (Norlhumbria)
./97/
23-10 A. Tpwn.e,,<l
14-11 D. Pallison
5-12 D. Ing1e
7-12 A. Brown; J. Head
18-12 D. Driver
/972
J 3-2
D. Osborne

1900
2200
1700

6800
2000
6300
6300
3800

4800

7300

2200
1900

K;nguss;e (Cairngorms)

/972
9-1
6-2

W. Longstalf
W. Longstalf; A. Lindsay:
D. Tipping; R. Mackirttosh

1650

20S0

.18'50

6OS0

2000

I2SOO

1000
3500
3200

4S00
4600
10000
8000

.FLYING ON A
BUDGET?
Our credit terms for
insurance need cost
you nothing

"Don't Delay-Ask Today"

LonlJ"'Mynd
1972

12-2

A. Sykes

MiIIlown (Fulmar)
/972
16-1
H.IDyce
6-2
R. Ken
12-2
H. Dyce
27-2
E. R. Smith

3000

N)'mps/iL/d
/97/
11-12 C. Hughes
/972
12-2
C. Hughes

2200

6500

2700

9200

Trafford Facilities Ltd.
Associated Insurance Brokers
IDept SG)
1!51 HATFleLD ROAD,
ST. ALBANS, HERTS.
TetepPlone Nos.: 54967 & 52396
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A LATIN CHECK
Traveller's Tales 11

WE drove into the airfield in the
heat of the day, the sun and the
valley haze combining to ma]l:e the whole
scene liquid; even the snows of the
mountain tops seemed to shimmer. On
the runway stood a Blanik, its attendant
tug languorously tick-ing over.
"So you are English," said the instructor, a man called Luca whom we
found in the Aangar. "We have just had
two English visitors, but we would not
let them fly. One had a new C Certificate,
and the other not even that. They were
very rude to us. We are sorry, but they
should not have behaved as they did.
What experience have you?"
My heart sank; so 1 was to be an
ambassador, charged with restoring the
honour of my country after two unwelcome Englishmen had passed through. I
produced a fat log-book: "Ah," said
Luca, waving his arms with delight, "that
is different. You will only need a little
check. We will take the Blanik immediately."
Not five minutes after having arrived,
unannounced, I was putting on the
pa,rachute from the Blanik's front seat,
while peering anxiously into the COCkpit
at an incredible forest of levers and
knobs.
Now I am a simple man, and levers
and knobs confuse me. I have only twice
been through the bottom of gliders. once
on trying to perch on a Lake District
mountain, when I mistook the sense in
which the brake lever operated, and once

By the
Armchair
Pilot
on trying to learn to land a T-21 lefthanded, when I confused the levers I
held in my two hands. Nor, indeed, do I
like more than the minimum of instruments, for the same reason.
Peter Scott and I once landed together
after a race from Dunstable, and he
helped me de-rig. "I didn't know it was
possible to fly with so few instruments,"
he said, on seeing the blackboard which
passes for Cockleshell's instrument panel.
That day he had had to take a relight
because on the first launch none of his
three electric variometers was working.
As a matter of fact the only reason I
made such good speed was because I
forgot to pull out the telescopic aerial
to my radio, and as the voices of my
competitors faded I Was spurred on by
the thought that I was leaving them all
behind . . .
"Get in," said Luca, "the tug is starting to move." Indeed it was. I flopped
into the middle of the forest, making
sure that at least one knob fell easily to
hand between my knees. I was about to
ask a hundred-and-one questions about
what all the other knobs and levers
operated when Luca slammed the lid
shut and the tug opened up.

. . . slammed the lid shot

. . . a Lake District mountain
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I am about six feet three inches tall,
and the Blanik canopy caught me bang!
on the top of the head, forcing my head
back into a position more appropriate
to LUC3 washing my hair than giving me
a cheCk flight. Looking down my nose r
could see, past the bottom rim of my

glasses, the thick cross-member of the
BIaoik canopy, and beyond that the
merest hint of a tug setting off down
the runway. Instruments were just a
short-sighted blur below my glasses, and
the knobs. and levers were all out of
sight.
"Very good lake-off," sa.id Luca as
the Blanik lifled its wingtip from the
scorched runway and followed the tug
of its own accord. M y neck ached, the
sun beat down on my forehead, and a
torrent of broken English came from the

*'©-er •

I::).

~\ er ~ .(l III (!)~
~ "~,.~
~
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. . . a torrent DJ broken English
rear seat. Luca was determined that the
English ambassador should not fail, tliat
the memory of the other two pilots
should be expunged.
My left hand started feeling its way
round the invisible cockpit. I was
appalled by what it found. Brakes, flaps,
trimmer, seat adjustments, release, oh
help I does a Blanik have a retractable
wheel'? (I still can't remember).
The mountain tops were all that I
could see around me. Panic struc.kwhere was 11 Navigating by the sun, I
judged we had completed a circuit of
the airfield, and, pulling the roundest
knob I could lay hands on, I was immensely relieved to see the tug climb on
and to be able to get the nose down.
Yes I Tha:t quivering. blur ahead must be
the runway!
"What ever did you do that for?"
shouted the exasperated Luca.
"My neck . . . I can't see . . . my
head is jammed . . . no, I cannot translate 'jammed'." I lined up on the runway.
A flood of instructions started to flow
from the back seat. "More speed . . .
more flap . . . trim ... trim!" shouted
Luca.
I played with the knobs and levers
like a biscuit packer packing biscuits. In

my trade of statistician there is a
theorem known as the Central Limit
Theorem which states that if you operate
enough such knobs and levers rapidly
enough, everything will average out.
"Less speed ... more flap ... undercarriage . . . brakes . . . you must trim
when you use the brakes."
Did I use the brakes? Bang! In Luca's
native language the distinction between
"we have arrived" and "we are arrived"
is the same as in English. We were
arrived.
"Very, very good," said Luca. "Yoll
managed very well. You are a very good
pilot. You wiIJ have no trouble with the
single-seater." And without further ado I
was placed gently in the single-seater,
and Luca himself towed me over the
steel-works, over the town, and jU9t over
the pylons on the hillside, passing instructions the while over the radio.
"Release", he shouted as soon as it was
quite obvious t.hat return unaided was
impossible because of the electricity
wires.
Anything to be my own master. I released, and tucked my wing into the
great hinside. Slowly we rOse above the
pylons, above the haze, above the
troubled world. As the sun lost its power
I savoured the still air of that splendid
valley for an hour before inching my
way back across the town to the
shadowed airstrip.
The following day was magnificent,
with towering cumuli above the brilliant
mountain tops. I could have explored
the high mountains as so many others
have done on such days. But, alas; 1
was ill; the nervous exhaustion of the
day before took its toll, and I dared
not fly. Will I get another chance, or
will it mean another check?
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THE
"FEETLE"
PEOPLE
By ANN WELCH

RESPONSE to my "Low and Slow"
article (S&G. Feb, p19) showed IlIat
there i5 much more interest in hang
gliders than I thought. at least three
having been built here recently. In
Switzerland. Hans Spellge1er has btll7t a
sophisticated (Swiss watch) hang glider,
laking 00 and landing 011 his skis. The
Swiss Federal Air Office have Pl/t a top
limit of ISOm above grOl/nd on. hang
gliders. bur with mOllntains up to over
13,000ft flying possibilities cOllld still be
illleresting.
What we don't yet have Itere is much
knowledge of what really goes on at rhe
CaliforniJm focus point of CapistTlGno
Beach. Since I cannot write at first-hand
-not having been there--I have dug into
.. Low and Slow" magazine and extracted
from the wriTings what I hope will give
a descriptive picTitre. I wOl/ld like to
thank loe FauSl (Editor), Richard Miller,
Dr Bruee Carmichael. Dave K ilbourtle.
Jack Lambie and others for taking their
words in vain. This is what they say:
ON FLYING

• This foot-launch low altitude stuff is
one of the beller training schools for
flight. One feels the wind and very
quickly realises its powers and tricks;
respect comes quickly.
• Why it's hard for man to fiy? There
are really two basic problems-People
are fat and brittle and air is thin and
lumpy.
• The lumpiness of air is well known
although not much soLid data is available. Some authorities say that a mean
sharp edged gust of about one tenth
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wind speed can be expected with a scale
length of about 30ft. This means one
might expect a change in angle due to a
relative up gust of about I t degrees.
We find this produces a .rolling moment
of about ISOft/lb. Assuming the agile
pilot can extend both his legs to the full
side position to counteract this, he might
produce a barefoot restoring moment of
about 30ft/lb, or 40ftjlb in army clQdhoppers. When one cQnsiders the various
time lags, including the rather slowmoving cortex cerebelli of the type of
person who of his own free- will projects
himself into space, one sees that control/ing the lumpiness of air, at least in
the lateral modes, it a p:retty forlorn
situation. What to do? What we really
need is an aeroisoclinic wing (one that
bends without twisting) . . .
• The success of the Rogallo is due to
the aeroisoclinic effect of the flexible
lifting surface coupled with the IQwer
span of this type. But in the Rogalloone
pays for lateral docility by the problems
of a large chord, meaning you hav~ to
scurry backwards and forwards along
the hang-bars to exert sufficient longitudinal control.
• When you get tired of hanging by
your armpits (and it doesn't take long)
slide into a small swing seat suspended
by four lines; but watch that C of G
shift.
• Running forward and then settling
into his seat put Taras Kiceniuk into
his first successful sit-down self-launched
fuel-less flight. He had sat in a garagehung swing seat for 10 minutes as 'practice for flights on this October afternoon.

• In dives the hanging or swinging pilot
tends to, permit his weight to shift forward which maintains or increases his
dive. The steeper the d.ive the more
muscle power it takes, to put the weight
where' one might, want it to be.
• A great deal of research needs to be
done on controls. At tlie very slow speeds
of hang gliders ailerons don't seem to
work too well. A down aileron will
cause the plane to pivot in that direction
due to the drag. Perhaps spoilers would
be better. I still like weight shifting.
• Within three seconds after self-launching, "Icarns" was banked by operation of
the left tip dragger. Taras crabbed south
with a very low ground speed. Staying
in the best regions of the slope he carefully drifted in and out according to the
cODtour. Once he was given company by
a soaring gull. This was in a mildly
fresh breeze, not a gale or even a strong
wind. At the end of It minutes Taras
properly entered a turn, and his ground
speed pick.ed up as he began a fast return
to a point about 40ft above his take-off
spot. Waving clown at us with a wide
smile midway around his second turn
Taras expertly maintained vigilance over
his airspeed and position relative to the
slope winds. This was Taras' first solid
taste of self-launch hang-soaring, and he
had never rIdge-soared his own Olympia.
Heading back south into the wind,
on his second run Taras and lcarus were
again warmed by the face of t~e s~n.
and a near zero ground speed. HIS gam
on this leg was about 70ft above take-off.
• Tom kept too close to the hill and
lost more airspeed than he desired. His
feet toucbed and relaunched not unlike
a bounding mountain goat. His landing
,at the next knoll was not as graceful as
his animal cousin's, but all was fine.
• r netted over two hours in three
flights-the longest 1:04 (on a Rogallo).
The only bad experience was in landing
after the longest flight. I had been
skimming with feet 2-3ft off the crest of
the ridge and was lured into trying to,
touch down there. It felt deceptively like
a very low energy approa.ch due to the
fact that I could almost hover mere o,ver
one spot; however, it was not at all low
energy because the wind was moving
almost at flying speed. The instant my
feet touched I found myself thrust backward and upward in the nearest thing 10

a deep stall l've ever experienced. It was
at that instant a gust caught one wing
and lifted it causing a quick slip straight
to the ground. I was unhurt but a wing
tube got bent. However, I was able to
straighten it in the crook of the ~mly
tree on the ridge.
• The soaring potential will only be
rea.lised as the end result of a great deal
of careful thought and by endless fussing
with details. But it leads inevitably to
that magic moment when you take a few
steps down the hill into the quickening
wind and step off into the air for one
of life's truly unforgellable experiences.
• But I still say don't go higher than
you'r,e willing to fall.
ON 'DESIGt'oJ
• The law of survival is still enforced
by the implacable order of natural
events. The men who crossed the Pole
and walked on the moon did so only by
using every advantage available. Thus,
if one must take along running gliding
jump down a grassy slope, let it be in
something thoughtfully considc:red, so
that survival is Ic:ss than accidental.
• Our systems do wear out by 19Tound
handling; they do indeed. This problem
is solvable in many ways~ne is often
quite ready to build his next "new
design" by the 'time the ship is in need
of i,ts first major maintenance.
• The primary factor governing all considerations of size, weight and wing
loading is the necessity to take-oft' and
land while running. This is further
qualified by the range of wind speeds in
which it is pleasant and safe to fly such
light machines. We might assume that
practical running speeds are of the order
of IO·15mph and. practical wind speeds
for flying between S-2Qmph.
usual
Californian
• Assuming
the
zephyrs of about Smph. and that we can
handle (or feet le) a ground speed of
ISmph, we' have an airspeed of about
2'omph to fool around with. Dr Bernouilli
tells us that this gives us a dynamic
pressure of about lIb/ft 2 , not the most
sustaining calculation. Now aerofoils is
aerofoils, boundary layers beha.ve in
their inimitable, intractable and generally
cussed w.ay, and one thing leads to another. In shprt. at Reynolds numbers
.less than a million cannot achieve a lift
coefficient of more than 1.2. and this
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!f)..ing his VJ-13. TIre aerofoil is 16;" at

usually at the price of a vicieus stall.
Eg: the N60R, so lovingly described by
Dr Schmidt in Aerodynamik des Flugmodels goes from a lift coefficient of
1.I at 13 0 to 0.55 at 150. That's rough
sledding, matey.
• Aspect ratio. Let .us take the example
of a wing with 36ft 2 area, just about
the size necessary to accommodate a
130lb man, and slice it in two ways,
first as a high aspect ratio (9) form with
a chord of 2ft and a span of 18ft; then
as a low aspect ratio (4) form with a
chord of 3ft and a span of 12ft.
If we now assume a fiying speed of
3Smph or sort/sec, we find that by using
the larger chord we move from a
Reynolds No range of somewhat over
half a million (0.6) to almost a million
(0.9). This is a particularly productive
increase and the consequent gains will in
some degree off-set the loss in span
efficiency.
What is intel1esting in the design of
Low and Slow aircraft are the two !imitations. They are speed (because ordinary
human legs can deal only with a small
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range in this respect) and span (because
a large span is not cOll/rollable on human
shoulders). If hang glider enthllsiJJsts only
want to soar, then design will probably
move in the direction of the conventional
glider, even towards the extreme aspect
ratio and sophisticated structure of present man-powered aircraft. or the Fafnir
and A IIstria of the late '20·s. If, however,
the physical challenge of genuine hlmg
soaring is what people want, then development win be concentrated on low
aspect ratio and very lighJ structures_ My
hope is that both things will happenthere will be good genuine hang gliders,
and good, bill simple, lightweight sailplanes. If sophistication is avoided cOSts
can r,emain low. and flying will be
possible for more people.
ON CONSTRUCTION

• There is a grea'ter variety of types
available than might be at first supposed.
The Rogallo Wing (L/D 4: I) is ideally
suitable in many respects. It is ,easy and
inexpensive to buil'd and can betrans-

ported and assembled with ease. Making
it turn is the problem. Being essentially
a flat plate, it needs about twice the area
of a ship with an aerofoil 10 do as well
It is loads of fun and a good step up.
The Chanll/e Biplane (8-9) is one of the
world's perfect aeroplanes and a perennial favourite. It probably offers the
lowest airframe weight/area.
The Flying Wing (10-15) swept type
like learus (oot a plank) has advantages
of simplicity, low airframe weight and
low drag. Solution to lateral control
problems may be complicated.
• For covering, l,ISe ordinary polyethylene sheeting about 4 mils thick. Stretch
it on tightly during a hot day. MyJar is.
muc], better but costs more. Dacron
glued on and tightened by passing a
medium hot iron lightly over it, a-nd a
couple of coats of clear dope, is about
the same price but is a lot of work.
• The covering-4 mils polyethylene
sheet-showed up just in time. Bruce
discovered a mass of it on the scrap heap
where he works and took it home. It
was a little on the tired side but the
price was right. Two sizeable sectioos
were cut out for the left and right wingsails and attached to the frame with duct
tape. An Indian cow bell, by way of a
stan warning device, was hung in the
superstructure, and we were ready to go.
I'd spent $SO and had SOlb of airplane
to show for it-$SO, 50Ib and SO: I I
thought in my dreams. Well, you live
and learn.
SPEED CONTROL - SYMPHONY
IN THE SKY

• The pilots of conventional gliders can
.afford the instruments (ASI) they use.
They've got money and plenty of time
between turn points at 12,OOOft to look
at clouds or talk to their crew on the
radio. The hang·glider pilot, however, is
much too preoccupied with the very
immediate business of staying up to
have even a second or so to spare for
anything as wasteful as reading an instrument dial. He requires a more direct
system.
Consider, then, the synchrotone pitch
pipe. Mine is S-6, used for tuning a cello.
costs 30p and weighs a half-ounce, give
or take a gramme or two. The pipes
sound ~y meanS of reeds within the tubes

which are activated by air passing over
them . . . Everything suggested that S-6
would make an ideal audio airspeed indicator provided its range of operation
coincided with hang-glider speeds.
Some simple tests in the open air
settled the matter. The low note (CO)
side of the pipe sounded at about 16mph
and increased to its maximum volume,
with no change in pitch, by about 2Smph.
Beyond this there appeared to be no
change in either pitch or volume up to
freeway speeds (70mph). The two higher
notes began sounding at a slightly higher
speed and took relatively longer to reach
ma"imum volume. At a distance of 3-4ft
from the ear the pipes can be heard
distinctly through the ran,ge. The two
higher noteS' (D and A) seemed prefer~
able to the lower, sounding with greater
clarity and it being easier to distinguish
changes in volume.
The pipes were not critical as regards
intake direction up to 20-2S" of yaw. If
you intend to skid or slip at greater
angles than that, you can mount your
ASI on a small weather vane, then at
least some part of the glider will be
lined up with the airflow during flight.
You can become more sophisticated
... For example, find a reed that begins
tQ vibrate at your basic safe speed, say
22mph, the "tonic" note of the glider.
Next find a reed turned to say 28mph. On
the ruo down the hill the pilot maintains
take-off angle of attack and continues
to gain speed until he hears the sound
of the tonic note. Only then does he
rotate into a normal flying attitude, and
thereafter maintains the note to maintain
thc' speed. Should airspeed build up the
volume of the tonic will increase and
be joined by the new note - the
dominant.
HAND EMBROIDERED
TERYLENE TIES
Your cJloJb embl.m or own detlon on, plain
non·crease washable tie in navy, wineor dk. green

POST FREE • . . . •
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This note can be used as a kind of
turn (permission) indicator, for holding
adequate airspeed in turns is going to
continue to be perhaps the most serious
problem the hang glider faces for a
long time to come.
One could even go to the extreme of
cutting reeds to indicate a safe speed
for the inner wing tip. It is not difficult,
it just takes a peculiar kind of person
to <10 it.
• I plan to keep my Std Cirrus and
build a hang glider also.
• Dick Eipper built in seven hours a
fine glider that has given over lOO
people some fine flights and over 300
flights for himself. In four months he
is on his 10th personal glider C"I saw
Dan's kite Friday night; Saturday morning I bought the bamboo and plastic
and flew off the hill Saturday evening").
• Dave Kilbourne's sailwing is 16ft OD
the keel" 40' on the wing angle with
44' on the sailcloth which is 40z Dacron.
The harness is a plastic toy swing seat
with auto seat belt to hold it:in place
while running. All control is with weight
movement which is very sensitive. Slow
flight is about IOmph with a stall coming on very gently, fast flight approximately 35mph. Glide ratio is 5: I; sink
rate 500ft/min. I've made about 1,000
safe flights, the longest 25 minutes' ridge
soaring.
AND SO BACK TO FLYING

• Of the two ways to err, trying to
take-off with too high an angle of attack
is the least punis.hing alternative. The
method presents so much of the underside of the sail to the relative wind that
you can't get enough airspeed to lea,:e
the ground. About the best you do .. S
to wallow around and perhaps end m
a ground loop. You've got t<? get th.e
nose down to a point that Will perm~t
you to gain more speed: Y~u lower It
bit by bit until finally-mevltably-you
go too far and pitch forward into the
ground. This tends to happen very
quickly and be quite painful..
.
• Those who have bad expenence WIth
the Rogallo know about lufting. At low
angles of attack the forward part of the
sail tends to luff and lose lift. The portion of the sail behind the C of G,
meanwhile, goes on about its business
as usual. The result is a sort of see-saw
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game. Once things go beyond a certain
point there is no turning back. In the
sailwing it could be disastrous following
a stall. It was to prevent this that I
installed a set of false ribs on which the
sail couk! faJ) back for support in
extremis.
• He had had his share of nose-ins
tbat day, and took off down the slope,
still smarting, and determined not to
repeat his mistakes. As a consequence,
when he was tippy-toe height above the
ground he threw himself abruptly back
in the hang bars. To the onlookers the
result was dramatic and so funny we
could hardly run to his rescue for laughing. He shot a good 6ft in the air,
stopped, dangled a bit, then settled to
the ground with ene wing in the bushes.
Bruce was al1 right. Zooming was something new.
• Do
not
neglect
to
thoroughly
fami1iarise yourself with all flight
characteristics of learns. Discover problems in yourself and in your entire flight
experience before the time when you
might wish you had done just that.
ON THE LILIENTHAL
BIRTHDAY MEET
• It was certainly a fantastic happen-

ing from the hour the landowner said
"have fun" until well after birthday
cheers were sung for Otto L.
• Lateral control on ships were missing
and spectators soon bec.ame participants
by acting as a cushioned landing field.
• (The meet) wa5 everything we could
have asked for; some speciaJ grace must
have been operating in our favour.
AND LASTlY
• We are not only distilling the goodness of the last seven decades, but we
arc determined to make happen what
fiying man has always wanted to do.

Superficial consideration could easily
pigeon-hole hang glidiJrg into a "dangerOIlS" CQtegory. because it is a now Ul/familiar form of flight. and lucause it
perhaps looks hairy in a sort of "fringe
element" sense. There are. however, only
three ways to kill yourself: hitting something, falling out, and structural failure.
If hang gliders stay light and slow the

eDects of hitting someJhing are not likely
to be any greater than the various forms
of skiing or rugby football. /n fact.
pr.obably less. although t'here ate no
proper accident records from which to
o,btairl figures.
Falling out is avoidable immediately
the possibility is perce,ived; attach yourself. StruclUral faUure is the most likely
risk, but the factors working towards
hazard are incomprehension and carelessness, not absence of knowledge; designs

can easily be checked and structures
inspected by competent people. At the
present state of the art the hang glider
enthusiast spends a great deal of time
considering his equipment. its environment, and developing techniques to overcome problems of use. He is not just an
operato, depending on a formal training.
as many pilots now are. For people prepared to visualise the scene, and thinIC,
I do not believe hang gliding need be
hazardous in any serious sense.

A GLIDING CLUB'S NECESSITY
By ELIZABETH RITCHIE

o ONE would ever admit it, but a
N
. gliding club's necessity can be summed up in one word-women.
From my experience, in the average
gliding club, the helpless female is outnumber'ed .by about 20 to one.
Who's complaining about that? It is
cOl'lsidered a man's sport, eVen thoug):!
women have sho,wn themselves to be on
a level with or even better than men.
(Hearty disagreement from all males.)
Any girl with a sense of adventure
wants to do something a little different.
What better choice is there than .gliding?
It has an aura of excitement around it.
Dreams rush through Qne's head, writeups in the locai paper:
STOP PRESS

Warid Glider Record Broken
HA woman has broken the world record.
She stepped out of her glider dressed in
the latest fashion in flying suits. A car
was waiting to collect het to take her to
the clubhouse where she held a short
press conference-details and pictures on
page thr,ee."
Howev,er, dreams are soon shattered.
The great day has 'arrived-mid-November, cold and windy, but the newcomer
d0es not realise that this spells "no fiying
today".
On entering the ~Iubhouse. yells come
from the stronger sex, who are lounging
in the only easy chairs. "Put the kettle
on". "Can you sew? Something has gOl'\e
wrong with the Zip of my flying suit",
"Do you feel like washing the dishes,
sweeping the floor. etc . . ." and so it
goes on. Eagerly she obeys (fool). After

tbe chores are done, she sits down witb
heT now cold cup of coffee, ears flapping
to pick up any flying tips. Alas, she has
no idea of what they are talking about.
The flying jargon is like a different
language.. SO ends the first exciting day
at the gliding club.
The next weekend the weather conditions have improved. She has her first
flight-the thrill of the launch, the few
moments when she was allowed 10 handle
the controls, the perfect landing. The
perfect sport.
Between fljghts, she drags gliders up
and down: the runway, drives the towcar, which looks as if it might blow up
at any moment, 'also many other manual
tasks. In fact, on the airfield, woman's
str,ength equals man's..
What would they do without us?
Ther,e would be no cups of coffee waiting for them when they come in from
the bitter winds in winter. The clubhouse
would turn into a slum, through no one
cleaning it up. There would be no unpaid secretaries and organise.rs of social
functions. On the airfield the man power
would be greatly redul:oo. Who would
help them to idle away the long hours
of waiting between flights during the
soaring season?
Treat lis like Women once in a while,
or you will find that the establishment
will collapse.
I am not trying' to put the female off
gliding. It is a never-a-dull-moment
sport. I cannot see the male glider pilot
changing his ways, so you cannot say
that you have nat been warned.
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SOUTHER,N SAILPLANES
now at

MEMBURY AIRFIELD on the new M4
(leave motorway at Junction 14)

Sole U.K. agents for
Standard Cirrus, Nimbus 2 and Open Cirrus
Write or Phone for details
Nimbus 2 and Standard Cirrus take 1 st place
in New Zealand Nationals
Open Cirrus takes 1 st and 2nd places in
Argentinian Nationals
Yet more competition wins for Scnempp-Hirth machines
Second-hand sailplanes

Spares

Instruments

Southern Sailplanes, Me.mblJl'Y Airfield, Lambourn, Berks.
Tel: Lambourn 774

evenings: Hungerford 2058

YORKSHIRE SAILP.LANES LTD.
THE NORTH'S LEADING GLIDER REPAIRERS
(JUST OFF THE A1)

Increased workshop facilities now
available

Major and minor repairs

Large stocks of glider spares and
instruments

RebuildS a speciality

----

Gliders collected and delivered
free of charge within 30 miles
radius

lOO

C of A inspections

For all your gliding club
requirements contact:
Gerry Kemp, Bondgate, Ripon

Resprays to suit
cl,Istomers requirements

Telephone 3360
Cor Barry Goldsborough, Rlpon 3784)

Glider. bought and sold

THE BRITISH TEAM - the old hands
N being asked to write a "potted
O
history" of our two senior p,ilots in
this year's British Team, I made the
"mistake" of looking through old copies
of the magazine. Soon I lost myself in
all sorts of interesting material published
over the last 25 years and found it
difficult to put the copies down and start
the job in hand.
As roost readers know Nick Goodhart
and George Burton by name or reputati,on and their exploits over recent years
are fairly well known, I felt that some
notes about the early period of their
competitive gliders careers might be of
more interest.
In 1947, the first postwar British
Nationals took place at the Naval Station
at Bramcote. Nick grabbed the chance
to fly as P2 to John Sproule in a Kranich
1 and thus experienced his first crosscountry flying. They finished 14th out of
26 and the only time Nick's name was
mentioned was in the Entry list. He made
up his mind, however, that this was not
the last time he would compete.
In 1950, tne Navy entered its Mu-l3,.
with Nick and his more experienced
brother Tony as its team pilots. On one
of the two days Nick flew he came
second in a 73-mile goal race from
Camphill to Boston-his first solo cross,country and his Silver distance.
Before entering the 1951 contest Nick

Nick Goodhorl

went to France where on May 1I he did
his se,cond cross-country in an Olympia
2-a 315km Gold C and Diamond goal
flight! His first article (about this flight)
was published in Gliding, July 1951. In
those days such flights were (in fact they
still are) very newsworthy.
Our 1951 contest had been changed to
the Open and Team Championships and
the Goodhart brothers were again
entered by the Navy-this time as two
teams! The Navy Wrote in Gliding. July,
1951 :
"Owing to the dearth of piJots coming
up to the minimum qualifications required by the organisers, it was necessary
to eIlter the same two pilots (the Lt
Cmdrs Goodbart) for each team, flying
each sailplane alternately. A Meise and
MU-I),. were used and they finished 1st
and 2nd in the Team Championships.
Suffice it to say that subsequently no
such entries were allowed.
"For ground crew the teams were able
to obtain the services of four volunteer
Wrens, who, although none of them had
ever seen a sailplane at close quarters
before, carried out their duties of rigging
and retrieving with efficiency and undoubtedly helped considerably towards
the success of (heir teams."
Since then Nick has flown in all (except four) British Nationals, in two USA
Nationals and six World Championships.
(He and the late Frank: Foster became
the two-seater World Champions in
France, 1956-the first time Nick: flew in
a World Championship).
He has thus amassed a tremendous
amount of experience, experience which
he gladly passes on and shares as is
shown by his many contributions to
Sai/pfalle & Glidillll.
On asking him if he remembered any
particular highlight in his gliding career
he felt that there were so many different
incidents that it would be difficult to
single out anyone of them, but as we
were talking they came flooding out.
Unfortunately this is not the place to
relate them!
One must say, however, that as far as
the gliding movement as a whole is concerned one of Nick's exceptional
characteristics is without doubt his un101

tiring and devoted work over many years
to the problem of our airspace. Like that
of so many of our top people, Nkk's
philosophy is that one should try to put
back into gliding what one takes out,
and this was his way of doing it.
His current project, Sigma, is followed
with great interest everywhere. It is too
soon to crystal-gaze on what Sigma may
have in store-but the combination of
the two should be, to say the least, interesting to watch .

•

•

•
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EORGE BURTON started gliding as
an ATC cadet at his school in Lichfield in 1948. He qualified for his A by
the ground slide, low hop training
method in a iCadet. He did not glide
again until his last year at college in
1952 when he joined the Imperial College
dub.

I can well remember his early days at
Lasham. He was forever tinkering with
his ancient car to keep kimself mobile
while getting very frustrated because of
being limited to flying club gliders only.
By 1957, George had scraped together
enough money to buy a quaner-share in
the beautiful Petrel, in time for the forthcoming championships. He flew on two
days, being highly placed on onc of
them. His fellow syndicate members were
Jim Torode and David Martlew and in
1958 they bought a badly damaged
Olympia 2 called Mambo.
All through the winter George and
David worked hard under the eye of Jim
Torode who conveniently was a BGA
inspector. David brewed beer in a plastic
bucket in the workshop and after a hard
evening's work they would have a pint
before they went back to their digs. By
early summer Mambo was fl.ying again
and after an expedition to Clwyd Gate,
George entered it in the National Gliding
week at Nympsfield. The glider now
looked like new and was beautifully
finished and instrumented (instruments
being another of George's hobbies).
His effons were well rewarded as he
finished second despite zero scores 00
the first and fourth days. Incidentally, 00
the third day, only George and John
WilIiamson (Skylark 3) completed the
task, a goal raoe to Yarmouth. This gave
George his Gold C distance and
Diamond goal.
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Georgt! Bur/on

Geor~~ was now truly bitten by the
competition bug and has flown in every
NatIOnal, several International as well as
three World Championships (see Index
1971 for placings).
I don't think George will mind t~e
mention now, after all these years that
in 1957 ~s .an inexperienced j5iro't, he
landed wlthm a cootrol zone on his
Silver C distance and was grounded for
three months. He found this difficult to
accept, and it was CFI Derelt Piggott
who wrote to George some months after
he had done his penance to be sensible
and to come back. It is fortunate for
both George and British gliding that
Derek appreciated in those early days
George's potential as a pilot.
WIth an Honours degree in Physics
George left his studeot days behind and
next gained experience in research
establishments and in industry. He had
by now arrived at a stage when he could
afford to buy better gliders and fly
different types.
His expertise with instruments has become' well-known over the years, and
many is the time that he has helped a

keen opponent out of instrument trouble
during a contest.
Since December 1969, when George
became managing director of Slingsby
Sailplanes he has worked steadily and
hard to get the firm on its feet again.
One of the projects George has developed
is tbe Keskel 19, and it is hoped that
several of them will be competing in
Yugoslavia. George himself will be flying
the only carbon-fibre spar Kestrel 1'9 and
like Nick's Sigma, this should be an
equ!llly interesting l;ombination.
R.H.

the young stagers
ERNARD FITCHETT, at 25, is the
B
youngest member of the British
Team. He is quiet, friendly, unassuming
and perhaps a Iittl,e shy. But underneath
lies a skill and determination which in
a Very few years has. taken him to the
top-to National Open Class chall)pion,
1971.
He stlfrted gliding with the Coventry
Club (then at Coventry airfield) in 1.962,
going through the early stages in the
T-21, Pre(ect and K-2. He obtained his
C in thermal in early 1963, just missing
Silver height before a hailstorm forced
him to make an away landing in the
Prefect. His father Fred obtained his
Silver height on the same day with the
next Prefect fiight.
The mid-sixties saw the Fitchetts moving quickly up the performance scale of
priva,te ownership. They obtained in turn

a Swallow (end of 1963), K-6cR (winter
1964/5), K-6E (end of 1966) a.nd a Cirfl:ls
(1968).
During this period, Bernard. developed
steadily as a cross-country and competition pilot. The year 1'966 saw Ilim
finishing third in theCaJl)phill. and fourth
in the Dunstable regionals, and in 1967
he was able to fly the K-6E in League I
in his first Nationals. He placed a respectable 13th.
As early as 1966, it Was clear that
Bernard Was a pilot of exceptional
promise. I first met him at the Dunstable
regionals-a competition with more than
40 entries. Bernard came fourth, and wOn
one day outright-the single day of that
wind and storm-stricken competition
which didn't depend in a large mt:asme
On luCk.
The final Sunday had .a "forbiddi.ng"
weather forecast, so no .task was set. But
conditions did improve a bit and a few
pilots used up what aerotow tic~ets
hadn',t been swallowed up by relights
during the week. A little gentle local
soaring was carried out. Bernard, however, declared Newcastle for his Gold C
distance, and landed at Sulton Bank
after a tremendous flight in generally
poor conditions.
1966 also saw Bernard obtainin,g his
first Diamond-for height at Portmoak.
He added a second D.iamond (completing
his Gold) in 1967, with a 300km outand-return from Rearsby.
From 1967 te date, Bernard has
steadily climbed the charts in Nationals

Bernard Filchell
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flying. In 1968 he flew to 10th place in
the Open Class, in what was at the time
a virtually virgin aircraft; the family
Cirrus had only just arrived. In 1969,
he came 5th, in 1970 4th and in 1971
1st against machines with much better
performance like the Kestrel 19 and
ASW-12.
In the meantime, there was that elusive
third Diamond to be obtained. Britain
is infertile territory for growing distance
Diamonds, and only a handful of pilots
over 20 years had flown SOOkm from a
British site. It was only in 1968 that a
closed circuit 500km flight was made, by
Brennig James. Bernard in 1969 made
a flight of 450km while attempting the
SOOkm triangle Rearsby-Tetbury-Battleden-Rearsby. In 1970, he succeeded
(round the same course) to achieve only
the second such flight in Britain, and
beating Brennig's time. This fljght made
Bernard only the 8th British pilot to
obtain his distance Diamond in Britain.
He will be flying a Std Cirrus in Yugo'slavia, and doesn"t think that changing
to Standard Class flying will be a drawback. He has not flown abroad apart
from a couple of flights when collecting
the Cirrus, and would love to do some
Alpine soaring.
Bernard has a BA from Oxford, and
is at present learning the building trade.
He is unmarried.

•

•
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OST glider pilots, like other mortals,
carry out their soaring when work
aIlows. John Cardiff, the other newcomer to the British Team, is, perhaps,
an immortal. For a number of years
John, who is a film cameraman under
his father, director Jack Cardiff, has, by
virtue of an ailing film industry, tended
to work when soaring allows.
He is a lightly built young man of 31
with an engaging personality, and loves
nothing better than to kick a footbaIl
around the tarmac at Dunstable with
the members' children.
He devotes a considerable amount of
his time to gliding activities, often helping out as a course instructor or tug
pilot or tractor driver at Dunstable.
Above all else, he is a pilot born to the
air, and undoubtedly gets as much
pleasure from the' T-21 in which he has
a share as nis syndicated ASW-12.

M
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JOh11 Cardiff

His semi-resident capacity at Dunstable has led to his experiencing a number of odd byways of gliding. For example, a few years ago, Marconi's did
some radar tests on ,tbe c1li1b's Skylark 3.
They carefuIly covered the machine with
short strips of foil, and John carried out
a large number of mid-winter flights
from Ipswich, being instructed by radio
by Marconi. The pieces of foil feIl off
one by one, until one of the crew, Pat
Holmes, was moved to speculate in print
on what would happen when they all
went. Would the Skylark on the screen
grow fainter and fainter, like the
Cheshire cat, until only Cardiff's grin
remained? During the testing, John came
as near to experiencing Air Traffic Control as a glider pilot is ever likely toin poor visibility he was guided safely
back to Ipswich by the radar operators.
Although he had a joyride at the age
of 10, he started gliding in Germany
about 1957 while he was working on the
film "The Vikings". He was taught in
a Doppelraab: "A two-seater with
staggered seating and one long, kinky
Slick for the pupil in front. The instructor
leant over from the second seat to take
oVer control when he wanted to. This
was okay unless he'd been eating garlic
the night before."
John came to Dunstable in 1959,
soloed in the Tutor about May and

gained Silver height in July in the same
machine. For his Silver distance, he was
instructed to fly the P.refect downwind
to Dengie (on the Norfol" coast). "I got
too far behind the hill in the west wind
so I hod to go. I landed at the goal
simply because John Westhorpe had
gauged the wind direction so carefully."
He bought a share in a Weihe about
]961, and flew in his first regionals (at
Dunkeswell, Devon) in 1%2 in partnership with Gordon Camp. The team
finished 5th, John achieving Gold distance during a goal race to Swan ton
Morley.
He has flown in many countries during
the course of making films with his
father, including France, USA, Kenya
("The Lion") and Yugoslavia ("'The Long
Ships"). He visited Vrsac once, driving
along a long, straight road from Belgrade
through very sparsely populated countryside. He remembers Vrsac as a big grass
field with a small hill off one end.
He came second in the 1964 regionals
at Dunst;l.bJe, and Was in the lead until
the last day when John Firth (now a
member of the Canadian team) overtook
him. He flew in League I in the
Nationals in ]966, when he finished
fourth, and since then has been in the
top rank: almost every year. He gained
his Gold height in 1%7 during a competition for possible world team pilots
held after the Nationals had proved to
be a washout, and his Diamond height
in 1%8 at Portmoak.
That same year, he flew a K-8 in the
first of the Sport Class nationals. He
thought that the handicap (112) was so
good that given a light wind he stood a
real chance against the higher perform-

ance gliders. He finished third-one day
when he landed a couple of miles short
of the goal prevented him from winning
-and completed the 300km triangle
which had been set on the same day
that Brennig James notched up England's
first home-grown 500km triangle.
John acquired in 1%9 the latest in a
succession of syndicate-owned aircraft,
an ASW-12, and a few days after it
arrived, flew it to fourth place in the
Open Class nationals. He won 1970's
com.petition.
He has made two flights of 500km
in England. One Was when he won a
Cat's Cradle tasl& during the 1969 Open
with a flight of 537.km. The other . . .
On June 3.0, 1970, he declared a
508km
triangle
Dunstable-ShobdonWorksop-Dunstable. "The weathe.r was
terrible at first. During the first leg to
Shobdon, I didn't gel above 2,OOOft above
Dunstable; I used streets. The wind was
west, lo-l5ktS. Conditions were horrible
in Wales, and I nearly landed at Shobdon."
It is said by some that John is never
really happy unless he has a close shave,
and by now he must have been in his
element. He persevered, and "c1oudbase
shot up around Derby to 5,OOOft. 1t was
beautiful round tbe second turning point
(16 : 3.0). Conditions were fabulous then.
but the wind had backed, increased to
15-20kts and I had a headwind component to face on the third leg. I was at
3,500ft north of Cranfield, but the wind
was stronger than I thought and I fell
down I t miles short of Donstable."
John will be flying a Std Libelle at
Vrsac. We wish him and the rest of the
team the very best of luck.
G.L.
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APPR,OACH CONTROL (or in short
Te'rminal Energy Manag:ement)
'By RAY STAFFORD ALLEN

the beginning, gliders were slow, had
I-Nfairly
steep gliding angles, and could
be side-slipped by the pilots (usually intentionally), Consequently, getting the
thing down on to a given spot was not
very difficult.
However, .gliders began to get more
and more efficient and the gliding angles
became shallower and shallower, so that
a very sman error in speed or height
could eornpletely muck up an approach.
In addition, as they became cleaner, they
became more and more difficult to sideslip, owing 'to the strong directional
stabilit,y whkh made the machine turn
into tne slip. Pilots began to demand
some sort of control to make the last bit
of the approach simpler and safer.
The first device to appear was the
spoiler. (There was a story that Mungo
Buxton in fact made a split rudder on
one design so that when the pilot pressed
hard with both feet, the rudder opened
1:11' into a sort of Vee shape. Mechanically simple, but a,pparently the drag produced was disappointing.)
Most pilots must be familiar with the
spoiler, f,rom their traIning days in T-21
or T -3 I gliders. The device consists of a
plate in each wing which can be raised
SQ' as to stand "normal" to the top' surface
of the wing. They aTe usually fixed so
that the forward edge, whel'e the hinge
lies, is at about the thickest part of the
wing. When the pilot operates the control, the plates 'stand up normal to the
surface of the wing, and the effect is to
detach the airflow from the top surface
of the wing over that fart of the wing
which is downstream ,0 the plate. Since
the total lift of the wing must stiIl equal
the t<;'tal weight, disregarding .any coptnbutlOns made by the other bIts of the
glider, the rest of tbe wing has to make
up the difference.
In effect, therefore, )'O.U have reduced
the aspect ratio of the wing, and have
increased the induced drag. Since the induced drag of the. wing is small .at high
speeds, the spoiler is not very effective
at high speeds, as most of us have found
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out, but it is a jolly good conlroo I for
steepening the glide at low speeds.
A further point in favour of spoilers
is that when operated, they usually produce a "nose down" change of trim and
this is a positive advanla'ge in a training
glider, because pulling out the spoilers
tends to make the speed increase rather
than decrease. The effectiveness, of a
spoiler depends to a large extent on how
far forward on the wing the thing is
fixed. The further forward. the more
effective.
For many years, spoilers were the
standard form ,of glide control but,
shortly before the war (the Hitler fracas,
not the Kaiser punch up), pilots started
'to ,go into large clouds, and climb in
them to great heights. Several people had
some rather hair-raising experiences in
these clouds when they found the speeds
getting out of hand. Pulling out the
spoilers did not do much good in holding
tbe speed down, and folk began to ask
for something a bit better.
The answer was brakes. The basic idea
of these devices is that they produce
enough drag at high speeds as well as at
low, to hold the speed of the glider down
to below its Vne, whatever its attitud.e,
even in a vertical dive_ Equipped with
these things, pilots felt that they could
safely venture into large clouds with the
knowledge that, if things got a bit hairy,
they could open the brak~, sit back and
watch the instruments go haywire, knowing tbat the speed could not exceed the
Vne. This was all very nice, ,except that
one or two people came back with
stories that they found that ice had made
it impossible to OpeTI the brakes just
when they needed them! However, in
spite of these horror stories, brakes have
been with us now for many years, and
most people seem to have been pretty
satisfied with them.
There are three basic types of brake.
The most popular t.ype seems to be the
scissor brakes as fitted on the Qlympias
and many other types. They are very
effective, but like everything else in this

world, you do not get something for
n<Jthing. The main snag is that there is
a very strong opening force on the
brakes, and this requires an "over centre"
lock to keep the, brakes in when they
are not required. The pilot finds when
he unlocks the brakes there is a strong
force to be opposed on the lever, tending
to open the brakes. This is just the
opposite from what he has been used to
in his training glider fitted with spoilers.
In that machine he had to hold the
spoilers open; now he has to oppose the
tendency of the brakes to fly open as
soon as he ha5 unlocked them.
The second type of brake is the "Sky"
type where the brake paddles are hinged
in the wing and swing up forward and
down backward on the top and bottom
surfaces of the wing respectively. By
careful arrangement of the hinge points,
the two surfaces can be made, more OT
less, to balance each other though the
accent should perhaps be on the "more
or less". The paddles when open ~tand
off the wing, unlike spoilers, and they
produce a great deal of drag at high
speeds as well as at low. They are
mechanically more complex than the
sciss()T type of brake. It is virtually
impossible to arrange the leverage so
that they do ,not produce the same
sucking out tendency as the sci5sor
brakes, though it is "true tha,t the forces
can be made rather smaller. However,
this type has never become really
popular, perhaps because of the complicated machinery required.

The third type of brake, which is not
very often seen, is the "dragon's teeth"
type of brake as fitted on the' M lOOs. In
this type the brake is formed by a
series of small elements which hinge out
of the top and oottom surface of the
wing. In fact when opened they stand
out of the wing like a row of teeth. They
can of course be made as large as you
like, so they can produce as much drag
as you like, and the operating forces can
be kept reasona'bly low, but the mechanical arrangement of this system is undoubtedly rather complicated and they
never seem to have caught on to any
degree.
However, brakes made the business of
getting into a small field very simple.
The problem became exactly the same
as that facing the power pilot making a
precautionary landing. The latter had
always been trained to approach into his
field, keeping the speed steady with the
elevator, and to control his rate of
descent by the amount of throttle. The
glider pilot no,w had the same ability
except that instead of using the throttle
he used the brake lever. The problem is
in fact simplified for the glider pilot
because the response to changes in brake
setting are more or less instantane<Jus
while the power pilot has a definite lag
to the throttle change.
It may well be argued that this same
technique of "speed steady with the stick
and rate of descent 00 the brake" can
equally well be employed wheo osing
spoilers. There is some truth in this, but
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" . . . said if '~ could s1l0 ...· us where ,. ,her:",lIls are, we could .sat'e Itim Jrouble
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AIRCRAFT INSURANCE
Phone, Call or Write
J. A. HARRISON (BROKERS) LTD.
"SECURITY HOUSE"
160·161 BROMSGROVE STREE;T.
BIRMINGH'AM
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Telephone 021-692-1245 (10 lines)

FOR KEENEST RA rES,

SERVICE AND SECURITY
the big difference lies in the fact that if
the speed is inadvertently allowed to rise
doriog the approach, the spoilers lose a
lot of their e1.fectiveness. Br~kes do not
suffer from this loss of effectiveness and
the approach is therefore much simpiified.
Like spoilers, brakes are more effective
the near,er they are to the leading edge
of the wing. If you fit them way back
on the wing, they seem to operate in the
wake of the wing rather than in undisturbed air up neat the leading edge. This
of eourse leads to problems on the hotter
types of gliders, since this is exactly
where you do not want the wing surface
to be messed about with gaps, slots and
ill-fitting bits of brakery. In addition, air
tries to leak through from the bottom
surface to the top, and if it manages to
do so, it produces a lot of drag by spoiling the laminar flow just at the very
point where y,ou do not want it to be
spoilt., Brakes, theref01'e, are not an unmitigated blessing and much midnight oil
has been burnt trying to think up better
ways, o<f doing the: same thing.
One solution to this is to -fit braking
flaps. All the things that we have considered se far, spoilers and brakes, re108

duce the lift over the portion of the wing
,across which they act, and this, means
that the stal'ling speed in.;reases. In fact
the increase is not very large, but it can
be ,e!1ough to make a very heavy landmg, If they' are operated carelessly.
Flaps on the other hand increase the
Jift, and therefore they reduce the
stal'1ing speed, and this ~s an added
bonus. Unlike powered aircraft, gliders
do not need flaps to reduce the stalling
speed for landing; the stalling speed is
normally quite acceptab-ly low. However,
a reduc·tion is welcome provided that
there are no control difficulties. The
usual type of flap that isemployea is the
plain flap, i~ which a piece of the trailing edge of the Wing can be hinged downwards. The first bit of the downward
travel produces a sharp increase in the
lift of the wing, but beyond a .certain
point, probably around the 30' mllfk,
the lift increase with further tlap movement is small, but the drag increase becomes larger and larger. Many gliders
have been fitted with fla!=!s which come
down to slightly more than '90· in the
full down position and the drag increase
at this setting is very large. The appwach
is very steep and pleasantly slow. However, the round out at the bottom is
rather sharp and, in view of the high
drag, there is virtually no float. Thus,
the round out has got to' be rather
nicely timed or the arrival is a bit
sudden. Coming in with excess speed
does not really help since it makes the
approach steeper still and makes the
"cerner" to be negotiated 'at the bottom
even sharper. The flaps cannot. be used
in the same way as brakes-that is,
adjusting the amount required all the
way down to controL the rate of desl;ent
-because they do not simply affect the
drag of the glider but affect the lift as
well. Putting the flaps in to stretch the
glide is liable to result in a pronounced
sink before the g,lider flattens out its
glide, This may be enough to defeat the
object of taking off flap. Another snag
is that flaps do need a targe rofce to
operate them, particularly at high speed,
and ,if they are to be re1ied upon as speed
limiting devices, the designer usually has
some headaches to provide a suitable
means, of operating them at high sp.eed.
A top surface "aerodynamic balance"
can help here.

They have got wme considerable
advantages though. First, you do not
have to cut holes in tbe wings to get
brakes into them, and this has great
advantages, both aerodynamically and
structurally. The flaps are also useful
not only for the approach but to enable
the pilot to alter the characteristics of
the wing for slow flight. This means that
he can use a small amount of flap for
thermal circling at low speed and then
raise the flaps to give a low-drag wing
for high speed flight. Many of the really
hot gliders these days use Baps in any
case to give them advantages of being
able 10 set the wing to the optimum
configuration for every speed.
The latest device to appear for con'
trolling the~ glider approach is the tail
parachute. This normally stowed in the
bottom of the rudder or in tbe bottom
of the fusclage below the rudder and can
be deployed by a conlrol from the cock·
pit. There is a second control whieh
jettisons the parachute. Of course the
arrangement does mean that you can
have a clean wing with no holes for
brakes, and you do not even need to fit
hinges for flaps, so the wing can be as
clean as you like. However, the system
is not without its snags. Parachutes in
the tail are not yet 100% reliable,
though they are pretty good and are
getting better. If they get wet, and
particularly get wel and then frozen, they
are oot to be relied on al alL
If they are to be used as a speed
limiting device in the event of loss of
control in cloud then they clearly have
severe limitations. If the thing is
deployed in cloud to hold the speed
down, then either it has to be jettisoned
after emergence from cloud iA which
case there are obvious landing difficulties,
or else, if the parachute is not jettisoned,
the pilot will have to land at once. In
any case there is no means of controlling
the amount of drag that the thing produces; it is all or nothing, and this does
mean that it demands a rather higher
standard of pilotage than usual. It is this
"all or nothing" aspect that has caused
the Technical Committee to have reserva·
tions about giving a cloud flying category
to gliders which rely upon one tail parachute, though it has said that it would
review this attitude if the .glider were
equipped with two separate parachutes,

and that it could be sure that if one
parachute weJ:e used and jettisoned, there
would !itiU be a perfectly good parachute
for the approach and landing.
To recap-what have we got? Brakes
are exoellent, but have certain performance snags on very hot sbiJ?s. Spoilers
do not limit tbe speed so are not good
enough for today's gliders. Brakiog flaps
have many advantages, but they demand
a higher standard of piloting and there
are difficulties in getting them down at
high speeds. Parachutes in the tail have
a lot to recommend them, but they must
be made 100% reliable and, preferably,
there should be at least two separate
parachutes.

BEYOND THE PALE

IT goes without saying that advertise·
ments for any magazine are carefully
scrutinised before being accepted, and
occasionally one comes in which is
beyond the well-known pale.
A famous gliding magazioe recently
had an enquiry from a firm seeking
space to advertise the Durex range of
beyond the pale products. The inquiry
was con~idered by its Magazine Committee, whicb happened to be sitting
conveniently when the letter came in.
The Committee cogitated deeply, and
decided that it wouJd be quite inappropriate for the gliding magazine.
Then one member pointed out that this
beyond the pale product had been used
on occasions to provide a membrane
diaphragm for a total energy capsule for
a variometer. Amid joyous chortlings,
the Committee decided that an advertisement for the product would be
acceptable if its application to glider
instrumentation be emphasised.
A suggested wording was duly made
to the advertiser, beginning: "Diaphrallms
suitable for total energy capsules ..."
A letter came back saying that the
advertiser could not use the suggested
wording, as he did not sell diaphragms
and that it thns would contravene the
Trade Descriptions Act. Besides which,
the advefltiser did fIot understand what
the first sentence meant.
He had; naturally, assumed that the
word "diaphragm" referred to' another
type of beyond the pale product.
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FLYING & INSTRUCTING

LANDING MODERN (GLASS-FIBRE)
GLIDERS IN SMALL FIELDS
By DOUG BRIDSON

-- 0compared
generalise, modern gliders have,
T
with their predecessors,
higher stalling and flying speed§ and very
smoothly finished and contoured wings.
The airflow characteristics of these are
susceptible to even quite small 'surface
discontinuities.
The higher flying speeds and the ease
with which speed is gained coupled with,
in some cases, lower available rates of
deceleration make landing in a small
field a rather critical operation. The ease
with which speed is gained and the
difficulty in losing it quickly can lead to
involvement with the far boundary.
Modern gliders are also just as capable as the older variety of hitting the
near boundary but tend to do this at a
higher speed. In effect, the usable speed
margin for landing a modern glider in a
confined space is very limited and the
main pro1;llem is to keep the speed down
during the final approach. Speed is reduced for the approach rather than increased and maintaining the correct
speed becomes vital. Airbrakes should
be used early to assist in obtaining and
maintaining the correct speed. A reasonably straight final approach is desirable
and permits greater concentration on
speed control,
Water droplets on the wings increases
the stalling speed and produces buffeting
which can effectively mask the warning
normally ~ivcn by pre-stall buffet. This
feature of the so-called laminar flow
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wing is particularly noticeable with
glass-fibre gliders. It is stressed that even
very small water droplets on the wings
affect the airflow, raising the stalling
speed in normal flight and in accelerated
flight such as a steep turn. Steep turns
on finals with water droplets on the
wings can lead to a high speed stall
occuring completely without warning.
with the glider rolling suddenly and
rapidly to the inverted position. Few
glass-fibre gliders are cleared for inverted. flight but more practically, a
sudden inversion of the aircraft on finals
can play havoc wi.th approach planning.
To summarise:
(a) Determine the boundary-crossing
speed. As a guide use the stalling
speed + 10 knots bu.t the glider's
characteristics, the wind strength and
possible wind gradient effects must
be taken into account.
(b) Position to obtain a reasonably
straight final approach.
(c) Obtain and maintain the determined
speed before reaching the downwind
boundary. The approach should be
planned to allow moderate use of
the airbrakes. From this kind of
approach a modern gliderwil1 accelerate quite rapidly and "float" a
considerable distance if the airbrakes
are fu!l}' closed.
.
(d) Once Into the field put the aircraft
onto the ground and use the wheel
brake. Do not hold-off unnecessarily.

Aerodynamic braking devic,es lose
their effectiveness very rapidly as
speed is reduced.
(e) If an impact with an obstruction
appears inevitable endeavour to
impact with some part of the glider
oilier than the cockpit. Ground
looping, if resorted to, should be
carried out positively with a wingtip, placed hard on the ground and
full rudder applied towards it. On
slippery ground a glider may swing
through a laTge number of degrees
but continue more or less in the
same direction to impact the adjacent
scenery backwards. This gives the
pilot the e(luivalent of a backwards
facing seat, considered an advantage
by some flight safety authorities.
This behaviour is not predictable
but ,gliders with the whee1 located
ahead of the centre of gravity appear
to be the most susoeptible.

It is sometimes advantageous to land
out of wind to make use of a longer
landing run. or to land uphill. The use
of braki(]g parachutes under crosswind
conditions has been questioned. As a
generalisation, these, devices should be
used normally. Once a glider is on the
ground and decelerating the retardi(]g
effect of a parachute decreases rapidly
and it sbould be jettisoned if weathercocking becomes a problem. It is
obviously important tbat the wheelbrake
should be efficient.
Finally, it is stressed once again that
wa.ter droplets on the wings, even very
small dFOplets, affect the stalling speed
and that upder these conditions steep
turns on finals can produce a most unnerving result. It is possible that Lucifer's
downfall can be partly attributed to
violent manoeuvring if! rain. While this
is not absolutely satan the message is
clear.

INSTRUCTING ,IN MOTO,R GLIDERS
By JOHN MORRIS
T TNDER the present system, the only
U' persons legally entitled to instruct
in Self-Launching Motor Gliders (SLMG)
are (I) holders of Full Instructors' Ratings, (Aeroplanes), (2) holders of Assistant
Instnlctors' Ratings (Aeroplanes) and
(3) PPL holders with specific written
authority from the Department of Trade
and Industry to instruct glider pilots
only.
This system worked well in the
interim period while the legislation concerning the SLMG was finalised. How.
ever" 'a new system of instructors' ratings
valid for motor glider instruction is to
come into being.
Before the new syst,em call come into
operation fully, a certain amount of
standardisation work. has to be done.
It is important to bear in mind from
the outset that although in the majority
of cases instructiofi will be given to
glider pilo,ts, there is nothing to pr~ent
a person who wants a Motor Glider PPL
from arriving at a gliding club that
operates a SLMG, and receiving the inJohn Morris is
ml!mber of the BGA
Instructors' Committee.

a

struction necessary to gain this Iicc:nce.
The examining of instructors for the
issue of the MG Instructors' Ratings will
be carried out by members of the BGA
Examiners Panel. To ensure standardisation from the st~rt, Panel Examiners will
be .standardised at a meeting' to be held
at Husbands Bosworth in the near future.
Following this, a seoond standardisation
meeting will be held f'Or the efl's of
clubs operating or hoping' to operate'
SLMG's,
Before any instructor or examiner can
be, issue4 with an instructors' rating for
motor gliders, be must !'tave a current
MGPPL or PPL or higher licence.
Initially, DoTI is going to, issue 25
MG Instructors' Ratings without test,
and these will be issued to members of
the Panel and to certain CFI's and pfofessional instructors of clubs operating
motor gliders.
Further issues of the MG Instructors'
Ratings will be made to instructors on
completion of a satisfactory test with an
examiner. The rating will be valid for
two years and will be renewable by test
only.
III

Eventually it is hoped that all CFl's of
clubs operating motor gliders will be
approved as MGPPL Examiners (ie,
authorised by DoT! to conduct tests for
the issue 01 the MGPPL), but in the
meantime, only authorised members of
the Examiners Panel will conduct licence
issue tests.
Approval to conduct the tests will be
issued to the CFJ when he has submitted three candidates successfully for
tests with an examiner.
A pilot having a Full Rating (Gliders)
wishing to instruct on motor gliders will
be required to hold a MGPPL or higher
licence, undergo the conversion course
to MG Instructors' Rating stan.dard with
an approved person, and then undergo
the rating test.
A piJot having an Assistant Rating
(Gliders) and on obtaining a MGPPL
or higher licence who wishes to instru.ct
on motor gliders, will also have to do
the MG Instru~tors' course, and take the
motor glider rating test.
It must be emphasised at this point
that the Examiners Panel will not be
able to consider .applications from assistant instructors for tests for some time
yet. The date when applications can be
accepted will be circularised in due
course.
Persons completing an Approved BGA
Instructors' Course that is completed on
a motor glider (ie, Bill Scu.Il's courses)
will not be initially eligible for a motor
glider rating test. It is proposed that a
minimum flying experience of 50 hours
will be required for the MG rating-it
is considered that the nine·day course is
sufficient to learn how to teach the glid.
ing exercises, but that a further period
will be necessary to learn how to teach
the motor glider exercises.
These persons, on completion of the
conversion course, will apply to the
Panel for a MG rating test in the normaJ
manner.
Motor Glider Assistant Instructor
ratings will be renewable annually by
test, with a designated examiner.
MGPPI. REQUIREMENTS

The requirements for the issue
MGPPL are:
(I) BOA Bronze C certificate.
hours' flying in SLMG's, at least
hours dual in SLMG (at least one
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of a
eight
four
hour

of wbich must have been completed after
going solo), a minimum of three hours
PI, including at least 10 take-ofl's an.d
landings, and three engine stops and restarts in flight and a solo triangular crosscountry of at least ICOkm in a glider or
150km in a SLMG.
Alternatively,
(2) FAI Silver badge, three bours PI
on SLMG (within six months prior to
application), three engine stops/starts in
the air.
Alternatively,
(3) The flying experience required for
the issue of a PPL (Aeroplanes) (ie. a
full 40-hour course).
In addition to the flying experience
tbe applicant will be required to pass the
normal PPL (Aeroplanes) examination
on Meteorology and Navigation. AvIation Law, and Airframes & Engines
(Technical).
Note that if the applicant bas not
completed a total of 40 hours flying in
aeroplanes and gliders, his licence will
be restricted to fljghts within the UK,
Cbannel Isles, and Isle of Man. This
restriction will be removed on producing
log book evidence of a total of more
than 40 hours flying_
KEEPING THE LICENCE VALID

The holder of a MGPPL will be required to produce evidence of baving
completed five hours minimum as PI in
each I)-month period. Of these five
hours, two hours may be flown on a
glider. "Certificates of Experience" must
be signed by approved CFI's/Examioers.
CONVERTING THE MGPPL TO
A PPL (AEROPLANES)

Details of the necessary conversions
to a full aeroplane PPL will be published
in due course.
FLYING LOG BOOKS

Motor Glider flying is to be recorded
in a log book. It is recommended that a
gliding log book be used, with extra
columns ruled on the remarks column
for "engine-on time". Ferry or positioning flights may be recorded in tbe
standard aeroplane log book.
Gliding and aeroplane log books are
o~tainable from the BGA and BLAC
respectively.

BRONZE C - AND THE REST!
By RICHARD BLACKMORE
"lYTEEKEND during a business trip to
VV America in January. Prospect of
two days in a Boston suburban motel
unthinkable. Gliding? RiDg Soaring Society of America who give me a list of
four gliding sites within 200 m:les, and
suggest that probably no-one flies in
North-East America during the winter.
I therefore select the site that has skijng
nearby as an alternative and set off in a
hired car, northwards to Vermont on the
Interstate highway.
The scenery gets increasingly hilly,
with the hills turning to sman mountains.
Sky blue and sunny with 1/8th winter
cumulus. The excellent morning TV
weather forecast (proper isobaric and
isothermal charts; no daft pictures Qf
smiling suns, etc, as in Englaltld) says tWo
days eJear cold weather, daytime temperature in Vermont -Ire. Might be lucky
and get a flight. Press on!
The mountains get taller with tops
above the tree line. The road winds
around alongside rocky streams. A bit like
Switzerland except the mountains are less
jagged. 1 am driving in the company of
caTS with skis on roofracks.
Sugarbush airfield, Warren, Vermont
is a strip about 800 yards long amI 200
yards wide, bounded by pine trees. It has
a black and white shoebox control
tower. Assorted gliders are picketed in
the snow, with icicles dripping off their
trailing edges. Others, also covered in
snow, are stored derigged in their open
trailers. Four men are taking the wing
off a bent Super Cub; it had blown over.
J park the car and go over.
"H:i, you the Englishman phoned this
morninJ!? I'm John Macone. Wait'l I
finish this and ['11 show you over the
field"JOhn shows me rou:1d and explains
that this is not a gliding club (they don't
have many in America) but a commercial
operation called Sugarbush Soaring owned by himself and another man. In the
summer they run gliding and flying
courses, and have frequent airshows. He
~hows me a picture of their ace aerobatic
Instructor, a dishy bird with blonde hair.
Just now things are quiet and weather

has prevented flying for two months.
Today is better. I help John scrape the
ice and snow off a Super Cub a"d hack
the ice from around the skis with an axe.
John flies off to look at some interesting
lenticular clouds that have formed in the
lee of Mount ElIen that towers 3,000ft
above the site. Mount ElIen is part of
the Green Mountains, at the north eid
of the Appalachians.
Jt is too late for gliding today, but if
the weather holds I might get an interest·
ing flight tQmOHOW. During the evening
[ read everything I can find in "New
Soaring Pjlot~ about wave flights, toler·
ance to anoxia, cold, etc. If John will le:
me fly one of his Schweizer ]-26 gliders
I might have a chance at Silver height.
or at least one of the hour flights I need
for Bronze C. Warmth is going to be a
problem as 1 have little more than the
clothes needed for a short business trip.
Up early and the day is promising.
Clear crisp sky and the thermometer at
-IS°C. Dress in two string vests, thre=
shirts, two pullovers, three pairs of sock';,
two pairs of trousers. What did that
article in the Yorkshire Gliding Club
magazine say? Newspapers? Off with
the top pair of trousers and wrap liberal
helpings of Boston Herald Tribune round
legs, held on with elastic bands and BGA
tie. Trousers back on. Feel a right twit
rustling down ta breakfast bulging like a
fat gorilla.
Buy some gloves that look rk~
miniature sleeping bags and off to the
airfield. ] am there first so start chipping
ice and frozen snow off the Schweizer

Glidervvork
C of A OVERHAULS and REPAIRS
by L.Glover.
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2-33 two-seater. It is all-metal so I don't
feel too bad banging at it to break the
ice off.
John arrives. "Feel Ijke waves today?"
I try not to look too eager and carry
on chipping.
John lends me some American Navy
arctic boots, and I am away on a check
ride in the 2-33 with Pete, a local pilot.
Learn two essential bits of local information:
(I) Don't check rudder mOVement
during pre-f1ight checks-rudder
waggling is the signal for the tug
to take-off.
(2) When yOIl release at the end of
the tow do a climbing turn to the
right. (They drive on the wrong
side of the road as well!)
"Yeah, he's OK. Get the 1-26 de-iced."
This is exciting. The wave is strong.
"Can I have a barograph?" For hire,
three dollars.
I snuggle down into the cockpit of the
)·26 and tie a scarf over my-. ears like
I have tooth-ache. The cQntrols are
handy ·except that the airbrake is
operated by a funny handle on a chord
like a lavatory pull. Waggle the ;rudder

and we are off. The Cessna climbs steeply at the front of the rope and then
disappears underneath the glider's nose
as we fly into the rotor tUTbulence of the
primary Wave. I chase it fearfully around
the sky, having to use full control movement at times. The Cessna is getting
knocked over too, so it isn't only my
inexperienced flying.
Smooth again. 3,OOOft above tbe site,
4,30Oft above sea level. Pull off and
climb, losing speed. Ply level for a while
then a stall to see what the Schwei2ler
feels like. Very nice. Dive 200ft at 85mph
to mark tbe barograph trace. Steady up
and look. for lift. Damn! 25Oft/min
down. Move forward. That's better.
Going upl
The lift is smooth, just like the books
say. Ahead is Mount EIIen. I can see
skiers on the slopes above me. Over my
shoulder and much higher is the lenticular doud of the primary wave. The
variometer shows 500ft/min up, and is
still moving. Then, more than l,OOOft/
min. This is terriffic.
Hell! What's the ASI up to? 9Omph?
Never! PuJJ back to 'a gentle stall, a-nd
it reads over lOOrnph. That's wrong.

London Sailplanes Ltd.,
U.K Agents for R. Tost and A. Schleicher, have a large
range of spares and exchange service items
Our stock includes metric and A.G.S. parts, repair materials for steel tube,
wooden and glass fibre sailplanes. Fabric, Dope's (Titanine, Cellon and
Rhodius). P.Z.L., A.S.I.'s and Variometers in stock, also comprehensive
range of glider instruments and accessories
A.R.B. approved welding facilities
Plus a large range of aero tyres and tubes-English and Metric sizes
G.L.1. Birch Plywood-sheets approx. 50" x 50"; 3, 2.5, 2 and 1.5 mm in
5 laminate. 1.5, 1.2, 1.0 and 0.8 mm in 3 laminate. Pra-formed leading
edge diagonal Ply in stOck or made up to order
Barograph and A.S.1. calibration
Telephone' Dunstable 62068

London Sai,lplanes Ltd., Dunstable Downs,
Dunstable, Beds.,
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Must. have frozen. Altimeter .and vario
still OK. Must be a plug of ice in the
pitot tube. Would the expansion of the
water as it freezes compress the trapped
air and cause the high ASI reading?
Have to be very careful not to exceed
Vne. Do occasional stalls for a speed
refer,ence.
The skiers are below now. 5,OOOft,
The wave cloud is nearer and I can see
its leading edge over my shoulder,. It is
jumping forward and dropping, back
about once every two minutes,. Forw,ard
a bit to miss that.
7,OOOft. 8,OOOft. Silver height! Hope
the barograph's working. Can hear it
,ti.eking. Above the wave cloud now. I
can see it stretchin,g for 20 miles, parallel
to the' range of mountains that are
causing the wave ·system. There are at
least five' waves in sight behind me. The
waveJeng,h seems to vary according to
the height of the ridge, so the system
becomes muddled further back. What fly·
ing! Brilliant sunlight above the clouds,
and stirI rising at this terrific rate. Both
primary and secondary gaps between
clouds are wide open. Keep an eye on
that. Over the mountain range I can see
about 5() miles to Lake Champlain. Upwind there is about 4/8th cloud cover in
a shallow layer just lower than the tops
of the mountains. As the clouds drift
over the mountain tops, they 'disappear
in the fitimar·y gap'.
l(),OOOft. The lift is easing up. Only
a measly 500ft/min now.
12,()()Oft, and the lift has stopped.
Search awund. Forward first. No. Back
a bit. Lift again, but only just. Don't
fall back too far or you will lose height
penetrating forward. Not too fast.
12,OOOft? Me? What's Gold height?
Never dreamed of getting this high so
never checked. 3;000 metres? What's that
in feel? A bit over 9,OOO?
Remember cold and anoxia at this
height. Don't feel cold, except nose and
kneecaps. Wrap scarf over nose and
mouth. Can"t help kneecaps. There is a
gap between pages there l Damned good
stuff news.paper is! Cockpit thermometer says -50°C. Anoxia. Symptoms
headache and inability to think straight.
No headache yet.
That calculation. 3,000 metres to feet.
One inch equals 25.4 millimetres. Scribble
in the frost on the canopy. About 9.850ft.

SAILPLANE AND ENGINEERING
SERVICES LIMITED
Holmfield Road, Buxton
Derbyshire
Adjoining A53

Ring Buxton 4365 NOW
C's of A REPAIRS
REFINISHING
L1BELLE TRAILERS. FUSELAGE
TROLLEYS,RUDDER LOCKS,
WING COVERS
ALUMINIUM STEEL TUBE:
TRAILERS FOR ALL TYPES
FIRST CLASS WORK AT THE
RIGHT PRICE

Launch 4;500ft. Present height 12,500ft.
About 1,8ooft to go. Worth a try. Have
been over 12,OOOfl for 20 minutes. Will
give myself another 20 above 12,000 and
a maximum of 10 above I3,()()O. Must be
strict.
Rising air is ha'fd to come by up here.
Try left a little over the hilthest part
of the mountain. That's it! A bit of up!
Don't drop back. The wind seems strong
up here.. Wish the ASI was working.
Don't forget what is happening downstairs. Clouds upwind Qf the range have
been thickening during the last 20
minutes. Slot between waveclouds a little
narrower. 13,Oooft. 250ft/ min up. Another six minutes in tbis lift will do.
Damn! Cloud is pouring ,over the
mountain and the gap is narrowilllg.
n,30Oft. The second gap is still as wide
as ever.
13,500ft No. Must get down. How
tempting to carry on for the last 800ft.
Mustn't. Brakes open. Down. 800ft Qff'
GOld heigllt Never mind, never even
expected. to get Sil'ver. Penetrate forward
10 get out of the lift. Left arm aches
from pulling the Javatory chain airbrake
control. 8;000f!. Primary slot very hazy.
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Can still see the ski slopes. Ears
popping. Swallow. Pinch nose and blow.
Better. Hazy primary slot or clear
secondary? No gyro instruments so
can't risk getting caught. 6,500. Decision
point. Primary slot. Slow down and stall
to get used to speed without ASl. Down
past cloud. HacY but can see ski slopes.
Can't see much else.
Down into clear air. Phew! Pick lip
landmarks. Mad River Glen ski,centre
then leave the mountain at right angles
to the range over Route 100. There it is

-the control tower at last!
A few stalls to get e1\actly the right
wind noise for landing sorted out, and
down. Shhhh into the snow. Stop. Earth
feels strange. John Macone comes over
and takes the barograph out. "Gold
height? No-not quite. Hard lines! You
were lucky though. No-one else got over
8,000 today."
Tether the glider, arrange witb John
to apply to the Soaring Soci.ety of
America for ratification of the Silver
height, and back to Boston and England.

AIRSPACE AND RESPONSIBILITY
Ey JOHN E:LLlS
HE current UK airspace situation is
T
fairly complicated. Why is this?
Would it not be better to have only one
or two sets of rules, with nice, simple,
easy to remember, shapes on the map?
Then we would all know exactly where
and wben we could, or could not, glide.
Airspace simplification would seem to
lead to segregation. Segregation of the
military and commercial user from all
the other users, with perhaps entry int,o
the "elite" areas allowed, at certain
times, to the "right sort"-who certainly
isn't the cross-country glider pilot.
This is exactly the situation facing our
gliding friends, and indeed many sporting
power pilots, in some countries overseas.
They will know that they may not fly
above I ,0000t or thereabouts; they will
know over which parts of the country
they cannot fiy-almost all of it. Nice
and simple!
We are far better off with our system.
which at least offers a reasonably fair
compromise most of the time. There is
room f.or clarification in many ar-eas, but
overall, a compli:cated system does reem
to give most aviation interests a look in.
There are contin:ual pressures towards
simplification (segregation). The reason
that is always given is "safety". Very
loosely translated, t.his means· that "there
wil! be less risk of a mid-air collision, in
this particular area, if we take away

John Ellis is Chairman of the Airspace
Commil/ee.
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responsibility for collision avoidance
from the pilot, delegate this responsibility
to ground controllers, and exclude tho;e
pilots unable to communicate and/or
follow ground instructions."
While it must be completely accepted
that there are areas where exclusion is
indeed the safe answer, it is also true
that the word "safety" is often used
emotively, without regard to tbe fact that
exchlded aircraft, outside the are.a,
might have a greater risle of coIEs:O:l.
Other points that are often not taken
into account are that the known facts
may show that there is little or no risk,
that controllers themselves (like pilots or
any other humans) sometimes make
mistakes and that radar, while generally
satisfactory in a controlling function, is
still n()t nearly 100% effective in detecting potential conflicts.
Becaus.e the word "safety" is emotive
and all embracing. the argument that
gliders must be excluded is often difficult
to combat. However, I think that most
readers would agree that, with one or
two exceptions, the situation .at the
moment is not an unhappy one. There
are many reasons for this. Perhaps partly
historical, perhaps tbe BGA's unique independence from State control, perhaps
because of the BritisQ taleot for compromise, perhaps because tbe rules,
though
complicated,
are
basically
sensible, perhaps becal,lse of the very
good relationship that has existed, for
many yeus, between the BGA and many

individuals in the various Government
departments. All these things have played their part. but there is no doubt that
if glider pilots had disregarded the airspace regulations, all would have been
to no avail, much less attention would
be paid to our viewpoint, and the UK
air would be much more hostile to us.
Remember that the basic and main
reason for any controlled airspace is to
help protect public transport operations
from collisions between themselves and
all others. When discussing any new
proposals, my starting point is that our
collisjon avoidance system is built into
the pilot-LoOKOUT via EYEBALLS. Eyeballs are particularly effective in a glider
due to its design and mode of operation.
Even if it were possible to "control"
gliders (and J doubt very much if this
can be done. even with transponders,
radar reflectors, multi-channel radio, or
whatever. there is no need. since we control (avoid collisions) ourselves. There
is no doubt that although we may be
thought to be off our heads for wanting
to glide at all, we are considered to be
respons·ible airspace users. The facts
prove this. Airmisses between gliders and
power aircraft are minimal, as are inadvertent airspace infringements. This
condition must be maintained.
The real problem is that one cannot
be completely "responsible" without
knowlc:dge, even though, as always,
ignorance is no excuse. Here I will freely
admit that, although I am a professional
pilot and therefore should know all the
answers, it has taken at least the first
six months as Ajrspace Committee Chairman to learn and releam the system and
even now I wouldn't guarantee to answer
all the questions. Luckily, it isn't
necessary to know all the ramifications
When actually in the air in a glider.
Since the legisJation is vast, it is not
possible to cover it in a few pages, but
there are some basic essentials.
MAPS AND OTHER INFORMATION

ObViously of prime importance are
up to date maps, which means that one
either has to buy new ones up to two
or three times a year, or make conscientious hand amendments (see p121).
This, in my view, also applies to those
soaring pilots who, although they may

not yet have reached the cross-country
stage, operate from clubs near controlled
airspace.
Clubs and gliding groups should be
absolutely sure that they obtain and
display information on changes of airspace. The Air Pi/Ol, backed up by supplements and Notams, is available, but
probably extracting what is required
from Information Circulars is suffic:ent.
Since these are almost the only things
that are free in aviation, there is no real
reason why every soaring pilot shouldn't
get his own copies. There is a lot of
irrelevant styff, but among this is the
vital ajrspace cbange information, plus
a lot of other useful material. Information Circulars are free, on application
to: Aeronautic.al Information Service
(AIS I), Tolcame Drive, Pinner, Middx.
Royal Flight Notifications are normally
sent by post to all users~ it goes without
saying that these will be available to all
pilots.
BASIC KNOWLEDGE

By bas:c knowleOlle I mean such
things as the rules of the a.ir, how to
actually interpret a map and navigate,
what is meant by a Flight Level or what
is the significance of 1013.2 millibars to
a glider pilot. etc, etc. I don't prooose to
spend any time on this, since I know
tbat every soaring pilot in the country
will be fully aware of all these things,
together with all the other basic items
which it is necessary to know. If anybody thinks that be is a little rusty, I
must strongly recommend a chat with
the CFI before next soaring.
Assuming that we have the Maps, the
Information, the Basic Knowledge, and
the ability to apply the above to OUr
gliding, we must then continue to apply
"responsibility". I do not mean by this
that we should not fully use all the air
available to us, blJt it is not necessary to
beat along the boundaries, and in certain
circumstances, thought must be applied.
It is not possible or even desirable to
point out all these circumstances, but
perhaps the folloWing few examples will
suffice :
(I) If you are two or three miles upwind of controlled airspace, it
may not be wise to enter cloud,
since there is a. good chance of
ending up inside it.
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(2) Although one is entitled to fly art

around, ju,st outside the edge of
a'll; aerodrome traffic zone, it may
be' unwise to thermal on the ,extended centre line of all active
runway. Incidentally, this might
also be called p'lain bad manners.
(3) If one has been une.eTtain af one's
position (a technical term, frequently 'Used by exp-erts, which
meahs Lost), for say 30 minutes"
and there is even a remote possibility of an infringement for this
reason. it may be- more reSpOnsible
.to either land, or fly a reasonable
compass cou~e directly away
from the general area of possible
conflict.
Many (lther similar instances will
'occur ,to thinking pilo,ts. Indeed, quite a
few Clubs have local Rules which cater
for such cases. Lotal Rules, plus of
course, "Laws and Rules for Glider
Pilots", where more restrictive, must
override anything written here,.
IFR, IMC, VH?, VMC

Since an understanding of these tel'ms
is essential, it is worth re'explaining
them now.
IFR-Instrument Flight Rules These ,are
rules which apply to aircraft which file
Flight Plans in order to fly. Within controlled airspace they must generally comply with Ail!' Traffic Con1rol instructJans.
Outside controlled flirspace while in
IMC-Instrument Mer,eorological Conditions-they must. fly in ,accordance with
the quadtalltal rules. Since glider pi,lofS
cann~t comply either with ATe instructions or the quadrantal rules, it follows
that they may not fly IFR. However,
they can fly in IMC outside c,ontrolled
airspace.
YFR-Visual Flight Rules An aircraft is
deemed to be flying VFR if it is. flown
in VMC-Yi~lIfll MeteoJlological Conditions. These are, at least one nautical
mile hprizon1ally ,md. one thousand feet
vertically from cloud, with a flight
visibility of at least five nautical miles.
E"ception: outside controlled airspace
and below 3,OOOft above sea level, these
criteria may be reduced to dear of cloud
and in sight of the surface. An aircraft
flewn ion ,anyth.ing less than these conditions is in IMC.
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THE p~~SENr SITUATION

The remainder of this article is an
attempt to portray the UK situation at
the time of writing (mid February). It
must be emphasised that it concerns
gliders only, since under the current
Legislation, for A,irspace purposes, motor
gliders are considered to be powered aircraft. Since the legislation is vast, ther'e
may well be some errors and omissions.
Correspondence on specifics will be' well
received. TheJ'e will certainly be ,changes
in the near future; I will endeavour to
keep clubs inform~.
GLIDERS EXCLUDED
-

London Control Zone
Manchester Conlliol Zone (all hut .an, unimportant part).
........ Galwick COJ1ltol Z'one (a[ and abo....e Flisht
Lovd 5.,0).
- TIle 'Nest Scouish Control Area~
- The 'F"Uowjng Special Rulc$ Zones: Prestwick,
Glasgow.
BlaekJX)OI. Glamorgan (Roose).
Liverpool. Yatwic.k. Ei.rmingh.am.
- L.uton ..cxcC'pt in some parts. in ,certain cir:~
(umSlance~. (It is best to avoid this a.'Tea altogether unle.ss thoroughly conversant with the
rules).
- Lyneha:m. mo~t part~ unless in contact on
special frcqloJency. which seems unlikely (scc
page 119).
- Parts of thc Cross-Channel Special Rules
Area. This is particularly com'pli.calcd am:d
again. pilots wishing tQ fly there arc advised
(0, read the roles first:.
- Any Purple Airwa):.
- Atomic Energy Stations: 'Winfrith flcath. Al.
d~rmaston.
Capenhurst..
Calder /Windsca,lc.
Chapelcross. Dounrey. Harwcl1. Springtlelc:;fs.
- Any lemponrily NO.lamed Area eg:. Cheql,lclts
(Prime Ministcr's residence), Detention Cam,ps!
etc.

AREAS WHERE A GLIDER MUST
REMAIN IN VMC

Note; With increasing JiloweJ: aircraft
speed, c:Jimb and descent rates, th~
criteria for VMC are certainly reaSOnable, but do rely entiJ:ely on a pilot's individual judgment. (In any case, it's wbat
the Law "seZ'")_
-- Birmingham Control ·Zone and Area. ex~
eluding SRZ. ,see above..
- Bournemouth Cl.
_ Edinburgh CZ. This "'ill probably become an
SRZ frem May 25.
- Part of Gat",ick CZ_excluding SRZ. sec
above.
- London Control Area.
- Manchester 'Control Area.
- Scottish CZ and Area.
- Southend SRZ·.
- Leeds I Bradford SRZ·.
• These SRZ1s arc not considered to be 'Controlled Airspace'. but the "below 3.000. clear of
cloud in sight of ground'· VMC condition does
not apply.

_

All airwa)'~. c:-::ccpt Purple... may be cros./H!d
in VMC.
.

All other airspace in the country IS
completely free or "Advisory." only,
subject only to the rules of the air. WhIle
there is no law which says that you must
not fly within the "Advisory" areas,
common sense ano;l "responsibility"
suggests that a certain amount of thought
must be applied.
DANGER AREAS

There are a large number of these,
containing every sort of weapons acti.vity,
captive balloons, etc. They are either
"permanently" active or activated by
Notam. The Danger Area map may be
obtained free from most large airfield
AIS units and the current issue is GSGS
4993, Edition 6.
The A ir Pilot indicates that pilots
should take every precaution to avoid
infringing the boundaries of active
danger areas. Club inf-ormation and 10cal
knowledge helps here. Obviously some of
them af'e really dangerous; One could
get accidentall¥ shot or homed on .to, or
even suffer wmg damage from size 12
parachutist's boots..
AERODROME TRAFFIC ZONES

All active aerodromes, including
gliding sites, have ao Aerodrome Traffic
Zone (ATZ). This is an area 2,OOOft
above airfield level out to I·} nautical
miles outside its boundaries. This area
should not be penetrated unless it is the
intention to l.and at the aerodrome. It
should be noted that the limit is I-}
nautical miles from the boundary and
not from the airfield centre. Therefore
some of the larger airfields have quite
large ATZ's. Further, a lot of airfields
are only open to aircraft with radio, or
are "PPO" (Prior Permission Only). (All
military fields are assumed to be in this
category).
INTENSE AND HIGH SPEED ACTIVITY

There are a fair number of areas
where intense military activities take
place, and again pilots are advised to
avoid them or maintain a good look Out
-which. of course, glider pilots do all
the time.

Intease instrl,Jment flying takes place
round Shawbury up to 6,OOOft. Pilots
are advised either to avoid the area or
maintain VMC.
Currently at Bedford, Boscombe Down.
Bristol (Filton), Farnborough and Pershore. Again pilots are advised to avoid
these areas.
There are, naturally, various other
odds aod ends of this nature. Not least,
for example, High Intensity Radio transmissions. It is reputed to be physically
dangerous to get too close to the aerials
at Fylingdales or Malvern.
Military Air Traffic Zones (MATZ).
There has recently been a large increase
in the number of thcse-QIrrently, 61.
They are purely advisory, but obviously
pilots should exercise caution.
One other, the final, is the Upper
Heyford Advisory Zone, recently instituted. While this again is advisory, there
is a strong advice to glider pilots to telephone before penetrating. This seems a
little difficult to me, but I think that
competition organisers wishing to set
tasks through it could certainly telephone
with that ioforma.tion on the relevant
day.
So, we have some places where we
carrn-ot fly at aB, some whe.re the VFR
state is mandatory and some where ,there
mayor may not be certain ha;zards, upon
which we are given advice. It isn't really
all that complicated is it?
LYNEHAM/BRIZE NORTON

THE
long-expected
Lyneham!Bn;ze
Norton SRZ!SRA complex is likely to
be implemented very soon, John Ellis
reports following a recent CACAC
meeting. The complex will be divided
into two parts-Lyneham and Brize
Norton. The heights are: Brize Norton:
Lyneham "rectangle" from ground level
to 3.500ft asl; Lyneham ~circle" from
3,50Oft asl to FL65.
Gliders will be permitted without
prior notification throughout the Lyneham area under VMC oonditions for a
trial period, except that "we agree not
to plan cross-country tracks throngh the
area on weekdays."
Brize Norton will probably be banned
to gliders at all times, but this, and the
exact shape of the complex, has not yet
been finalised.
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( GENERAL & BGA NEWS)
FATALITY WHJLE.
WAVE SOARING

ON January 16, 1972, Colin McDougall
was falaJlyinjure.d when the Slingsby
Swallow he was piloting crashed on
Bishop Hill, near Portmpak. According
to an accident report, the wind was
south-easterly and s.everal pilots had
contacted wa'Ve lift over the south face
of the Bishop.
The pilot was aero-towed to that area
shortly before 13: 00 and released in
clear air at about 3,IOOft above the airfield level. According to the barograph
trace, after losing about 300ft, he climbed
to about 3,:SOOft above airfield level, after
which he descended rapidly. The crash
occured at 13: 15, and at ,.tbat time
c;;louabase over that part of the hill, altbougb. varying, was thought to be about
200 or 300ft above ground level.
An eye witness working on the hill
reported that the glider emerged from
low cloud. Before it appeared, a noise
"a bit lik.e the sound of a jet going by"
had made him look up.
This, the accident report continues,
suggests a spiral dive, and t.he pattern of
impact was consistent with hitting the
ground in a steep, banked attitude at
a considerable ground-speed.
The result of the post mortern indicates that there was no detectable medical
factor.
The most likely explanation Was considered to be that the deceased may have
drifted ba.ck over cloud, or that cloud
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formed around or ahead of him. Other
pilots had those problems during the day.
He may well have increased speed to try
to reach the front of the cloud but be'
came disorientated and unabJe to regain
a normal flying attitude in the limited
height available to him on breaking
cloud. This would account for the rapid
descent, rakes open or not. A complicating factor may well have been
misting of the canopy although, of
course, that could not be established as
fact.
Mr McDougall had. a total of about
110 hours experience in gliders; he had
soloed in 1964.
ANNUAL AWARDS, 1971

THE British Gliding Association has announced the following awards for 1971:
DOl/glas trophy (to the club putting forward thr'ee flights by three different club
members aggregating the largest crosscountry distance) the Surrey & Hants
club for flights by A. D. PurnelI (triangle
Culmhead, Bramcote, Lasham on April
28, Cirrus, 508km); H. P. Hilditch
(triangle Knighton, Melton Mowbray,
Lasham on July 17, SHK, Sl9km) and
C. D. lovell (triangle Bath race course,
Vyrnwy Dam, Lasham on July 17,
Phoebus 17, 506l>m). Total distance
1,533krn.
De Havilland CliP (for the greatest
gain in height) A. Doughty (Airways) for
a gain of 26,SOOft <m March 9 at Portmoak, Skylark 4.
Manio CliP (for the best speed around
a 300km triangle) R. Jones (Inkpen) for
a 304km trian.gle Staverton, OdihaUl,
Compton Abbas on July 17, Std Cirrus.
Robert Per/ecl trophy (to the club
with the most instruct·ors per member)
Four Counties gliding ch,lb.
Seager CLIp (for tbe best closed circuj't
in two-seaters) R. C. Stafford Alien and
L. Ryan (London) for a 304km triangle
Staverton, Odiham, Compton Abbas on
July 17, Capstan.
Volk Cup (foT the longest closed
circuit flight) G. Lee (Four Counties) for

a 520km goal-and-return Spitalgate.
Yeovil, Spitalgate on July) 8, Std Libel!e.
Wake/ield ,"ophy (for the longest
flight) G. Lee (Four Counties) for a
520km flight Spitalgate, Yeovil, Spitalgate on July 18, Std Libel!e.
No award was made in respect of the
California in England and Frank Foster
trophies.
The Executive Committee was pleased
to note that more pilots had submitted
claims than in previous years.

operations by the Department of Civil
AViation, and in 1970 became deputy
CFI of the Copperbelt Gliding Club at
Mufulira.. He holds a current Zambian
aeroplane instructors' rating.
He obtained his Silver C in 1966,
and possesses a PPL~ his total flying
experience, gliding and power, is about
1,000 hours.
Aged 35, he is married with two children-a boy aged 11 and a girl aged
eight.

NATIONAL LADDER TROPHIES

MAPS-WHERE OBTAINABLE

Enigma trophy (for the best performance in privately-owned gliders) S. A.
White (Airways), 6,309 points.
L du Garde Peach trophy (for the best
performance in club gliders) C. D. Lovel!
(Surrey & Hants), 6,025 points.

AERONAUTICAL charts for civil aviation are stocked by the following agents:
Edward Stanford Ltd. 12-14 Long Acre,
London, WCZ, Tel 01-836 1321; International Aeradio Ltd, Hayes Road,
Southall, Middlesex, Te1 01-574 2411;
Air Touring Shops Ltd, Elstree Aerodrome, Herts, Tel 01-953 5219; British
Light Aviation Centre, Art.illery MacDsions, 75 Victoria Street, London, SW!.
Tel 01-799 4157.
The five JCAO Aeronautical Chans.
scale I: 500,000, series GSGS 4649, price
751' each, cover: Southern England and
Wales as in August lenl; Northern
England, September 1971; Ireland North.
Ju"e 1971; Scotland. April 1971 and
Orkneys and Shetland, November 1971.
There are 18 Topographical Air
Charts of the United Kingdom, scale
I: 250,000, series GSGS 4941, 751' each.

THE SECOND NATIONAL COACH

JOHN HEATH, who bas been recently
appointed a national coach to assist Bill
Scull in his nation-wide activities, started
gliding in January 1953 at RAF Grangemouth, in Scotland. After a lapse of
I1 years out of the sport, he returned
to the gliding scene in June, 1964. as
adjutant of No 613 Gliding School at
RAF Halton.
Tn September, 1968, he left Britain
for Zambia on a three-year engineering
contract. While there he was instrumental
in the revival of gliding in that country
and the acceptance of continued gliding

CHURCHILl" AWARD J=OR 1972
STILL AVAILABL.E

APPLICATIONS are invited from British
glider pilots for the Churchill Award,
1972. The award, of about £50, will be
given to assist some project organised
and carried out by an individual glider
pilot (not a firm).
Eligible projects, which should always
include flying, would include meteorological research and explorations by
glider of sea breeze fronts or mountain
waves, invention or development of
glider instruments including flight testing.
or exploration of or investigation into
some qllite new aspect associated with
gliding.
Applications for the 1972 Award
should reach the BGA by May 31, 1972.
on forms available from the BGA.
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ENTRIES OPEN/STANDARD
CLASS NATIONALS
Shobdon May 27 - June 4

THE. A-Z OF GLIDERS
Look at the name and addre~~ of' Alexander
Schleicl1er belo.... and YOU will find only four
lefler~ of the alphabet missing.
Look at the li~1 of Schleicher gliders below
and you will find it equally comprehensive.
From initial training to world cla~~ compe'
tition flying there i~ a Schleicher glider for
every lacet of your ~port.

ASK 1S

Well tried, robu~t and docile
performance t....o·~eater.

K 8B

Follow-Qn training· single sealer
with cri~p handling and excellent
~oaring capability.

K 6E

An el/er popular, moderately
priced, high performance. Standard Class single·seater.

A.S W 15 'Glass' standard class competitive single-seater of proven top
performance.
ASW 17 20 metre 'i:l'as~' ~uper higl\ performance competition glider for
tho~e ~ho only want to ;;"in.
ASK 14

ASK 16

Single·~eater powered

sailplane
with excellent engine-off glide
performance and out~tanding
~oaring ability.
The new side-by-side 'performance' II'IOtorized two-seater for
training or cro~~-country flying.

Hire purcha~e and personlll loan scheme~
may be arrang.d. Or why not let us quote
a very lllt"tlctive leasing system for your
Sehleicher glider or .lIeel, enabling you to
keep right up to date.
Write for further details without obligation to:

LONDON SAILP1.ANES LIMITED

c/o J. Jeffries, Dunstable'Down's,
Bedfordshire
Sole agents for:

ALEXANDER SCHlEICHER
SEGELRUGIEUGBAU
0·641 6 Poppenhausen an der
Wasserkuppe, West Germany
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Pi/Ol

Open

Class

Fitchett. B.
Tanner. t. E. N.
Grenel. P.
White. S. A.
C-Burtan. G. E.
Saundby. R. P.
Gaugh. A. W.
Dabson. B. F.
Garrod. M. P.
James. D. B.
BUTton, ,.i\. J.
Slevenson. J. N.
CardifJ. J.
Zatov. D. V.
Sandfard. R. A.
Williamson. J. S.
Austin, D. C.
~ Piggotl. A. O.
Janes. R.
~ Greave•. C. M.
Goldsbrough, J. B.
Shephard. E. G.
q.- ~Iaficld. J.
GJ"".ap. J. D. J.
Walsan. A. J.
Lysakawski. E. R.
St. Pierre. A. H.
Withan. C. t.
Slrael13n. l. W.
Dicksan. W. W.
Pozerskis. P.
Warmincer. A. H.
Welsh. J. H.
q.-- Kahn. W. A. H.
Haynes. K. W.
Wilkinson. K. G.
Tun. V. F. G.
Selh-Smith. M. P.
Q...Simpsan. C. R.
Wood•. I..
,~

J Hors

Dart I7R

Keslrel 19

S,a"darl!
H'cap
Class
88 Std Cirrus
90
or
.88 Std Cirrus
74
8S
88
88
8S

Diarnaat 18

Std Cirrus
Sld Cirrus
Std Libelle
ASW-15

80
Std l..ibelle
Std Libelle
88 Std Libelle
88 Std LibelJc
88 Std Cirrus
Cobra J5
88 Sld Cirrus
74
88
88

Keslrel 19
Nimbus 2
Ke,tr..l 19
mamant 18
Kestrel 19

74
80
S8
74.

Sld Cirrus

8S ,",SW·IS
88 . Std Libcne

88

Std Cirrus

88
96

Std Cirrus
SF-27M
K-6E

?

94
Cirrus
Ke.lrel 19

84

74

94
Kestrel 17

Diamam 18

K-6£

78

88
88
80
94

Kestrel 19
SHK

74
S4

Sigma

64

Std libelle
ASW-15

K-6E

C oncours

'~Il Gaadllarl. H. C. N.

Handicap in the Open Class applies only (or
Nationals En(ry Li$t purposes. Entry list correct
as al March 15.

FEW LADDER ENTRIES SO FAR

ENTRIES for the National Ladder for
1971/2 have been dis.appointingly few
so far, Mike Garrod, National Ladder
Steward, reports. A new set of rules,
devised by A. J. Stone, is being used
this year. This, Mike says, should
sharpen up the competitive angle consIderably and would not result in such
a runaway victory for the top pilots.
Leading positions, as at De<;ember I,
1971, were P. Lazenby, 700; D. Lilbyrn,
520; and T. Birch, 467 points· all from
the Yorkshire club.
'
The ne:>;t date for Ladd~r entries is
Wednesday, April 5.
UPPER HEYFORD RADAR
ADVISORY SERVICE ZONE

A RADAR advisory service, available to
all aircraft at or below 3,OOOft amsl has
replaced the ,Upper Heyford MATZ, on
a trial basis. Glider pilots intending to
operate within the zone are advised when
possible to telephone Upper Heyford
ATC (Upper Heyford 331, extensions
2153 or 2814) before take-off. Details in
Aeronautica! Information Circular 18/
1972, see p 117 for address.
ANOTHER MAN·POWERED
AIRCRAFT

APPRENTICES at Halton RAF School
of Technical Training, Bucks, took over
a partly built and partly burnt manpowered aircraft from a group at Woodford, Essex, in September 1970. Undor
the direction of Flight Lieutenant John
Potter, a Cambridge science graduate,
they have completed it after 4,000 man
hours of work and have flown it five
CHILTERN SAILPLANES LTD.
For C's of A, wood, glassfibre,
steeltube r,epairs

times ov.er a distance of aboul 200 yards.
They WIll now try to beat the British
record of 993 yards set up by the Hatfield group in 1961. The attempt will be
made at RAF Benson, because Halton
has only grass runways, and Fit Lt
Potter will be the pilot (RAF News).
The first British man-powered flight
was made by Derek Piggott at Lasham
on a machine designed and built at
Southampton University.
HIGH· SPEED JET TRIALS
IN SW ENGLAND

JAGUAR aircraft are undergoing highspeed flight tests in the area west from
BOKombe Down to airway Amber 25
for an initial period of six months from
early January, 1972. Flights. will 'be
betwun 3,oooft and 40,000ft and for
much of the time their pilots will not
be maintaining a lookout for conflicting
traffic. Pre-i1ight information on the
Jaguar programme can be obtained from
Boscombe Down, telephone Amesbury
3331 extension 2398.
fiRST JOHN PLAYER AWARD
TO DICK STRATTON

THE recipient of the first John Player
Award for Achievement in General
Aviation was R. B. "Dick" Stratton,
CEng, FRAeS, FSLAET. The award was
mad!; in recognition of the contribution
he .has made to light aviation as an
engmeer and technical adviser and for
his. many years of voluntary s,.rvice at
fiymg club and private pilot level.
He. is very active in gliding circles,
espeCIally the RAFGSA. where he is a
f~miliar fi.gure as an instructor and tug
pilot at Blcester. He is a BGA instructor
and inspector, and a member of the
BGA techni~al and motor glider com!""Ittees. J!ie IS l::urrently working on the
lntroductlOn of "on condition" aeroengine overhaul philosophies for both
the BGA and BLAe.

Instrumenting, resprays, trailers, etc.

TPs FOR BADGE FLIGHTS

Oave Paton
300 Luton Road
Dunslabla LU5 4LF

PILO!S are reminded that the photogr~phlc. zone fo~ ~adge triangl~ turning
pomts IS now wlthm 45° 00 either side
of a line which is the extension of the
leg flown approaching the turning point,

Senior Inspection Approval
Tal: Dunslabla 64472
(0582-64472)
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and not the line bisecting the approach
and departure legs. Also, turning points
should be defined more accurately. eg,
the control tower on an airfield or a
railway station or cathedral in the case
of a town.
New forms have been issued for the
use of Official Observers. Applications
and renewals will only be aCllepted on
the new forms.
CONTROL COLUMN
JAMMING INCIDENT

DURING solo aerobatics recently, the
rear scat of a Blanik came loose and
partially jammed the control column.
Fortunately, sufficient control remained
for the machine to be landed without
damage.
Ray Stafford Alien, the BGA Chief
Technical Officer, states that the seat is
retained by two press studs and these. it
is felt, constitute something of a risk.
The trQublecan be completely obviated
by removing the rear seat and stowillg it
in the 'Space aft of the rear seat's back
whenever solo flying is carried out. It is
most strongly recommended that ihis is
made a standard practice.
GOLDEN JUBILEE CELEBRATION
OF ITFORD PLANNED

THE Southdown Gliding Club is planning
to organise a meeting on the weekend of
September 2 and 3, 1972, at its site at
Firle, to celebrate the 50th anniversary
of the Itford meeting. The club adds
that although most people associate the
pioneering 1922 gliding meeting with
Itford, most of the flying in fact ,took
place at Firle, a short distance away on
the same part of the South Downs.
At the

KENT GLIDING CLUB

We welcQme any glider pilot ••••
prospective or pundit
Learn to fly on a week's holiday course. with
professional InstrUCtion. April- NovembeT orbrino your glider to fly our thermal., or ridge
soar the Kent Dow'ns.

Facilities; Winch or sero-tow launches
Residential Clubhouse with licensed bar
Apply to:
The Secretary.

KENT GLIDING CLUB,
Challock. Nr. Ashrord, Kent.
Telephone: Challock 307 or 274
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So:id State Glider Radio Telephones,
single channel, 130.4 MHZ. £49.50
Also Car Radio Telephones, single
channel, 1 30.4 MHZ. Available shortly.
Send for detai:s
Electecbniq ues, S.lsle~.
Stroud. Glos.

Tel. 045-36-3129

The club plans to hold a display on
the Sunday which would feature three
main events: A "Concours d'Elegance"
for pre-war gliders, including opportunities to fly them; a flying display of
"exotic" gliders such as the Nimbus 2.
Kestrel 19, etc; and a glider aerobatic
display.
People who would like to participate
in any of these events should write as
soon as possible to Derek B. Eastell. 20
Scotts Lane, ShortJands, Brom.ley, Kent
BR20LH.
JUNIOR INTERSERVICES
COMPS - DATE CHANGED

THE Junior Interservices Competition,
originally scheduled for August 19 to
28, will, because of the Daily Telegraph
competition, nQw be held at Bicester
from May 13 to 21.
OIL PAINTINGS FOR AVIATION
EN,THUSIASTS

PETER CHAMPION, who glides at the
SouthdoWll Club and is a member of the
Guild of Aviation Artists, is undertaking
commissions for oil paintings on all
aviation subjects, inclUding sailplanes.
Prices range from 15 to lOO guineas.
Details from Champion Aviation Art, 32
Ladies Mile Road, Patcham, Sussex.
TWO-SEATER CONTEST
PROPOSED

IT is proposed to hold an experimental
two·seater contest at Dunstable from
May 20 to 29. Aerotows would be provided at normal dub rates and accommodation at the club is available. Details
from P. Fletcher, clo London Gliding
Club, Tring Road. Dunstable, Beds.

WORLD CHAMPION TO COMPETE IN
DAILY TELEGRAPH COMPETITION

HELM UT
REICHMANN,
present
World Standard Class Champion, is
among pilots who have entered the Daily
Telegraph Invitation Competition, to be
held at Dunstable from August 19 to 28
to aid selection of the British Team for
the Australian World Championships.
Overseas entries receive<! up to March
14, 1972, are: Reicbmann, Hans Werner
Grosse and Klaus Tesch (West Germany); Georges Detosse (Belgium); Ejvind
Neilson (Denmark); j. Becke (Holjand)
and R. Plenert (Austria). In addition,
Wolfgang Gross (West Germany) will
enter if he can hire a glider in Britain.
British pilots are reminded that invitation to the Daily Teiegraph competitjon
will be based on their pe.rformance in
the 1972 Nationa!s at Shobdon or at
Dunstable.

RN Gliding Club Singapore.
Rouse, J. E.
Simpson, C. R.
631 Gliding School.
Slingsby Sailplanes.
Stanley, J. H.
Strachan, 1. W.
Strugnell, J. C.
The Rover Company Ltd.
3M Company.
Urwin, A. W.
Watts, P. J.
White Horse Distillers Ltd.
White, S. A.
Winfield, K. W.
Zealley, T. S.
Total received so far £226.90.

GLIDING CERTIFICATES
No
23

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
APPEAL FUNO

OONATIONS a:ld loan of equipment
10 the British Team World Championships Fund up 10 March l5 from the
following are gratefully acknowledged.
The target has been set at £2,000, and
we are therefore still short by £1,773.10.
Amoco Ltd.
Anonymous (I ind;v:duaJ)
Blackpool & Fylde Glidmg Club.
British Petroleum Co Ltd.
Christy, Naomi.
Cisavia.
Courtaulds Ltd.
Day, C.
Devon & Somerset GC (Saturday course)
Ellis, J. J.
Gillies, G. E.
Harper, R. D. M.
Harwood, J. E. G.
Justerini & Brooks Ltd.
Lane, D. J.
Latbbury, J. F. F.
Lathwell, P. G.
Lawley, G.
Lawson, W.
ullywhite Ltd.
McEvoy, Sir Theodore.
Manthorpe, H.
Montsion, A. (Canada).
Mosford Joinery Ltd.
Poynter. Daphne.

ALL THREE DIAMONDS
Name
Club
H. V. Howill
(in Australia)

. 1°7]
15.1

DIAMOND DI'iTANC'E
Name
CI"b
H. V. Howill
(in Australia)

1972
15.1

No
1/41
No
2/413
2/414
2/415
2/416
No
315

DlAMO:-lD GOAL
Name
Cl ..,/]
N. V. Parry
Southern Cross 29.12.70
T. Moss
O,ford
17.871
N. W. Smith
Ai,ways
1.1 n
H. V. How:tt
(in Australia)
2.1.72

GOLD C COMPLETE
Name
Club
N. W. Smith
Airway.

GOLD C HnGHT
Name
Club
W. R. Long.taff
Cairn~orm
R. M. Rimmington
Imp..ial College
Name

N. V. Parry
T. Moss
N. W. Smith

No
3092
3093
3094
3095
3096
3097

1972
1.1
197 I

4.9
19.7

GOLD C DISTANCE
Club
Southern Cross 29.12.70
Odord
17.8.71
Ai ..... ay.
1.1.72

SILVER C
Name
Club
1971
A. 1. Molineux
Nakuru (Kenya) 12.12
E. J. C. Vann
C ...nfkld
28 12
H. J. Law
Kin~ardy (Au.) 30.8.70
N. V. Parry
Serass (Aus) 29.12.70
W. D. Treadwell
Nakuru (Kenya)
4.12
A. W. Brooks
Culdrose
12,2.72

The caption for the map
of German airspace proposa.!s (S&G
February, p3) should read: "Gliding
forbidden:
A-complelely; B-above
I,OOOf'; C-above I,700f" and not as
printed.
CORRECTION:

INTERNATIONAL GUDING RECORDS (correct a. at 8.3.1972)
Distance
(jointly held)
Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Goal Flight
Goal & Return
IOOkm Triangle
3COkm Triangle"
500km Triangle

Sia.le-S_on
W. A. Scott (USA), 26.7.70, ASW·12
..
B. W. Greene (USA), 26.7.70. ASW-12 ..
P. F. Bikle (USA). 25.2.61. SGS 1.23£ ..
P. F. B,kle (USA). 25.2.61. SGS (.23£ ..
H. W. Gra... (Germany). 4.6.70. ASW·12
K. Striedeck (USA). 7.11.71. ASW-15 ..
..
W. Neubcn (Germany) (in USA). 5.7.70, Kestrel 604 ..
W. Neubert (Germany) (in Kenya). 3.3.72, Kestrel 604
M. J.ck,on (S. Africa), 28.12.67. 21-3 ..

1,153.82km
1.153.82km
12.894m
14.102m
I,032.2km
916.30km
155.06kmlh
15311m/h
135.32km/h

Distance
Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Goal Flight
Goal & Retunl
lOOkm Triangle
300km Triangle
50Ckm Triangle"

MUli·SeaI'"
J. Kouznetsov & J. Barkhamov (USSR). 3.6.67. Blanik
S. Josdczak & J. Tarezon (Poland). 5.11.66. Roeian
L. Ed.ar & H. Klicforth (USA). 19.3.52. Pratt·Read G 1
P. Antonov & A. Oplatchko (USSR). 24.6.64. Blan;k ..
J. Lincoln & C. Crowl (USA). 23.5.70. SGS2·32
..
J. Lincoln & C. Crowl (USA). 24.5.71, 50S 2·32A "
B. Stevens & H. Keanland (S. Africa). 10.1.70. SGS 2·32
H. Keartland & H. Michaelis (S. Africa). J.J.72. 50S 2·32

921.95km
1I.680m
13.489m
702.74km
651.13km
117.37kmlh
104.47km/h
86.98kmlh

Siol:le-Seal'rs (Wo m..>
alga Klopikova (USSR). 6.7.39. Rot Front 7 ..
Anne B·lln. (GB) (in S. Africa). 13.1.6J. Skylark 39
Botsy Woodward (USA). 14.4.55. Pratt-Read 195
Tamara Zaiganova (USSR). 29.7.66. A·15 .'
Susan Martin (Australia). 6.2.70. Libelle 301
Susan Martin (Australia). 29.2.72. '!.
Susan Martin (Australia). 11.2.72. ???
Anne BlIrns (GB) (in S. Africa). 25.12.63. Std Austri,
"Subject to hOplologation

749.201un
9.119m
12.190.2m
73 I. 60km
656.04km
115kmlh
114.93k'l1/h
10'3.33k:n/h

Distance
Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Goal Flight
Goal & Return
IIOOkm TrianKlc-

300km Triangle"
mkm Triangle

Dislance
Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Go.1 Flight
Goal & Return
IOOlrm Triangle
JOOkm Trian.l"
SOOkm Triangle

Multi-Salul (Wo..~>
T. Pavlova & L. Filmechkina (USSR). 3.6.67. Blanill
A. I>dnkowska & M. Matelislra (Poland). 17.10.67. Roeian
A. Burns (GB). & 1. Oesch (in USA). 5.1.61, SGS 2·32
I. GOTokhova & Z: Koslova (USSR), 3.6.67. Blanik ..
P. Majewska & R. Sokolowska (Poland). 14.7.68. Boci.n
Y. Leoman & M. Human (5. Africa). 27.12.61. Kranich 3
O. Manafova & V. Lamova (USSR). 12.6.64. KAI·19
T. Zaiganova & V. Lobanova (USSR). 29.5.68. Dlanik

864.86km
8.430m
9.519m
8.64.861un
467.2km
9O.95kmlh
74.3Ikmlh
69.6km/h

BRITISH NATIONAL RECORDS (coercel as 0.1 8.3.1972)
Dlstance
Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Goal Flight
Goal & Return
IOOkni Trian~le
300km Tri.nGle
SOOkm TrianGle

P.
G.
H.
H.
E.
E.
E.
C.

Siltde-Statffl
D. Lane (in G.rmany). 1.7.62. Skylarll 3F
J. Rondel. 18.6.60. Olympia 2a ..
..
C. N. Goodhart (in USi\). 12.5.55, 1·23
C. N. Goodbarl. 10.5.59. Skylark 3 ..
Pearson (in S. Africa). 4.1.71. Std Cirrlls ..
P. Hodgc (in Rhodesia), 1.11.70. Diarnant 16.5 ..
..
Pcanon (in S. Africa), 1.1.72. Std Cirrus (Subject Hom)
M. Greaves (in S. Africa), 2.1.72. Std Cirrus (Sub;e.t Hom)

741km
8.870m
Il.500m
579km
620.66km
126.4kmlh
130.36km/h
112.07km/h

Dist.nce
Height Gain
Absolute Height
Goal Flillht
Goal &: Return
lookm Triangle
JOOkm Triangle

MIIJti-Sealtrs
J. S. Fielden & Vera Fieldeo, 14.8.70. Berafalke 3 ..
L. S. Hood & M. V. Slater (in France). 3.2.70. K-7 ••
Anne Bum. & Janic Oc:sch (in USA). 5.1.67. 50S 2·32
J. S. Fielden &: Vera Fielden. 14.8.10. Borgfalke 3
..
A. H. Warminger &: R. Tucker (in S. A.). 4.1.69, SGs 2·32
E. Peanon & A. Martin (in S. A..). 7.1.68. Kranich 3
..
A. H. Warminger & R. Tucker (in S. A.). 29.12.68. SGS 2-32

421.5km
6.300m
9.519m
421.5km
362k-o
83.52kmlh
72.3km/h

Distance
Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Goal Flight
Goal & Return
IOOkm Triangle
300km Triangle
500km Triangle

Anne Burns
Anne Burns
Annc Burns
Ann Welch
Anne Burns
Ann. Bum.
Anne Rurns
Ann" Burns

Absolute Altitude

MlIIIi-Seattn (W.....>
Anne Burns & Janie Oesch (in' USA). 5.1.67. SGS 2-32
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SiBl:l...sealtrs (WO_B)
(in S. Africa). 31.1.61. Skylark 3.
(in S. Africa). 13.1.61, Skylark 39
(in S. Africa). 13.1.61. Skylar~ 3.
(in Poland). 20.6.61. laskolk a
..
(in S. Africa). 6.1.66. Std Aostrla ..
(in S. Africa). 12.1.63, SlIylark 39
(in S. Africa). 31.12.6~, Std Austria
(in S. Africa). 25.12.63. Std Au.tria

524km
9.12Om
10.550m
528km
545km
84kmlh
93.6km(h
I03.3kmlh
9.519m

UNITED KINGDOM RECORDS (correct a. at 8.3.1972)
SiBllle·Staters
H. C. N. Goodhart. 10.5.59. Skylark
Oislance
G. J. Rondel. 18.6.60. Olympia 28
Height Gain
G. J. Ronde!. 18.6.60. Olympia 28
Absolute Altitude
H. C. N. Goodhart. 10.5.59. Skylark 3
Goal Flight
G. Lee. 18.7.71. Std Libelle
Goal &: Rctunl
G. E. Burton. 14.6.69. SHK
100km Triangle
J. S. WiIliamson. 7.6.69. Dart 17.
200km Triangle
R. Jones. 17.7.71. Std Cirrus
300km Trian¥le
A. D. Purnell. 19.4.69. Cirrus
400km Triangle
S. A. White. 28.4.71. Std Cirrus
500km T rhn,le
K. A. Hurison. 13.4.69. SHK
100km GI Speed
!. W. Slrachan. 2.6.63. Skylark 4
200km GI Speed
300km GI Speed
E. A. Moore. 27.5.57. Skylark 2 ..
500km GI Speed
H. C. N. Goodhart, 10.5.59. Skylark

579km
8,870m
9,300m
579km
520.5km
95.4km/h
74.7km/h
81.9km/h
66.36km/h
77.4km/h
128.4km/h
)14.3km/b
92.lkm/h
9O.7km/h

Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Goal Flight
Goal &: Retunl
lOOkm Triangle
200km Triangle
300km Triangle
lookm GI Soced
200km Gl Speed
300km GI Speed

MBlti-Seater.
J. S. Fielden & Vera Fielden. 14.8.70. llergCalke
R. P. Sa"ndby & B. Robert., 7.6.64, Blanik
R. P. Saundby & B. Roberto. 7.6.64. Blanik
J. S. Field... &: Vera Fielden. 14.8.70. Berllfalke
B. J. Willson &: H. Daniels. 27.7.69, Blanik
B. J. Willson &: H. Oaniels. 19.4.69, BJanik
B. J. WiIlson & H. Daniels. 20.4.69, Blanik
B. J. Willson &: H. Daniels. 15.5.66. Blanik
O. B. James & K. O'Riley. 27.5.57. Gull 2
B. J. WiJlson & H. Daniels. 11.7.70, Bla-nik
W. A. H. Kahn & J. S. William.on. 14.4.58. E~gle

421.5km
5.4IOm
5,800m
421.5km
324km
77.571<m/h
64.63km/h
55.8km/h
96.5km/h
77.8km/h
69.2km/h

Distance
Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Goal Flight
Goal & Relurn
100k'm Triangle
200km Triangle
300km T riang,le
4ool(m Triangle
500km Triangle
IOOkm GI Speed
200km GI Speed
300km GI Speed

Si8.Ie-Setaten (WonteD)
Anne Burns, 10.5.59, Skylark 38
Anne Burns, 10.5..59. Skylark 3.
Anoe Burn., 10.5.59. Skylark 38
Anne Burn., 12.4..58. Skylark 38
Angela Smilh. 14.8.70. K·6E
Anne Burns. 14.6.69. Cirrus
Anne Bums, 22.8.64. Std Aus.tria
Anne Burns. 28.6.66. SHK
Anne Burns. 5.8.67. SHK
Anne Burns. 28.4.71. Cirrus
"
Rika Harwood, 27.5.57. Olympia 28
Anne Burns. 2.6.63. Olympia 419 ..
Anne B:Jrns. 12.4.58. Skylark 3a ..

454km
5.IOOm
5.600m
309km
303km
80km/h
69.3km/h
60.2km/h
6O.6km/h
67.9km/h
83k-o/h
85.5km/h
63.9km/h

IOOkm Triangle
lOOkm Cl Speed

Motor Gl14ers
I. W. St'achan. 11.6.71. SF·27..
!. W. Straehan. 16.7.71. SF·27..

Ois~ancc

•

•

57.3km/h
85.7km/h

•

1,0001<. FAI DiplOMaS
At the CIVV meeting on March 5, 1971. it was agreed to issue PAJ Diplomas to pilots who
achieve. or had achieved. J.OOOkm flights. So Car Ihe following oiloLO have exceeded lhal distanoe:
I A. H. Parker (USA). 31.7.64, Sisu lA
(distance)
1.041.521<m
2 H. W. Gros.e (Genaany). 4.6.70. ASW-12
(goal flight)
1.032.02km
3=W. A. ScOll (USA). 26.7.70. ASW·12
(distanc~)
1.1 53.82km
3=B. W. Gr~ene (USA), 26.7.70, ASW·12
(di<tance)
1.153.82km
nistance
Goal Flighl
H~i8ht

Gain
Ab.olute Heighl
Dislance

N~w

Jat....atioo.1 Molor Gli4er Record.
W. Call"" (Germany). 28.7.68, SF-27....
E. Kliih (Germany), 3.6.70. ASK-14
(MG) Subject 10 homolog.lioo
D. Mayr (Germany). 19.\1.71. SF·258 ..
O. Mayr IGermany). 19.11.71. SF·25B ,.
O. E. Vcnator (Germany). 4.6.71. SF·27M

records have to excted the old ones bj':
Distance
IOkm
Hei.hts
3%
Tria·ngl~.
2km/h
Straight Goals
5km/h

536.95km
528.8km
approx. 6.22Om
approx. 7.536-0
approx. 608k:n

fac,ors:
km by 0.621 10 gel statule miles
km by 0.54 la gel naUlieal miles
km/h by 0.539 to g~t knot.
km/h by 0.621 10 gel mph
metres by 3.28 to get reet

Conver~ion

MUltiply
Multiply
Multiply
Multiply
Multiply

No ~ide of a lria_"glc may have a length or les~ lhan 28% of lhe lata} diSlancc of the Course
when lhe flight is made to oblain a record. (FAl Sportinl: Code, 1.1.1971. paragraph 2.1.5 (d).)
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LECTION FROM THE
ILD OF AVIATION
RTISTS EXHIBITION
"SOUTH PACIFIC"
Photos courtesy Flight In/erll4t;oll4l

Qantas 7476

John Young

Outback

Sunday Symphony
Boomerang

Mary Steer

Roy Wensley-Smith

Margaret Kahn

Vickers Vimey, 1919

Roy Nockolds

OVERSEAS NEWS

.~

J.
Please send news and exchange copies of journals to the Overseas News Editor's
new address: A. E. Slater, 7 Highworth Avenue, Cambridge, CB4 2BQ, England.

IMPRESSIONS
OF THE
SOUTH AFRICAN
NATIONALS
By STEVE WHITE

AS in previous years, Championship and
Competition task.s were set on alternate
days, thereby making team entries
possible. The Championship is an unhandicapped contest, split into Open,
Standard and Limited classes, and the
results are used for declaring the
National Champion, South African team
etc. The Competition is a handicapped
"Fly for Fun" contest and a daily prize
is awarded.
I shared a Std Austria with friend
Dick BradJey, now resident in South
Africa. Dick was to fly Championship
and I Competition tasks. I had arrived
with tales of !Okt thermals and 15,OOOft
c1oudbase,. and for my first two flights I
was not to be disappointed.
My first took place on New Year's
Day, which was set aside for practice.
My plan was to do an hour or two's
local soaring to get used to the combination of a strange machine and a new
environment. I would leave the 300km
practice task to the pundits.
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ANDY GOUGH WINS SOUTH
AFRICAN STANDARD CLASS
Britain's, Andy Gough, flying a Std
Cirrus, put up an excellent performance in the South African National
Championships, taking over the lead
in the Std Class on the last day from
Tim Biggs of South Africa to win
with 3,812 points. The event was
held at Tempe airfield, Bloemfontein, from Jan.uary 2 to 14. but was
hampered by wind, low cloud and
rain, and only four contest days
were achieved in the Open and
Std Class Championships.
A record en1ry of 55 sailplanes
took part, with visiting pilots from
Germany, Holland, Norway, Rhodesia
and the UK.

I released after a rough tow-I was
still suffering from the previous night's
activities-and in about 10 minutes
climbed to 15,OOOft asl, still well clear
of cloud. Ambition got the better of me
and I soon set off down the first leg of
the task. Suffice it to say that some hours
later, I was most re.lieved to see BloemfODtein and Tempe airfield reappear. I
had cover,ed a distance greatly in excess
of the planned 300krn! No records for
me (winner's speed 133k.m{h) but I
learned a number of important lessons.
Forty minutes out on the first leg, I

over/lew a ,duster of houses, expecting
to see my turning point. (a large town)
appear ahead. Yes-you've guessed it!
Also I had not allowed for the great
boost my height gave to my True Air
Speed and was therefore not expecting
to be at the turning point so soonlesson two.
On landing I felt very tired and
depressed. Oxygen is essential on long
flights at altitude. Dick and I hadn't had
time 10 get the bottle filled. I was. determined to improve on my disma] performance.
I got my chance the followjng day,
Karvey Quail, our excellent Met man.
set us a 50Qkm triangfe, but warned that
there was a ris,," of cu-nims developing
during the afternoon. Bearing this, in
mind and flying one of the slower
machines I elected to go early, and was
rewarded with a fairly trouble-free flight.
Only once, 011 the final leg. did I have to
detour round a cu-nim. The lessons of
the previous day paid off and I surprised
myself by being first back home and
winner (by one point) on handicap from
Con Greaves. Con, who left considerably
later in his Std Cirrus put up an excellent performance' to break the Btitish
National ~OOkru record at 112km/h (subject to h6mologation).
The remainder of the contest was
flown under far poorer conditions. A
large low pressure system devel@ped and
gave rise to considerable amounts of low
and med'ium layer cloud and rain,. all
too familiar to us here in the UK, but
almost unheard of in South Africa.
Partly due: to a reluctance by the contest organisers to set tasks involving the
possibility of manyoutlandings under
weak conditions, only nine contest tasks.
wen: achieved: four Competition and
five Championship.
From the results it 'would appear that
many of the local pilots were not too
nappy with the European-type weather.
As for myself I flew three Competition
tas.ks to score: two firsts and a third.
Despite its poor rating in UK I found
the Std Austria well suited to South
:\ftica; the faster one flew it, the ~tter
It. went.
1 h!!Q gone to South Africa with some
trepidation .at the .tbougl1t of having to
land out in the "bundu". However I
found in fact that the Bloemfontein a~ea

had no shortage of large and suitable
landing fields. It is true that' further
south and west the terrain does get rather
inhospitable, However, tasks of a magnitude involving those areas are only set
under ideal conditions.
One important piece of advice given
to me at the: start of the contest was
always t@ land near a telephone. I
shouldn't like to have to face a long
walk in the blazing sun!
The one thing that struck me most
about flying at. Bloemfontein was the
effect that altitude has on glider performance;. Only on the odd occasion in
the UK when flying in wave h:j.d I previously eJtperienced t.he great crosscountry speed advantage to be gained by
flying at altitude. Bloemfontein itself is
roughly 5,OOOft asl and on a good day
cloud base can be eltpected in eltcess of
15,OOOft asL The difference between IndiCated and True speed at 15,OOOft is
more than 25%, so that flying, at these
heights is rather like carrying water
ballast. For a gjven glide angle you
achieve a much better T AS. The performance polar is shifted down and to
the right, but without the detrimental
effects that water ballast Can have on
handling.
There is no doubt that had the weather
been up to the usual SA standard, we
might ha~e had the first ever completed
I,OOOkm triangle:. The equipment was
certainly there at Bloemfontein with a
Nimbus 2, ASW-17, ASW-12, BJ-4's and
numerous other "hot ships".
Final leading results Open Class
I Eckle (Germ)
Nimbus 2
2 Heiri.. (SA)
ASW-17 (21m)
3 Goudriaan ~Holland)BS-1
4 Jackson (SA)
BJ-4B
5 Liegner (SA)
Phoebus 17
Standard Class
I Gough (GB)
Std Cirrus
2 Gebauer (Germ)
LS-I
) Eisele (Germ)
Std Cirms
4 Bigg, (SA)
Std Cirrus
5 Pearson (GB)
Std Cirrus

3710
3580
3501:
3481
3n3
3812
3792
3525
3340
3337

Tasks: Jan I (official' practice day)
300km triangle, five National records
broken.
Competition: Jan 2, 500km triangle,
three National records broken. Jan 3,
JOOk'm triangle. Jan 6, ~33km triangle.
Jan 8. 112km triangle.
Championship: Jan 4, 232km goaland·retlllm. Jan 5, 2,iQkm triangle. Jan
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7. J80km goal-and-return Limited Class
only. Jan I I, 212km goal-and-return. Jan
14, 195km goal-and-return.
The Limited Class flew on five
Championship days.
My last but strongest recollection of
Bloemfontein is of friendliness and
hospitality shown to me by all whom I
met there. and this despite me telling
them from time to time how to run the
contest! M any, many thanks especially
to my hosts Dick and Brenda. Please will
you Jet me come again next year?

19m GOLD CUP TO
CARRY CHAMPION
STATUS - CIVV
19 metre Gold Cup, to be
T HE
awarded at the World Championships

to the highest-placed Open Class competitor. flying a machine with ~ span not
exceedl~g 19m, would carry "Champion"
status, It was agreed at the CIVV meeting held in Paris, February 4 and 5.
1972. It would not be awarded if the
minimum 4-day requirement for a championship was not met.
Although the Yugoslav dinar had
been devalued, entry charges would
remain at 12 US dollars per day.
It was agreed to minute a "Guidance
to International Jury" note to the effect
that should competing gliders collide, the
pilots involved would be credited with
the shortest distance of those concerned
with the collision, if responsibility could
not be resolved before the next flying
day. This would not be a Regulation.
Crossing the frontier would result in
no points for the fljght being given.
1974 MOTOR GUDER
CLASS POSTPONED

IT was agreed to postpone the start of
the motor glider class in World Gliding
Championships. scheduled for Australia
in 1974. This was due both to lack of
preparedness of the rules and lack of
manufacturers producing competition
motor gliders. There should first of all
be ,a trial International competition in
Europe, probably in summer, 1974, the
meeting added.
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Meanwhile, the Germans were working on rules based on a penalty being
made for total use of engine time. Very
small use of the engine would carry a
small penalty, but this would jump very
steeply with increased use. Members of
the CIVV Bureau have been invited by
the German Aero Club to the motor
glider championships at Burgfeuerstein
in June to study the matter.
OTHER BUSINESS AT CIVV

IT was agreed that airspace would be
put on the agenda for the November
meeting. Although airspace control was
not a function of either CIVV or F AI,
it was agreed that it would be helpful
to members to have an exchange of
problems, ideas and possible solutions.
Several delegates deplored the fact that
flights carried out before the setting up
of International Motor Glider records
had been accepted by the FAr as records.
It was agreed to express CIVV dissatisfaction to the' appropriate FAI committee to avoid repetition oCf this situation.
Pirat Gehriger was re-ejected President of CIVV; Bohdan Jancelicw:cz
(Poland). Seff Kunz (West Germany).
Pierro MoreHi (Italy) and Ann Welch
re-elected Vice-Presidents and Willy
Grandjean (Belgium) re-elected Secretary.
The next meeting would be held on
Friday, November 3, 1972.
IRAQUIS LEARN
TOrNSTRUCT

SEVEN glider pilots were sent by the
Iraq Ministry for Youth to take an Instructors' course at the East German
gliding centre at Scbonhagen. Under the
guidance of Gerhard BJex they all
qualified successfully; two also qualified
as Instructors in Gliding Technology,
while aJlother also trained as a tug pilot
and power-flying instructor.
At a final ceremony two Bocians were
presented to the Iraq Ambassador to
East Germany for forwarding to his
country. The newly trained tug pilot,
Akran·E.I-Sadi, said he had already received about 200 applications from
young people in Iraq who wanted to
learn gliding (Flieger Revue).

DEVELOPMENT OF AN AMERICAN CLUB'
contrast t6 most of our overseas
IonNflying
news, which consists of reports
national contests and record flights,
an account has been received from John
R. Boyce of how a small local group in
the United States built itself up in the
course of 16 years into a large and
flourishing gliding centre. The following
is a condensed 'version of Mr Boyce's
history of the "Nutmeg Soaring Association".

The Association was. founded in September, 1956, by four gliding enthusiasts
fr()m Woodbury, Connecticut: Ev Keeler,
Connie M6ellet, Doug lI'win, and S. L.
"Bach" Pond, with an early model of
the Schweizer 1-26 (serial number 3),
launched by aero-tow from a grass strip
on Bach's farm. The first year saw 39
flights averaging 33 minvtes. The
membership grew to 12, whereupen another group was formed with a Scnweizer
2-22 two-seaterA second 1-26 W:J,S added in 1964, with
anothc;r 14 members (including Mr
Boyce) to finance it, and yet another
1-26 in 1967 with another 14 members.
Since then, Nutmeg has acquired many
associate members, and smaller clubs, individual oWners and partnerships abound.
The total glider population this summer
will number 15, making a nearly complete roster of Schweizer's gliders, starting with the 1-19 and continuing thnilUgh
the I-~O, 2-22(2), 1-23, 1-26(4), to the
2-33. More exotic types include a vintage
K-6c.R, K-6E, Blanik, Diamant 16.;, Std
Cir'fUs, and (ne,west to thefleeO SF-21.
We own and 9perate our own tow-plane,

a PA- J8, and there is a Citabria as a
back-up.
Operations are now based at Johnnycake Airport, with a grass strip for
gliders and a paved strip for the powered
craft; but we are a rather peripatetic
group frequently moving en ml/sse to
some near-by State for a weekend, or a
two-week summer camp in ,the mountains
of western Massachusetts t('l the I'lorth.
In the fa.1l, we have often made ~mp
if! the mountains of Vermont .and New
Hampshire, where wave flights to over
29,OOOft have been made.
There is a sprinkling of Gold badges
among the membership, and perhaps a
dozeJi Diamonds, six of which are owned
by the father-and-son team of Rudy
and Michael Opitz.
The club is not strongly competitionoriented, although we did enter two
K-6's in the US Stand;lrd Class Nationals
when they were in ne~r-by Elmira. There
was a time, though, before glass-fibre
became so widespread, when Nutmeg's
1-26 pilots used to take home a disproportionate sh:J,re, of the hardwa,e. But
nowadays the small meets are beginning
to become organised in classes, so that
tl:Je little guy has a chance to share in
the glory.
The future of soaring in our State
seems assured; but for the long run we
need to acquire our own site, secure from
the steady encroachment of powered
flight and housing development. The
price of land goes up rapidly, making
our problem ever more difficult. But we
are working on it.

WINTERBAROGRAPHS
Order now for that Gold' C' or OiamOAd Task. Height range to cHQice, 6, 8, 10 or
12 km. £159.00 complete with 50 aluminium foils, packing and postage 631'. MotGr
Glider mode·l, ~O record engine on/off, £6,8.00 c.omplete with 50 aluminium foils or
paper charts, packing and postage 63p.

THERMAL 'EQUIPMENT LIMITED
Laslram Airfield, Alton, Hampshire. Tel: Herriard 359 or 0256~83 359
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TWELFTH
AUSTRALIAN
NATIONALS
By MARTIN SI MONS

sailplanes in three classes,
F IFTY-ONE
Open, Standard and Sports, com-

peted
in
the
Twelfth
Australian
Nationals held at Waikerie, South
Australia-December 27 to January 9.
Tne Open class contest was dominated
completely by tne SJin~by Kestrel 19
flown by Ingo Renner and John Moore
who placed first and second in the individual championship and carried off
lhe team prize also. Renner's score was
a perfect 1,000 out of a possible 1,000.
Flying on si" days of the 11, he' won
every time. Third place went to Tony
Tabart with his Kestrel 17.
Malcolm Jinks, last ye<lf's Open Class
Champion, together witb the author of
this report, had entered a second Kestrel
19 in the competition, but the aircraft
did not arrive in time. There was, however; little doubt that the 19-metre
machine was performing better than the
two 17-metre Kestrels, and Ing,O Renner
himself, an outstandingly able pilot who
has now become a naturalised Australian,
is consideFed by most to be Australia's
great bope for the next World Championships.
Malcolm Jinks stepped down into the
Standard Class. flying his club's LibelJe
H-301 with flaps taped up and parachute
airbrake sealed. He faced very strong
opposition from his club-mate, John
Rowe, and the issue between the two
was in doubt until the last minute. The
author had almost resigned himself to
not competing wnen the Adelaide Club
offered a seat in its brand new "Salto",
a 13.6-metre V-tailed sailplane from
Ursula Hiinle's new company. Tne Salto,
with a claimed glide ratio of I: 3S, was
disqualified from the Sports Class but it
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•. Now what can t
in pensive mood.

Sa)'

'aboul that?" Martin 5'''1Ion$
PIWlo by Dave Chandler

proved to be outclassed by the IS-metre
glass ships It is, nevertheless, a very easy
macnine to fly and m<lY well prove to
be a good early solo club sailplane and
Sports Class competitor. Jinks won the
class in the end, by a narrow margin,
and his place in tne team, which was
never seriously in dOUbt, was secured
again. "Mousey", as he is known for
some mysterious reason, has been
National Champion si" times in all.
In the Sports Class, the competition
was varied this year by tbe appearance
of a variety of sailplanes, including a
Vasama, L-Spatz, Foka 5, HP-IQ; Tern
15 (hQmebuilt) and a Skylark: ,4 (actually
Chuch Bentson's old machine from
Dunstable which was sold to Canberra
in 1%9). These new types competed
against
the
ubiquitous
Australian
"Boomeran~" and
"Super Arrows";
there was only one K-6. Murray Evans
came out top in bis Boomerang, but the
HP-IO, flown by lan McClean, placed a
good second and the Vasama came
third, tending to spoil the loog standing
Boomerang record.
The weather during the meeting was
not up to Waiketie's usual standards. On
several days there were strong winds
which reduced progress to a crawl along

the task routes. On other days there was
often an inversion at something less than
5000ft so that pilots who have become
a~customed, in the AustJ;alian summer,
to flying at heights between 6,OOO-S,OOOft,
often found themselves "scratching"
around at 3,000. The average length of
tasks set in the Open and Standard Class
was 2SSkm, somewhat less than previously, and no 5QOkm tasks were set at
all. Only on two days were there many
outlandings; it is still the rule in AustnlJian contests for all pilots to complete
the task and land at home.
A notable and popular visitor to the
meeting was Paul Bikle, World Altitude
Record holder and well known also for
his flight testing of sailplanes in California. Paul was flying in partnership
with Jan Coolhaas in the latter's HP-14T.
CRACK-UP

This aircraft, built originally from a
Slingsby kit, provided every Nati()nal
newspaper in Australia with banner
headlines when it broke up violently in
the air at S,OOOft on the ninth contest
day. Jan escaped by parachute and was
able to walk to the telephone to give his
"outlanding" report. The cause of the
break up is not yet known. It was a
roughish day and the author, Who flew
the Salto round the 245km task, found

To"y Tabor' flying his Kestrel /7 over Waikerie.

cloud base to be I I,500ft, which confirms Jan's report that the cause was not
loss of control in cloud. Nor was he
flying excessively fast.
At about SOkts he heard a crack and
the aircraft began to vibrate and simultaneously rolled to one side. Ailerons
and rudder failed to ,correct this and a
spiral dive developed. The flaps had no
effect and Jan experienced increasing g
forces, tending to keep him pinned dOwn
in his seat. He decided to jump before
these forces overcame him altogether,
and after a cool check of parachute harness and buckles, he did so.
The HP-14 broke up with a loud bang
immediately afterwards. Surrounded by
falling bits, Jan was lucky to escape unhurt. The lower spar flange of one of
the wings was ripped right out, tearing
the skin from root to tip, while the other
wing fell with the extracted spar flange
still attached to it by the main pin. The
fuselage lost the tail, presumably because
the folding wing knocked it off.
Paul Bikle, who is very familiar with
the HP-14 series since his own T-6 is
a modified version of the original, inspected the wreckage and the DCA
official investigation team removed some
parts fQr X-ray examination. A report
will nO doubt appear iD due course. Paul
continued in the contest, flying another
HP-14T, and placed eighth.

Photo by Da\'e Chandler
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WORLD CHAMPS TRIAL RUN

for this competition. Some pilots were
disconcerted when they discovered that
they scored zero points if they were last
man home. It was felt that a pilot who
completes a lengthy task in difficuJt conditions deserves some rewlUd in terms
of championship points even if he happens to have come in last.
It was interesting that on one day when
two pilots failed to achieve minimum
scoring distance, they SCOTed a point
each because they tied, but on another
occasion a pilot who actually finishe~
the task about an hour slower than the
winner, scored zero for being last. As
he said, he might just as wc:U have stayed
at home all day! However. after some
debate at which this and other, possibly
less valid"; criticisms were voiced, it was
agreed that the Wallington scheme
mould be tried again next year, with
some modifications to satisfy the more

Regarded as a trial rUIl for the World
Championships to be held at the same
site in 1974, the organisers learned many
useful lessons from the fortnight. The
Waikerie club has expended much effort
in recent months, installing irrigation to
encourage grass growth on the take-off
areas, and a large new clubhouse, which
will be the administrative HQ for the
World Champs, is under construction.
However, neither of these major schemes
was fully completed in time for the
Nationals, so a good deal of improvisation was necessary. In spite of this, the
system worked well and it can be confidently slated that the next NationaJs,
aJso at Waikerie, will see many great
improvements,
Of special interest was the adoption
of "Wally" Wallington's scoring system
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SMIRNOFF
SAILP1.ANE DERBY
MAY 1, 1972
Paul Bikl.., A. J. Smith. Wally Scoll, John Ryan. Rass Briegleb and Einar Enevoldson have been
""Iected to fly in a unique trans-American cross-cOllflby 'Dertly' conla.t to start from Los'AQgeles
on May 1. Ed Buus. race-director, anticipates arrival at Baltimore Dy aDout May t 6. Toe 2.900 alt
miles will be scored on points aW8rde~ for distanca covered each day-awerage leg Will De about
300 mll...
The sponsor. Heublein Inc. producer of Smirnoff Vodka, is also contributing $6,000 to the USA
team funds.
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important ob;ections. As Wally has
always maintained, the more usual
(points) system and his own placing
system seem on the whole to produc.e a
very similar result in terms. of the final
order of merit. The psycllological effect
on the pilot, however, may be important.
Under a points system he might, after a
10:1g struggle, come last in order but
score seven or e:ght hundred points.
Th;s looks much better on paper than
a blank zero, and sucll a figure might
seem a fairer reflection of h:s performance.
Of the glass ships, the Libelle is easily
the most common in Australian competitions at present, and many more have
bee!'! imported during the past 12 months.
The Std Cirrus is generally thought to
perform slightly better, but it is more
e;(pensive and seems heavier for rigging
and ground handling. The ASW-15 has
not really shown up well in our competitions and the LS- I has not yet

appeared in Australia. Only two wooden
aircraft, an SH- J and a Foka SR. were
flying in the Standard Class.
.
In the Open Class, the Kestrels at
present seem to have everything their
own way, for on days when the 19-metre
machine did not win, one or other of the
17-metre Kestrels invariably did.
Next year, the two-pilot system, whereby two pilots fly each aircraft more or
less on alternate days, should finally be
abandoned and while on the one hand
this will leave some pilots without anything to fly, on the other it will at last
enable a true comparison of pilots and
aircraft to be made. This year, for example, Jinks, the new Standard Class
champion, never flew against last year's
champion, Sue Martin, because both
were sharing one sailplane. Jinks and
his close rival, Rowe, flew against each
other only on two days and Rowe, as
it happens, won both, but Jinks still
finished first overall, on average.

STRONG CONDITIONS IN NEW ZEALAND
CHAMPIONSHIPS
From ROSS MACINTYRE
ETER HEGINBOTHAM won the
P
. Open Oass of the ninth New Zealand
National Gliding Championships, held
at Omarama (South Island) from January
2 to 15. He was flying a NimbUS 2 which
had arrived in New Zealand only three
days before the contest started.
Doug Yarrall became the new Standard Class Champion, flying a Std Cirrus,
while the team of Peter Helthouse and
Arie van Dyk won the Sports Class
championship with a K-6E. A total of
30 gliders took part.
Se!<:ction of pilots for the World
Championship Team was decided by
combining 40~~ of last year's National
Championships score with 60% of this
year's (each class being kept separate).
The second member of the team in each
class was in doubt until the last day and,
in the case of the Standard, the. last
minute.
There were nine contest days, flown in
Some of the strongest and roughest conditions yet experienced in a New Zealand

championships, with thermals of 6. 8 and
even 10kts or more to 8-9,oooft being
common. Walie lift also Decmed OD
several days.
The Open Class included an SHK,
two Phoebus Cs, two Cirrus, one
Diamant 16.5, one Kestrel 17, one
Kestrel 19, one LibeJle H301, one Nimbus 2 and one Std Libelle (flown by last
year's winner, Alan Cameron).
The Standard Class had three Std
Libelles, three Std Cirrus, two ASW-15s,
a Phoebus 15 and a K-6cR. The latter.
flown by John Goddard, was not last by
any means aDd won the cup for the most
meritorious flight by coming second on
the final day, a 300km triangle.
The tasks were the longest ever set in
New Zealand competition and the contest was very demanding on both pilots
and crews. Contest day tasks were:
January 2, Open and Standard 145km
triangle, Sports 132km out'and-return;
January 4, Open and Standard 236km
triangle; January 5, Open 345km clQsed137

circuit speed task with three turning
points, Standard 319km triangle, Sports
132km triangle; January 7, Open and
Standard twice round a 114km triangle,
Sports 184lr.m triangle; January 8, Open
and Standard 382km c1osed--circuit race
with three turning points; January 9,
Open and Standard 309km triangle,
Sports 161km triangle; January 11, Open
thr,ee times round a 96km triangle,
Standard twice round a %km triangle,
Sports twice round a 75km triangle;
January 14, all classes Cat's Cradle (the
longest distance, 582 km, was achieved
by lan Pryde in his Kestrel 17); January
15, Open and Standard 309km triangle,
Sports l74km triangle.
Peter Heginbotham and lan Pryde
were selected to represent New Zealand
in the Open Class of the 1972 World
Championships, and Doug Yarrall and
Tony TimmermaDs in the Standard.
Leudinl1 finul reJultJ-open
P. Heginboth.m
Nimbus 2
S. H. 'Georgeson
Kestrel 19
1. Pryde
Kestrel 17
Stundard
D. Yarrall
Std Cirrus
1. Evans
Std Libelle
T. Timmermans
Std Cirrus
SportJ
P. Holthouse &
A. van Dyk
K-6E
B. Cheste:rnlan
K-6cR
J. Upton
Foka 4

8233
7563
7436
8066
7804
7327
7298
5583
5093

ANABATIC SOARING
IN MALAWI

SOARING over the east side of the
Mulange mountain massif, where a
3,OOOft cliff rises from the plain, begins
at sunrise throughout the year, so the
lift is truly anabatic. So is the lift over
the west face of Chambe peak, which is
almost too hot to touch in the late afternoon, during the dry season. Thousands
of soaring birds use it too.
The massif is 15 miles east of Malawi's
flying club at Luchenza. Five miles to
the SW, the Thyolo escarPment, which
falls in a few miles over 2,OOOft to the
Shire valley, sets up waves in the regular
southerly winds, but they are only usable
in the early morning and evening when
thetmals are weak.
The club's second home is at Z,omba.
where the airfield is larger but with
fewer amenities, though numerous hills.
make soaring interesting and thermals
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rise from steel roofs and black-surfaced
roads.
A Motorfalke was acquired at the
end of 1970 but, the report says, "Having
allowed the glider enthusiasts to indulge
in their whim for a year, the more
numerous power pilots in the club have
prevailed on the committee to put the
Motorfalke up for sale. Regrettably, it
could not attract sufficient support to
make it an economical proposition for
the Club" (Wings over Africa).
POLAND PLANNING
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S
CONYEST

THE Polish Aero Club proposes to hold
an international women's gliding contest
in 1973 at Leszno over a l3-day period.
Participants would fly Pirats on a rental
basis provided by the organisers. Mini·
mum flying experience, 150 hours PI and
Silver C. Interested pilots should contact
the BGA.
INTERNAYIONAL COMPETITIONS
IN BELGIUM

FOUR international gliding competitions
are being organised in Belgium in 1972.
They are: "Concours des Ardennes",
Open, Standard and Club (less than K-6)
classes, St Hubert, weekends April 29 and
May 20; "Westrijd Keiheuvel", Open
and Standard, Keiheuvel airfield, Balen,
May I1 to 14; "La Meuse", Open and
Standard, Temploux-Namur-Suarlee airfield, August 2 to IS; "Wedstrijd Limburg", Club class contest, Genk airfield,
July 29 to August 6.
Pilots wishing to partic.ipate can obtain
further details from Federation des
Clubs BeIges de Vol a Voile, Rue Mon.loyer, I, Brussels 4, Belgium.
LINKOPING WANTS PEN PALS

LINKOPING Soaring Club in Sweden
has a Beet of two Bergfalke 3's and a
Libelle. Phoebus and Vasama; they
launch by aerotow and are restoring a
cottage to make a clubhouse. They would
like to exchange correspondence with
other gliding clubs or their members.
Write to: Mt K. A. Hook, Ad_alagatan
4B, S 582 26 Linkoptng, Sweden.

THREE COUNTIES
AERO CLUB LIMITED
Blackbushe Airport, Camberley, Surrey
(ON A30 TRUNI( ROAD -

45 MINS. FROM LONDON)

Special Courses for Glider Pilots to obtain
Private Pilot's Licence
Silver C conversion from £62
Normal Courses for 'Private Pilot's Licence
Night Flying - Instrument Flying - R/T
Board of Trade Approved Courses 35 i)ours
Residential Courses available
Licensed Bat. Diners Club Credit Cards accepted
Barclaycards accepted

C.F.I. Oerek ,Johnson
YATELEY' 3747 (Management) 2152 (Operations)
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DONCASTER SAILPLANE SERVICES
The Powered Glider Specialists
Sailplane Sales & Exchanges

STEEL TUBE WELDING

Present Stock Includes:
Ka2B, Ka7, Ka6E, T21 B, Skylark 2

GLASS-FIBRE REPAIRS

Trailers Built to Or~er
in all Fibreglass Construction
New & Used Instruments
ALTIMETERS
HORIZONS
VARIO's

ASl's
INVERTERS
BAROGRAPHS

OTTFUR & TOST !"lOOKS
RECONDITIONED BY POST

'Winter' Instrument Stockists
BAROGRAPHS 10 km
VAR10METERS ± 10 kts
COMPASSES
A.S.I.'s 0-140 kts
'Danum' Transistor Inverters
Small Size. 12v. Input, Fused
Matched to all types of horizon
(State type when ordering)

Large stocks of Ply, Fabric, Tyres, Dope, etc.

YO~KROAD, DONCASTER.

Phone 0302·65381
139

SCHEIBE MOTORGLIDERS

Motor Cirrus high performance
18 metre sailpla~e. Retractab:e
engine 1 in 38 glide angle.

The Tandem two seater LID 27 to 1.
VW motor with electric starter.
Feathering propel:er.

CRYSTAL ENGINEERING LTD•• 13 Pound Crescent. M a r l O W . ®
Bucks.
Telephone Marlow,5740 (automatoc answering service:
.~
PETER JEFFERS

BERT

P~GE

PETER ROSS

The Repair Organisation of the Donca.te~ and District
Glicling Cub Ltd.

D. G. C.

.-...

AVIATION SERVICES llD

~-

DONCASTER AIRPORT
DONCASTEI
Tel. Doncaster (0302) 56066

Specialists in Glider & Ultra-Light Aircraft C. of A's.
Repair. 1St Sale.. Craftsmen in Wood. Metal 1St Glass-fibre

WeoHer:

* Speedy high quality, low cost C of A on all Gliders Motor Gliders
* Collection and delivery service throughout Gt. Britain
* Glider light Aircraft sales and service
* Realistic quotes for re·builds and insurance work
&

&

Let us quote you for your next job
Alternative Telephone Nos. Doncaster 55861/56101
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GLIDING IN PORTUGAL

GLIDING takes place in Portugal
bclween April and August near Evora.
aoout 94 miles east. of Lisbon, where
thermic conditions are good. Visit'ing
pilots are welcome but are advised to
bring their own machines as the number
of gliders available locally is limited.
Further information fwm Jose de
Andrada Baptista. director of tbe gliding
section, Aero Oub of Portugal, 226
Avenida !:la Liberdade, Lisbon.
PARTICIPATION IN GERMAN
CON1'E'$TS

THE German team will be participating in the 7th International Hahnweide
Contest. to be herd from May S to 14.
Overseas pilots wishing to participate
should .1Ipply tQ the Gliding Section.
Deutscher Aero Club EV, 6 Frankfl,lrt/
Main-Niederrad, West Germany, not
later than April 15.
Pilots interested in entering the International Club Class Contest, to be held
at Dinslaken/Schwarze Heide airfield in
Germany from June 18 to Jul,y 2, should
apply to the BGA by April 21. The
K-6 is the datum glider for determining
eligibility; machines like the Skylarks,
Olympias 463 and 419, Dart IS and
Vasama can participate.
Minimpm qualifications: FAI competition licenee, Silver C, aerotowing and
contest !lying experience. Entry fee,
DMI50 (about £18~, excluding aemtows
and aC4:ommodati0n.
BELGIAN AIR CA'DEl'S ORDER
MOTOR GLIDER

1'978 World Championships. The place
and other details are 110t yet worked out,
but if by the end of this y,ear it appears
that the offer cannot be fulfilled, it w.ill
be wi,thdrawn (Acro Rn·lIe).
• The Swiss National Championships, organised by the Grenchen Sailflying
Group, will be held fwm May 20 to 28.
The Soaring Flight Commission has
power to invite pilots who have performed well in the last few years to
participate even if they are outside the
categories which are automatical.ly
aUowed to do so (Aero Revue).
• Soaring badges earned in Swiuerlaljld
during 1971 (1970 in brackets) were:
Silver C, 76 (59;; Gold C, 21 (7); separate
Diamonds, 53 08)~ Diamonds ach:eved
during the 18 months to the ,end of J 971
were: 38 Goal, 13 Distance, 10 Height.
There are 206 Gold Cs iri the country
(A ('1'0' Revue).

RHODESIAN MIDLANDS CMAMPION

BARRY TURNER, in a Libelle, won
six of the eight tasks in which he flew
at the 1971 championships of the Midlands Club' at Gwelo, Rhodesia. He also
won the trophy for the fastest speed on
a task-108km/h. There were 12 tasks
(Wings Over Africa).
C PILOT' AT 13

BRIGITTE Bottcher from Buxterhude,
now a 14 year old gymnast, took her
A, Band C gliding certificate at the
Hornberg at the age of 13 and is the
youngest German feminine glider pilot
(A erokurier). The youngest male is not
stated.

THE Belgian Air Cadet Corps has
ordered the RF-5B Sperber motor glider
to supplement its fleet, which at present
Consists of 22 gliders and six towing aircraft. The British Air Training Corps
IS at present evaluating the suitability
of the Falke fQr ATe training.

New WORLD RECORD
rN KENYA

SWITZERLAND PJ.ANS TO H.OLD
1978 WORLD CHAMPS

GUERNSEY NOW
MEMBER OF FAI

TH.E Federation Aeronautique Internatlonale, has been informed that
SWitzerland plans to act as host lO tbe

GUERNSEY (Chanr.e1 Islands) has been
admitted to Associate' membership of the
Feder.ation Aeronautique InteTO'Itionale.

GERMANY's Waiter Neulxrt flying a
Kestrel 604 broke the JOOkm triangle on
M.arch 3 in Kenya at a speed of about
153km/h, (Subject to homologation.)
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( EQUIPMENT NEWS)
TWO BOTTLE
TOTAL ENERGY
By GEORGE BURTON

OST pilots are familiar with the
M
diaphragm and the venturi types of
total energy systems. Another system
which is becoming increasingly popular
in Europe because it combines the
accuracy of the venturi type with the
abseJ)ce of protuberances of the diaphragm type is the "rwo bottle system".
Frank Irving tells me that he first
thought of this system some five years
ago. However, the application of it
within the limited space and facilities
available in gliders has only become
feasible within the last few years by the
use of "space-age" micro-cifcuits. (Yet
another system is possible using these
devices but also needed is an airspeed
transducer and this can cost up to £300.)
This is a simplified argument as 'to how
the "two bottle" system works.
The sink of the glider itself at any
instant can be considered to be made
up of two parts. First, the "polar curve"
rate of sink where sink is related to
speed by the perfQrman~e curve. Second,
the exchange of speed for height which
can be considered to occur on a "'ossfess" basis.
The behaviour of the glider is
measured by reference to two pressures.
First, the statk pressure which should
depend solely on the height of the glider
and be independent of the forward
speed. Second, the pitot pressure which
is itself made up of the sum of the
static pressure and the dynamic pressure
resulting from the forward speed. It is a
curious fact of dynamics that the change
of dynamic pressure resulting from a
speed change is equal to the change of
static pressure caused by the height
change involved with the speed change.
I hope you are still with me!
Now for the system itself. It consists
of two identical thermistor sensors each
sensing the flow of air in or out of a
variometer flask. One flask has twice the
volume of the 'other. The large system
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is conne~ed to the static pressure and
the smal) system is connected to the pitot
pressure.
The signal from the sensor connected
to the large: flask will be proportional to:
(I) the. size of the flask and (2) the rate
of static pressure (height) change.
I\s explained previously, the rate of
height change can itseJf be considered
as being made up of two components, the
total energy part and the polar curve
part. Let's call these two parts 2x and 2y.
Thus the signal from the large flask
sensor = 2x + 2y. The sighal from Ihe
sensor connected to the small flask will
be proportional to:
(I) the size of the flask; (2) the rate of
static pressure (height) change and (3)
the rate of dynamic pressure (speed)
change.
Ihe total energy part 'Of (2) is equal
to the signa,l from (3) and they add because increasing dynamic pressure is associated with increasing static pressure
(you dive to iocrease speed~ Hence the
total energy part is equal to 2x again
(half-size bottle but two equal components contributing). The "polar curve"'
part of the signal from this sensor comes
from the static pressure part of the pitot
pressure and because the bottle is halfsize this is equal to y. Thus the signal
from the small flask sensor = 2x + y.
Having got these signals, this is where
the micro-circuit comes in. Using one of
these io the form of an "operationaJ
amplifier" it is very easy to add OT subtract two electrical signals. If we do this
with Qur two signals we have
(2x + 2y) - (2x + y) == y
Hence the signal left is that solely due
to the "polar curve" losses and the "stick
lift" component is cancelled out. No
diaphragm is introduced and the correction is independent of altitude.
A fi,nal point. This does not mean that
the signal from a thermistor variometer
is independent of altitude; the thermistor
sensor measures a rate of mass flow
which decreases with altitude so that in
a simple system the signal for a given
rate of l:limb wiU steadiJy decrease as
altitude increases.

Quite simply • •••

J 5 W CALCULATORS
Quote glider type: knots or metric
from F/Lt. J. S. Williamson,
RAF Thorney Island,
Hants, POW 8BG.

•.•• the best!

GLIDER RE·PAINTS
First-€Iass workmanship
Reasonable prices
Seven day service

"CAMBRIDGE" mobiles
129.9/130.4mc, excellent
condition and performance,
complete with new whip
aerial £90 each. Magnetic £5
extra. Carriage paid to U.K.,
overseas extra. Two
Cambridges £85 each, or
three ,£80 each.

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
(GUERNSEY) LTD.
Rue des Monts

Contact:-

St. Sampsons

Southwal'd Garage (Retford) Ltd.
Not,tinghamshir.

Guernsey, C.I.

Telephone: Retford 2841

PPlone: Guernsey 44666

TORVA 15

Choose from the TORVA Range
Sprite: 15 metre 'G.R.P. single seater sailplane. Fixed gear, airbrakes.
Sprint: 15 metre GR.P. sailplane. Retr<w:t~ble gear, airbrakes.
Carrying Case: Torva's NeW-Styled G.R.P. trailer for 15 metre sailplanes.

Torva Sallpr~nes Ltd., 13 Pavilion Square, SCarborough, Tel. 2232
Works: Outgang Lane, Pickering,Yorks. Tel. 3.91
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SAILPLANE & MOTOR GLIDER NEWS

SIGMA'S WINTER'S TALE
By FRANK JRVING

HOSE of our gentle readers who
T
eJl;pect to find a report of startling
advallces in the progress of .. the flight
tests are, .1 fear, due to be d(sappointed.
N9tlceable PJ"ogress has occurred. hut
with severe interruptions due to the
weather, a month of work on tbe starboard wing, and the power crisis.As winters go, this one has been pretty
reasonable, but, even so. the number of
days on whi1:h 5,000ft tows were possible
has been rather limited. One has to be
careful of ascending through hopefullooking holes in otherwise continuous
cloUd with a rate of climb which averages 2ooft/min, since dramatic changes
can occur in 25 minutes. Dodging the
clag without getting lost tends to be incompatible with the smooth flow of
technological chat into the taperecorder.
Also, as any devotee of Radio 2 will
appreciate, the opening of the M3 motor·
way has caused almost incessant fog in
Hampshire at weekends, often reducing
visibility at Lasham to less than one
Sigma-span.
The work on the starboard outer panel
has bee:J in the interests of adding more
symmetry. It was suffering from cumulative errors in the top-surface profi le
which raised the trailing-edge, flaps out.
by about 0.5 inches relative to the port
wing. With its tiny aileron chord, averaging about 2t inches, errors of this
magnitude reqoired large aileron angles
to cancel-out the rolling moment. After
extensive un-ma'1tling, modification, and
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re-mantling. it is now distinctly symmetrical and it is a great relief not only
to be able to enter right-hand turns but
to come out of them as well.
Having attained steady straight symmetrical flight, as it says in all the textbooks, we increased the rudder massbalance to 130% of complete balance.
This, the gospel according to M r
Honeywell a~s\lred us, would abolish
flutter. Our courage has now eJl;tended
to 130\(ts. with remarkable freedom from
the sinister twitches previously lurking
aft. The mass-balance remains pretty
obnoJl;ious in terms of both weight and
drag; whilst most deSIgners use mixtures
of resin and micro-balloons to add
lightness, we have been filling up the
front eno with added heaviness made
from resin and lead shot, to keep the
C of G in the right place. UltimatelY,
as we keep saying, the hope is to replace the mass-balance with a m.ore
subtle device.
Having wound it up to fairly high
speeds, an elegant external towing
bracket (by Imperial College) was fixed
to the rear fuselage to tow a trailing
static cone (courtesy of Howard Torode,
Cranfield). so that we could measure the
pressur~ errors. This combined display of
academic virtuo.~ity worked very well and
represents a notable advance on the
time-honoured technique of using a
suspended static head consisting of about
IOrb of very solid brass with a great
lethal prO'1g at tne front. This was all

verY well in roomy coc.kpits of the Skylark era, when one could take-off with
RAE's bomb-like object attached to the
side of the skid by Lome Welch's
improved Patent Quick Release (one cup
hook,one nail and 3rd of string) plus
70ft of snake-lilce tubing on one's lap.
Dropping the whole affair at tbe end
of the flight at. best filled the static's
holes with mud and was mucll more
likely to remove tbe prong after bouncing
merrily off the perimeter track. With the
pilot in Sigma laid out with his Z-axis
along the aircraft X·erxis, he hasn't got
a lap, so it comes as a great relief to be
able to lake-off and land with a'lt the
tubing trailing be'hind and nothing worse
than a lig)lt fibre· glass cone grinding on
the runway. After five configurationsworth of pressure errors, they were
declared to be gratifyingly small.
We are noW engaged in measuring the
longitudinal static's stability by observing tail angles (Desynn installation by
lmperial College) at:ld stick forces (straingauge stick-force meter by Howa~d
Torode, Cranfield} at sundry configurations and speeds. The equipment works
very well: all we need is a lot of calm
clear air to achieve really reliable results.
Time was when gliqers had only one
useful config).lration: rigged. Then there
was a long period when they had two:
brakes open and shut. Now we have
flaps and undercarriages, and a fair
amout:lt of cockpit work load is involved
iD ensuring that om; is correctly configured. Sigma runs to 12 symmetrical
configurations, some of them rather
Improbable in practice, or 24 if you conSider the tail parachute. We are confining
our efforts to the more probable configurations.

Spring is now in the air and plans for
various championships are firming-up.
let us' hope for improved testing weather
and a rapid solution to the remaining
problems so that we are (a) solvent and
(b) airworthy.

ASW·15 IMPROVEMENTS
A NUMBER of improvements have
been incorporated into the ASW-15B.
They include a larger wheel (350 x
I25mm), strengthened keel, longer cockpit and a larger rudder.
The bearings in the wings have all
been r,eplaced -by ball-bearings and two
40·Iitre water ballast tanks can be fitted
on request.
The all-up weight has been increased
to 408kg and the payload to 120kg.
The wing loading now varies from 28
to 37kg/m 2 , depending on the water
ballast carried (Q-mulus, January 1972).
CZECHO,$LOVAKIAN' B1.ANIK
PRODUCTION TOPS 1500

THE I,SOOth Blanik L-l3 left the LET
works in Kronolice towards the end of
1971. Of these, 1,300 have been eXPQrted
to over 40 countries. No other all-metal
glider bas reacJled such a high production figure, adds, A eroiwrier, Februa-ry
1972.

Since 1959, when the first Blanik left
the works,thousands of pilots all over
the world have received their training,
up to aerobatic standard, in this glider.
A number of national and 12 world
two-seater records have been flown on
the machine. AlejQ Williamson of Chile
flew the' Blanik from Chile across the
world's second highest mountain range
to the Argentine 'in 1'964 and received
the LiIienthal Medal for this.

1-1.')

Mii-23 MOTOR GLIDER - the problems
of finding an engine
HE difficulty for most designers of
T
motor gliders ITas
to find a
suitable engine, and it is only in the last
b~en

few years that reasonable steps forward
in tbat direction have been made, according to a report on the new MU-23 motor
glider in A er,okllrier, February 1972.
Designed by Akaflieg MUnchen (who
built a motor glider from MU-!3 as long
ago as 1937), t~ Mii-23 Saurier is describeq as a successful design overall, but
the ideal solution to the engine problem
has still not been achieved.
The object of the project was to
achieve the same performance engine·off
as that for a comparable glider. The
main points taken into the design consideratiOn were ab-initio training, meteorological research and Cross-country
trainin~. As most of the Akaflieg's flying
is carned out in the Alps, good flying
characteristics, low sp~eds, manoeuvrability and short landing distances were
also emphasised.
The Mu-23 has tandem seating and
is laid out in glider fashion so that conversions are straight-forward and one
only has to get used to the wOTking of
the engine and high groond clearance.
The wheel is retractable and the machine has an all-flying tail.
To obtain the desired performance
with the high flying weight of 700kg, the
wing is of wood construction with boxed
spar and has a centre-section of 8m.
The forward-swept tips carry the S.Sm
long ailerons. A 16% thick MU-profile
guarantees good low speed performance,
and stalling speed is about SOkm/h.
After trying out several engines, most
of which proved to be too light for the

iob, a VW ISOON (45hp) engine was
fitted. Apart from being value for money
and easy to maintain, it is easy to start
and has a low petrol consumption. The
23 litre tank gives a duration of 3.5 to
4 bours. The specially designed propeller
(i.6m in diameter) is of wood/GRP construction.
The flying characteristics of the Mu23 are the same in engine-on and
engine-off flight.
In all CofG positions control is good
and for its size has good manoeuvrability, rate of roll being 5 seconds.
The stall is harmless and free of surprises and only with the CofG fully aft
can a spin be induced; recovery is normal
without building up of excessive speed.
Side-slipping as an aid to landing is not
very effective but the large brakes give
good control on the glide path.
The glidin'g performance claimed for
the Mu-23 puts it at the top of all twoseater motor gliders, the glide angle
being 27: I.
This project ha~ proved to be very
satisfactory for the Akaflieg Munchen,
especially as the design and construction
have been carried out over a long
period.
TECHNICAL DATA
Span (m)
Wing section. Akaflieg MUnchcn
Wing area (m2)
Aspect ratio
Wing loading (kg/m2)
Empty weight (kg)
Pay load (kg)
All up wcight (kg)
Max speed (km/h) at ground level
Rate of climb (m/sec)
Min sink (min/scc) at 70km/h
Glide ratio
Stalling speed (km / h)

The Coli! A2l' (see opposite page)
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20

24
16.67
29.2
477

223

700
135
1.7
0.75
27:1
50

Sirius 1

CAPRONI CALIF A·21 J

IN our first report 'on the Caproni Cal.if
A-21r jet motor glider (S&G Feb 197 L,
p20), a micro-turbo Eclair jet engine was
used to provide the power. Since then.
the prototype has been completed, and
had its first flight in January this year.
The power plant now used, however, is
a Sermel TRS J8 single-speed turbo-jet
weighing lookg.
This is mounted in the lower fuselage
behind the seats. Fuel is carried in
160 litre tanks fitted in the wings and
the fuselage.
~ Calif A-21 glider flew in the Italian
natJOnals last year and as far as we know
came well up to expectations. The
~akers claim that the high performance
IS completely unaffected by the addition
of the engine.
Span (m)

TECHNICAL DATA

Win~ an~a (m2)

Mox Wing loading (kg / m2)
Aspect ratio

~mPIY weight (kg)

20
16
43.5
25
434

ayload (kg)
266
700
M~lculated performan~£ at max take.off weight
Gi-~ smk, (m/sce) at 90km/h
0.60
S I e rat,o at t08km /'h
43:1
lalling speed (flaps up) km/ h
75.1

~ax take-off weight (kg)

SIRIUS 2

T
gl"d S"IrIUs I was the first maior motor
w I .er developed ,by VFW-FoU:er, and
as an adaptation of the all-metal single-

seater FK-3. It was fitted with two
Fkhtel und Sachs Wankel r,otary engines
of 20hp each.
The Sirius 2, which first flew on
January 18, has been adapted from the
al1-metal two~eater Calif A-2J. and has
two coupled Wankel engines of 30hp
each.
Price or delivery for both the Calif
A-21r and Sirius 2 are not yet known.
TECHNICAL DATA
Span (m)
Wing area (m 2)
Aspect ratio
Glide ratio
Min speed (km/h)
Max speed (km/h)
Take-off run (m)
Rate of climb (m/sec)

20.38
16.10
25.8
40:1
72
270
200
2

SIE 3 CLUB CLASS GLIDER

A TOTAL of 17 S:e 3 Club Class gliders
have been produced since 1970 by the
firm of Paul Siebert in Munster (see
S&G April 1970, 1'174). Th11ee have so
far been exported, says Aaokurier. February 1972, which adds that type certification should have been completed in
January.
.
Owing to its all-wood construction
(and consequent easy maintenance and
repair) the price lies below that of a
comparable glass-fibre glider. This.
coupled with a glide angle of 34: I, has
made it of special interest for club I'urchase.
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NEW-DESIGN 8G-135 !=LIES

THE third prototype of the Birmingham
Guild's "BG-l3S", equipped with the
new-<lesign production wings, was taken
to 4,OOOft by Roy Proctor on her maiden
test. flight .a! Lasham on Saturday, March
4, m a .rIsmg gale that was shortly to
stop f1ymg altogether. Tests continued
from aero-tow and auto-launch on Sunday in beauteous weather, save for a
IOkt 'cross-wind for all take-otfs and
landings, writes L. P. Moore, a member
of the design team. The results were altogether gratifying and, in such conditions, quite impressive. Roy's flight on
Saturday especially was testimony to his
confidence frQm experjence on the first
two prototypes.
For this series, there was a cockpit
load of 2 100bs in the fully-forward
C of G condition. These tests were primarily to measure the power, weight and
range of all controls and the trim, at
speeds up to 9Okts. At this ''fairlY hjgh
load auto-tow take-off was around seven
secol)ds; on aero-tow one or two seconds
less, both hampered by cross-wind.
The stall, helpfully heralded by' normal
buffeting, occured at 35kts or a fraction
less and was deliberate and balanced,
while the standard roll reversal took 3·t
seconds. Circling speed was 40kts in the
roughish air, and stability, control and
trim at all speeds tested left nothing to
be desired. Cross-wind behaviour was
particularly pleasing and there were DO
problems on the wire launch or the
aero-tow. Not least of all was the relief

of finding good behaviour from the redesigned trailing-edge airbrake.
An interesting if not historic sideline
was to see the BG-135 in company with
Sigma-tbe long and the short of modern
British design conception.
Trials in the fully-aft C of G condition,
together with spins iD both extreme loading conditions, will follow and will be
reported in due course.
POLARS - CALCULATED
AND ACTUAL

AN article in A viasport discusses the
fact that polar curves based on actual
performance are found to be always
"below" those calculated by the designers
when drawn on the usual graph. It illustrates this by reproducing both curves
on the same graph for each of nine
modern sailplanes.
The compared minimum sinks were
found to be practically the same in Std
Libelle and ASW·12 and nearly so in
Diamant 18. The greatest difference
occurred in LS-l c.
The actual speeds for minimum sink
were about the same as the calculated
in Std Libelle, ASW-12 and IS, Diamant
18, Phoebus C and Kestrel; greater in
the rest.
The high-speed end of the polars
differed least in LS-Ic and little in Std
Cirrus, a little more in Std Libelle and
most in Phoebus C. With Cirrus the
difference was small when the all-up
weight was 460kg, but larger at 4OOkg.

The BG-/35
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COmes in outfit form.

Kodak 'Instamatie' Kodak t Instamatic' Kodak 'lnstamatic'
25 Camera £2·94* 33 Camera £4·44* 333-X Camera
£26·25'/2 *
The three ideal cameras for use in competition gliding.
T ey're easily loaded. A 126 film cartridge simply drops into
t e camera. The large eye-level viewfinders let you
c mpose your picture clearly, in an instant. They're light,
compact and easily stowed away when not in use.
'fI u have a choice of black - and - white, colour print or colour
slide films. And they're made by Kodak. You can depend on
them. Look over these cameras soon at your Kodak Dealer.

.

sU\J9<!sted retail price

Kodak and Instamatic are trade marks

Kodak
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WHERE NO BIRDS FLY

LASHAM 1972

The reduced price offer has now
closed, but copies will be availab!e
again at 65p (inc. p. & p.) this month

GLIDING COMPETITION

A COLOUR GUIDE

B.G.ARegionals - enter now

TO CLOUDS

22 - 30 July

A limited number of these
beautif.ul and instructive books
by Scorer and Wexler (retail at 75p)
are available;::t SOp including
postage and packing

*

Task setting by:Derek Piggott

Apply now to:
BRITISH GLIDING ASSQCJATION,

For details writ,e:

Artillery Mansions,
75 Victoria

Secretary
Regionals
l.asham Gliding Society
Near Alton, Haats.

Stree~,

London, S.W.1
01-7997548

ROBIN'S NEW TUG-THE DR 300/180 uREMORQUEUR"
180 h.p. rugged, flull 4-seater with touring capability.
Typical towing performance-fully laoen K.13 to 2000"
in less than 3 mins.

SPDRTAIR

AVIATION LIMITED

SIGQIN HILL AIRFieLD, KeNT -

Biggi.,. Hill 3110 and 4717

Also agents for SFS 31 'MILAN' .an.d FO/JRNIER range
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( BOOK REVIEW )
British Gliders. Edited by P. H. BUTLER. Published by Merseyside Society
of Aviation Enthusiasts. Obtainable from B. E. Workman, 11 Leybourne
Grove, Gateacre Park. Liverpool L25 4$5. Price 35p.

HE: !l1ain ?ody of
\:>:OOklet is a complete list of all gliders
by the
T
Bntlsh Ghdlllg ASSocIation. all the way from No 101, the Kent club s Pnmary
glider of .early 1930,to No 1574, 'a K-'8B with works number
..11'1
to
thi~

registe~ed

8~03

additio~

the BGAnumbers, type names, works numbers and date of registratIOn. there IS a
column for historical remarks on many of the individual gliders, especially if they
went abroad, were "impressed" for war service, or "crashed" (meaning written oll).
Any errors seem to be due to ambiguous BGA files, except that "Nimbus", given
as the type name of the H-17, was actually the individual name of the first one
built in England.
Further lists show all British gliders which bore registration letters, starting
with the five that weDt to the first International Contest in 1937, followed by all
those acquired by the Air Training Corps, the RAFGSA, and the Army Gliding
A sociation, but little could apparently be discovered about the RNGSA. Another
list shows general data of glider types active in Britain, and all the British gliding
clubs are listed, with their locations. Finally, the centre pages carry 44 photographs
of differcl'lt glider types with a few lines about each.
This is the gliding equivaIent of those popular Ian Allan books which give
lists of all the engines running on our railways. A glance through it makes one
long for stories of the exploits of each individual glider; but that would take an
encyclopaedia. By the way, this would not have beeD much of a book jf published
at the end of 1932, when, after three years of gljding, there were less' than 50
A E. SLATER
gliders in the country.

How to get .. SAILPLANE & GLIDING"
"Sailplane &.Gliding" can be obtained in the UK at all
£ 1.80 plus 36p postage for an ann.ual subseription to: British
Victoria Street. London SWIH OlB. Single copies, including pOst
bulk orders of 12 copies or more, at wholesale prices, should
Gliding Associalion

Gliding Clubs. or send
Gliding Association. 75
36p. Enquiries regarding
be made to the British

OVERSEAS AGENTS
CANADA:

r.

R. !kasley. Soaring Supplies. PO

Bo~

621. St Laurent 379

(Mn) PQ. (Single copies US Sl.oo or 56.00 annually.)

HOLLAND:

1.Th v:m Eck. Noordvliet 6, Mussluis.

SWEDEN:

Flvg Biblioteket. GPO Box 2. 5-260 70 Ljungbyhe<!.

USA:

Plea,e apply direct to British Gliding Association. Payable in
either Slerlinll or Dollars (See Canada). International Money
Orders preferred.

Red

Leather

i.....

Cloth BiDd.r, Iski., 12
(two y....,: £1.00 plo.
Will also biDd your BGA P ....oDaI P.ilot 1.0Ebooks.

lip

postag••
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( CORRESPONDENCE)
CLOUD FLYING AND WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS. ETC.
Dear Sir,
In the February issue of our magazine Sailplane & Gliding appeared a leading
article commenting on the article by Gerhard von dem Hagen published in the October
issue of Aerokurier, entitled "Will gliding still have a future in Germany?" and reproducinl;l a quite shattering map showing proposals fOf future controlled airspac~
in Germany,
S(Jilplane & Gliding also reported that it was only in November 1'970 that the
German gliding mo,vement decided to set up an airspace 1Z0mmittee_ Here I should
'say that the British Gliding AssQciation foresaw the overwhelming importance of
this matter to the future of gliding (and indeed of all sporting aviation) and set up
its own airspace committee as fa,r balilll; as 195'7: and for 15 years have been fighting a
dogged and not, unsuccessful battle to retain a reasonable degree of freedom for
gliding in the Unit~ Kingdom.
Whilst we must all sympathize with our German colleagues and wish them
success in their efforts to modify these proposals, it is sadly necessary to point out
that they are in some degree to blame for having delayed their opposition so long.
For some years now Germany has been one of the few advanced countries where
an cloud-flying for g)'iders has been prohibited, and in my many arguments about
this at CIVV meetings with my friend Seff Kunz I have gained the impression that
the German Aero Club really thought this was a necessary safeguard, so this battle
was lost before it was begun. Let me assure your readers Ihat there are numerous
systems of contro'I, operating satisfactorily in countries with traffic densities as
heavy as or heavier than in Germany, which still leave gliders some degree of
freedom to c1otld·fly and preserve acceptable safety standards.
Now all this, you may think, is not (lur business, but in fact it is very much so.
because at the November CIVV meeting Germany proposed that cloud-flying should
be prohibited at all future World Championships. The reasons given were two. The
first Was that since German pilots were not allowed to practise it, this gave other
countries an unfair advantage. ~ffectively this is to say that since German gFder
pilots have allowed themselves to be enchained, the rest of us should follow suit. I
hold the reverse view--since most of us have managed to retain a degree of freedom,
German glider pilots should use our freedom as a weapon to regain their OWIl.
It was interesting to read in the' same issue of our magazine that many competitors in the 1971 USSR Na'lil'mals were penalized for circling below 300 metres,
which was against the regulations. What wOlllld German glider pilots say if at the next
CIVV meeting our Russian f,riends used this as an argument to prohibit circling below
300 metres in all future World Champi(lnships, on the gr('lunds that Russian pilots
could not in their own country learn the necessary skills?
The second argument used a,gainst cloud-flying in World Championshil's is the
collision risk. This is simply a false one: T('I prohibit cloud flying. in Championships
increases the collision risk, because all contestants will circle up as high as they Can
and then fly along at exactly the same height and on the same course in and out of
the ragged base of the cloud. T() rule tbat one must stay at least, say, 150 metres
below cloud-base is simply a way to safeguard the rule-maker, who can sit back if
there is a collision at cloud-base alld say that he is not responsible because tbe pilots
were breaking his rules. But it is no safeg\!laId for the pilot (with whose life. we are
really concerned) because the rule is both ulIlellforceable and impossible, since yOll
cannot tell the height ()-f cloud-base without first climbing up to it, and it varies
throughout each flight.
I am glad to know that the German proposal was negatived, and during my
nearly 25 years at CIVV meetings I always tried to get agreement that if two
countries offered to hold a World Championships simultaneously, preference should

be given to the one offering cloud-flying. I am sure that our BGA will continue to
press that view, for CIVV must never join the many outside interests who are trying
all the time to restrict our sport more and more, and I do plead that Germany
should not again take such a retrogressive proposal. Since this subject is of
such cardinal importance' to the International gliding community I am taking
the liberty of sending copies of this letter to a number of journals in other countries,
so that we may perhaps find out the views of as wide as possible a spectrum of
international gliding.
London
PHILlP WILLS

CLOUD FLYING ... A REPLY
Dear Sir,
I believe that Philip Wills had good ictentio.ns in writing his letter, but unfor(llnately his arguments are full of mistakes.
The circumstances in Germany are extremely complicated and one must be
really well informed in order to be able to write about this matter.
You people in England are to be congratulated for the simple and clear relationship ·which exists between the BOA and the Government. There are only a few
oftlcial regulations in England and the BGA has the responsibility for the necessary
control of gliding matters in its own hands. In Germany, however, there are many
governmental regulations appertaining to gliding matters. The causes which bring
them about. are very complex.
,
In Germany we have a Federal Republic made up of 11 States. Each State has
its own Local Govemment .and ,all of them have specific powers in connection with
aviation.
In each of these Slates there is also an independent Aviation Sporting Association. which has the ,contro.l of all the clubs in its area. These ] I States form the
German Aero Clllb. I have described this briefly so as to show the complicated
structure in the German Ae.l'o Club compared with the simple structure in England.
Of course it is quite easy to write a short letter. The answer, 'however, may have
to be ten times as 'long in o.l'der to clear-up mistakes and misunderstandings.
I will, the.l'efore, restrict my answer to the two points only:For the first part of his letter Philip has used information from the article in
A erok/lrier by Gerhard vom dem Hagen. It is a good article bu.t it does not contain
all the details needful to be able to pronounce upon procedures in another country.
For instance the article says that we set up an Airspace Commit.tee in. 1970, and
Phi!ip has picked on this statement. He is not aware, however, that we have had an
Airspace Committee for many years in the German Aero Club and gliding section.
The 1970 Airspace Committee was set up with very special terms of reference.
Now here is something very important on which Philip Wills is evidently not
informed. We in Germany would undoubtedly also have achieved a good and
satisfact.ory agreement if an incident of far-reacbing importance had notbappened.
This was the Air Traffic Control strike and the bringing in ,or the Trade Union, '.'
thereby broadening the problem of Flight Safety by extending ,it to internal political
levels. The difficulties and complications which arose from this event would take too
long to describe here.
I will now reply on the subject of c10udflying in World Champs. According to
OUr regulations our National Gliding Team has the right to make proposals, which
are for submission to CIVV by the German Aero Club. It is not the case that our
proposal to CIVV to prohibit c10udflying in World Championships was based primarily on the lack of opportunity for practice for German pilots.
The truth is that at the November, 1971 CIVV meeting this basic reason was
Suggested by the Aero Club of a different country. The German Aero Club then for
the February, 1972 CIVV meeting included this other Aero Club's reason in its own
proposal.
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The main reason, however, for our request to the CIVV of the FAI is the
collision risk while cloudflying when so many pilots take-off shortly after each other
and fly together.
PhitipWiJls' criticism that a ban on cloudflying merely shifts the area ofcolJision
risk toa different level may well be right, but the problem of collision risk in cloud
has not thereby been disposed of.
I would bring, to mind here what happened 20 years ago at the International
Gliding Commission of the FA!. Every year for three years the same proposal was
made, to discentinue world records for duration flights. At that time ,the record stood
at over 56 flours, and a pilot would h'ave had to fly comtinuously for three days and
,the two nights in between in order to break tbe record.
Notwithstanding that the proposal was based on the risk of accident it was
turned down every time. Then, during the third year, two fatal accidents occurred,
and so at last-but too late-the pro,posal was accepted.
For many years I have been friendly with Philip Wills, and I know therefore
that he has written his letter in good faith and in the inteI'est of all gljder pilots.
But had he been better informed before writing his letter it would have saved this
information being given subsequently.
Solingen, Germany.
SEEF KUNZ
EDITORIAL NOTE: Sef'f Kunz is the President of the German Gliding Committee of
the German Aero Club, and is a Vice-President of the CIVV.
(Translated by Rika HarwooQ).
AIR CADET GLIDING IN CANADA
Dear Sir,
I was very interested to see in the December 1911 issl!e of S&G the short article
"Thirty Years Ago" on the formation of gliding on p478 and "How ATC Gliding
Began" oh p479.
Jp December 1939 I joined 120 Hrodon Squadron Air Defence <;:add Corps as
a 'veey young cadet. My memory fails somewhat on names but one CO we had in
1940 was by the name of Hendy or. Hendry and he was an ex-member of the London
Gliding Club.
F I L Hendy introduced gliding as a subject to the squadron training programme
and I remember seeing some ,early films on gliding in Germany and o-Unstable. At
one time a number of the more enthusiastic cadets went to see some gliders all in
storage. I haven't a clue where we went; it wasn't HaltoD as it seemed to be only
abouI a half-hour journey and Was not an RAF station. Eventually we did visit the
site at Harrow and I was one of the lucky ones to be strapped into the glider, a
Dagling, an<! had two ground slides at which stage I got about a foot off the ground
for about 20 feet.
It is difficult to establish any firm dates but it had to be 1941 'because FIL
Hendy retired as CO and the gliding activities appe_ared to fall by the wayside. However in the summer of 1942 the squadron went to HaIton for camp ,and was inspected
by King George VI aDd all the cadets were lined up at the field whiJst a glider was
launched for His Majesty to see.
My association with gliding ceased once joining the RAF as Flight Engineer but
I became involved again When flying on Halifaxes that were glider-towing Horsas.
Now in a way for me history is repeating itself as I am now helping to develop
the gliding programme ~or air cadets here in Canada.
Very briefly our gliding has only just got going into gear. For a number of years
a few have been. trying to get gliding. appr.oved as a subject for Royal Cana<liaf! -:\ir
Cadets. At last It has become a reality WIth the CanadIan Armed Forces provldmg
support and maintenance of g'liders and winches. We operate, with the Schweizer 2-22.
In the Province of Ontario we now have four Gliding Centres and primarily we
are giving familiarisation flights to air cadets but started last summer to have student
pilot training which will be initially to A and B standard.
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As an Air Cadet officer I am pleased to see us get into gliding. We still have a
iong way to go but then the ATC has got 30 year'S on us, and we are getting a
gre.at deal of help {rom their experience.
My regards to some of my colleagues of Sailplane & Gliding editorial committee
who might remember me, and Kent Gliding Club (of 1955-1960 era).
RoyaL Canadian A ir Cadets
COLIN MOORE
Ol1wrio ProvinciaL Commillee
Chief Gliding Instructor
HANGING GLIDERS
Dear Sir,
I think I remember writing an article on this subject a few years back under
the heading of "Prospects fOF inflatable sailplanes" (5 & G February 1961, p39). So
far practice has not caught up with my theory. However, it is reasonable to discuss
this class of glider much further.
The current crop of hanging gliders is by kiting out of water skiing. However,
the Horten brothers' Parabola, built and bllent during the war, was an example of
y.,hat could be done in this direction. This was a very light flying wing with a main
spar and mean line in the shape of a parabola. It was deep enough in the section
for the pilot to sit in the wing with only his head projecting. Circling performance
was excellent but penetration was very poor~ But if you are ,going to confine your
flying activities to low wind conditions you can have a lot of fun out of this class
of aircraft.
I don't particularly fancy the hanging configuration Qf the sail wing. Make a
thick wing and put the pilot inside it for safety. Instead of excessive lateral stability
use ailerons. Use a section with an S-shaped camber line for fme and aft stability.
Charles Fauvel uses a "ery good section of this variety in his AV-36. He has c1everl,y
arranged the section and camber line to cancel out so that a large area of the !,Qwer
surface of the wing is flat. This greatly simplifies construction since a large table
constitutes a simple jig.
Materials Polystyrene foam is still fairly strong right down to a density of one
pound per cubic foot and it would seem reasonable to more or less carve the whole
machine out of it and then skin it with a thin layer of glass-fibre or Melinex.. A snag
here is that polystyrene does not glue very well as it is very solvent-sensitive. One
solution is to skin the polystyrene with tissue and PVA glue and then do a wet lay-up
with glass-fibre cloth when the glue is dry.
Polystyrene foam is so cheap and so easy to cut with a hot wire th.at it is a
natural choke for this application.
Having made one's aircraft one can load it up with a ballasted dummy and fly
it as a kite to prove that it is reasonably stable and structurally sound. Once this is
done it can be towed over water with a pilot in it by a motor-boat, and as his
courage and experience develops, so will his ambition.
I like the idea of using legs as undercarriages. I personally find my paiF are
very useful for walking and running and they tell me that they feel quite up to the
job of landing and taking off. If you insist on the hanging configuration the harness <
should pivot at the sides at about waist level so that tbe pilot can fly in the prone
Position. For landing, he can rotate into the standing position without disturbing the
C of G.
I stil,l like th,e idea of making an inflatable light-weight glider, as getting onto a
bus carrying a glider with a 25ft span and 6ft cord is going to antagonize a lot
of bus conductors.
. If you are going to hang under an inflatable wing you can do this quite nicely
Since you can use a number of guy ropes to distribute your weight over the span
parachute-fashion. If you want to wear it like a pair of trousers you have the
problem of cutting a hole through it which is a bit difficult technically. Also your
Inflation pressure will be higher. Inflatables with a pressure of 20psi are quite strong
and are aften wrappeQ round the wheels of motor cars. If you fly with one wrapped
around your ttlro ("t" not "b") you will get ,quite a lift-off if it bursts. However,
you can proof-test it every day to normal inflation pressure times three if you like.
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Another problem is that the differential pressure increases as you climb so you
must have a blow-off valve as you climb and a pump as you descend. What I would
like to point out is that all this has been accomplished about 10 years ago by D.
Perkins at Cardington with his world-shaking "Durex-Delta" (now at Boscombe
Down).
It is high tif!le so~eone brou~ht all this ,piol)eer work into normal practice.
Perhaps the hangIng gbder craze wIll mature techOlcally as well as emotionallY.
Marlow Common
BRENNIG lAMES
WHY MILITARY ZONES AT THE WEEKEND?
Dear Sir,
Never in the history of Britain have there been such real prospects for a long lasting peace and, except for the Mintnffs of tbi's world, the Ministry of Defence has only
to £~nd off ,aerial intrusions, with Lightnings from leuchars, and submarine violations,
with Nimrods fFOm St Mawgan and Kin loss. The US Air Force in Britain creates
minimum aggravation with its F-III's from Upper Heyford and other "hot rods"
from elsewhere.
So why, therefore, do we have to suffer the extravagant daims of the MoD
for military control zones in peacetime at the weekends, when they too would
prefer to have the weekends otf----some of them, hopefully, gliding'!
If Air Support Command has to have minimal movements into and out of
Lyneham and Brize NOTton on Saturdays and Sundays, let them do so under radar
surveillance and the "see-and-be-seen" philosophy of airspace us.e.
UK JJsers of airspace fOf recreational purposes should launCh a united campaign to deactivate ,all military zones from mid-afternoon on Fridays to 23.59 on
Sundays throughout the year, as is the ,ease in some Continen,tal coun1'1'ies.
Ryde, Isle of Wight.
.
R. B. STRAITON
LOW AND SLOW
Dear' Sir,
Ann Wekh (S&G, February, p.19) argues that "sat/wings, hang-wings and manpowered pedalos;" mig.bt be "prohibited the use of aerotows, winches and other
ground or airborne infernal machines", alld they would then slay simple. "If, or
when" someone builds a high performance sailwing and wants an aero-,tow to go
thermal soaring, then there is a perfectly sound existing framework of glider requirements with which he would ha.ve to comply-or stay low aRd slow".
Exactly so, Ann, exactly so! But why' not apply the same philosophy when
putting engines in gliders?
Cambridge
ANTHONY EOWAROS
We would like to apply the same pbilosophy, but the Department of Trade and
Industry wQn't. Still, the final compromise is not unreasonable-AW,
A CHANCE TO WIN £1,000
Dear Sir,
Concerning the article in the February S & G by Ann Welch.
You may be interested to know that the "hang-glider" revival started in this
country as long ago as August 1971, When the Selsey"branch of the RAF Association
held an International Birdman Rally at Selsey. Large crowds were attracted, wide
publicity followed and the RAFA together with the RNLI and other charities
benefited by the resulting collection. At this event there were a number of serious
attempts t.o glide tbe req,uired 50. yards from a height of approximately 40 feet
above the sea, using home built sailwings, No-one flew the distance aud the prize of
£ 1,000 offered was not claimed.
This year, in August, the RAFA is again putting up a prize of £ 1,000 for the
first person to glide, flap, or fly in any way by his or her own offorts tbe same
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distanCe from a platform on tile Selsey Lifeboat Jetty, appmximate1y 40 feet as!.
We are hoping that the iot,erest in sailwings and hang-gliders stimulated by your
article will produc~ a crop of contestants for the event this year. If aoy entbu~iasts
for this type of fiymg care.to !llake an att~!'t on pur £1,000 this year tbey should
get in touch with the RAFA Birdman Committee, clo Mrs M. Ogden, Yellow Sands.,
Thorney Drive, Selsey, Sussex, when they will be sent full details, rules and entry
forms.
Finally, wasn't there a "hang-glider" on sale from Gamages of London before
the war?
SeIse}', Sussex
D. NICHOLLS

STRATHALLAN AS A WAVE SITE
Dear Sir,
For many years I have becn highly responsive to any appeara'nccin the sky of
alto cumulus lenticularis which is such a dramatic manifestation of wave cQnditions..
It is ,only now, with brief experience of operating a motor glider at Strathallan,
Perthshire, that I have come to understand that the lenticular cloud is only a
particular version of a ~eneral and common phenomenon and that, from the point
of view of the soaring pIlot, the basic division of clouds is into two categories-those
that mo,ve with the wind and thos.e that don't. A,reas of cloud which do not move
with the wind, however nondescript and ragged, and which are commonly associated
with typical clear patches which equally remain in place, are dear indications. of
wave structure.
At Strathallan we are s.ituated in a depress.ion (Strathearn) about 10 miles across,
between the sharp southern es.carpment of the Grampians. (the "Highland Linc")
and the Ochil Hills, both running roughly SW-NE. By obs.ervation the s.ituation is
a sort of climatic oasis, enjoying a greater incidence of clear weather than the
surrounding country and also being mercifully free of the sea fogs. which penetrate
from the east c,oaSl and up the Forth valley in partioular. The clear weather is to a
great extent a reflection of the wave gaps Which occUr frequently in winds around
NW and SE, and of the ,c,orresponding opportunities which OCCUT for wave soaring
at spectacular or qlodest heights according to the other factors in operation.
Wave condition_s have been experienced frequently, but not fully understood,
by pilots of powered aircraft operating from Strathallan. W,e may yet be aspiring
to the title of the best wave site!
Pellicui~. Midlothian.
R. E. PEARS
Adlt!rfl"pmenH. "ith r".mirtanre. slrould hi! st!nt 10 Chp";,o" pr,.n Lld.• 5 Cratt.·tord .\-,;,,,. l.on,lr",.
Wl (01-935 2814). j{qte lOp ., word. Minimum £1.30. Box nllmbers 40p ex'•.,. R.pl.. s to Box
'lIImbers should bi! unr ro' (hi! same addres.f

AIR SET £70, Cambridge mobile £70,
JU!es Richard 3500 metre barograph £25.
Phone Dronfield 4184.

AUSTER 6,. Tugmaster, new Gyps.y
Major lOll with 800 hrs to first overhaul, with damaged 200 hr as spare.
Dual.control with third seat in back. 18
months to C of A. Tow hook. £1,500
ono. Also Steel Tube Trailer fitted KG,
Skylark 2 or similar, rubberised canvas
cover, hangar stored, £80. Phillips, Clarence Hotel, Tenby. -reI. 2705 evenings.

ASW-17, Work.s No. 8, available after
World Championships ex Poppenhausen.
Condition as new guaran1eed, instrumRents and trailer if. required. Joan
oake, p.a. Box 545, Tauranga, N.Z.

OPEN, Tubu·lar Steel Trailer. Suitable
for up to 16m. Needs attention, but
basically sound. £50. Eric Winning, Hill
House, Hunts Hill, Blunsdon, Wilts. Te!.
Blunsdon 375.

FOR SALE
~HK,

T jChute Trailer, full competition
Instruments, including ADC, new C of A.
Pnce £2,950. Ring Davis, 01-574 1603.

_1,).

FOR SALE (continued)

INSTRUMENTS FROM SLlNGSBYS.
ACCELEROMETERS Stilndard size
£6.75, small £15. AIR SPEED INDICATORS P.Z.L., new, £18.50. Winter,
new, £17.40. Smiths, surplus, £12.50.
ALTIMETERS Winter, new, £23.5. Ex
R.A.F. tested, £20. Ex R.A.F. with
release notes, £30. AUDIOS Piep, for
P.Z.L varios, £38. BAROGRAPHS
Winter, £59. Motor glider, £67.80.
CLOCKS 8-day, surplus, £6. COMPASSES Cook, £17.3D. P.z.L., £21.60.
Airpath, £12. Luft, £5. GLIDE CALCULATORS Glasflugel, £17.68. OXYGEN Regulators, new, £34.40. Bottles,
530 litre, £37.12. Masks, £2.30. Coonecting Tubes, £2.20. PARACHUTES
Ex U .S.A. surplus, £68. RADIOS Dittel,
FSGI5, £210 plus £9.50 per channel.
Alpha 10, fiued 129.9', 130.4, £141. Alpha
360, 360 channel, 8 watt, £232. SLIP
INDICATORS Winter, £5.50.
SOLLr
FARHTGEBERS CQmbined ASI and
VARIO, £72.00: T ACHOM.ETERS with
hours meter, £12. TOTAL ENERGY
UNITS P.Z.L., ~8.75. Burton, £~. TEe
Adjustable adaptQr for P.Z.L., £9.
TURN AND SUP INDICATORS
P.Z.L., small, £62.2"0. Gautiog, small,
£90. Standard size, surplus, £16.50.
VARIOMETERS Ball, £87. Ball Audio,
£25. P.Z.L., £34.50. Winter, £1,8. Cook
with Audio, £50.20. CrossfeII with
Audio, £45. Cosim, £11.30. VENTURIS
Althaus, £6. CATALOGUE 40p.
WINTER Barograph, IOkm
£33. Tel. Ipswich 45108.

Model,

PYE transistor Ranger car radio, newly
overhauled, 130.4 or 129.9, £25. Sykes,
73
Greenway
Road,
Heald-Green,
Cheadle, Cheshire. Tel. 061-436 1392.
• 1001 Genuine 8argaiAs iaterest e"el')'ou! "
Huge .tocks GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT. inc. flying
suits from £2.36. p&p 32p; anoraks, outdoor
c1Olhing. camping. immense "aricty oC mis'"
cellancou!. cx-Governmcnt equjpmcnt~ Send
TODAY for our lO-page CA'TALOGUENow includes f.scinating broadsheet from the
Laurcncc Corner Him and Her boutique,
fashion Ici~ure/5portswcar and jean centre.
few doors from the main slore. 9p post free
or please call at LAU~ENCE COR!'iER, 6264 Hampstead Rd .. London. N.W.1. 2 min,.
Euston. Warren SI. All good. backed by our
refund guarantee. Dcpt SG.
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GENUINE reconditioned .,...1 grey "" R.A.F. flying
Ovor.u.. £4 Nch
+ 20p postage &
packing.
Ex Mot. Office.
Air Metre, ideel fOt
me.suring air
move....,.' in feet
oer Minute. Complete with carrying
case. Instrumenl
size approximately
3~" x 3". Price
£5_p&p23p.

he,,,......

Ex R.A.F. SIltety
known as "z" hernenes
11" Blue Nylon adjuslabl. webbing wi.h ins'.nt quick
NI...., "sed but in good condition.
for your glider
or cer. £6.30 .ch, p & p 17p. NEW uzu harnesseJ,
£lO.SO each, p & p 170.

Id.'

1971 Catalogue 48 peges of Ba,gains, Camping, Ex
W.D. Marquee$.I C.nteen Fu,nif.ur., Cooking units. elc.,
lOp includin9 p & p.

Tarpaulin & Tent Manufacturing Co.
101/3 Brixton H:II London S.W.2. 0'H174 012113

PYE Cambridge 130.4 Dash Mounting.
£90 in full working order. Box No. SG
376.
TWO places are available in a K-6E
syn~icate. operating at the new aerotowmg sIte at Sleat, Wem., Shropshire.
Fully instrumc:nted with good audiovariometer. radio, etc. Adams, Astbury,
Congleton, Cheshire. Tel. 026 02-3525.
SCHEIBE SPECHT two-seater glider.
Good club workhorse. £400. Contact Dr.
Shellrer. Stratllaven 3589, Lanarkshire.
BLANJK for sale. Privately owned,
complete with C of A Instruments, including horizon. No prangs. £1,675. Can
be seen at Enstone. Tel. Great Tew 288.
T-2J. Good condition £600. Secretary,
Naval Gliding Club, H.M..S. Daedalus,
Lee-on-SoJent, Hampshire, POl3 GNY.
BEAUTIFUL 85, Dart 17R, good instruments, barograph, parachute, new
VHF radio, new C of A, trailer, privately
owned. Details: David Robertson, weekends, RAF Bicester; evenings, 021-449
3228; days, 021-454 6188 ex. 231. or
Caries Shard, Hook Norton 309. £2,350.

WANTED

P
E!!ntam single or three channel
wanted urgently. Box No. SO 377.
PERAVIA barograph. Offers to Dr.
Cedric Castle, Box 99, Collaroy. Beach
post Office, 2097 Sydney, AustralIa.
BOC N lE (T-49 considered) required
by Aberdeen University Gliding Club.
Full details to Secretary, 12 Irvine Place,
Aberdeen. TeI. S0940.
SHARE in K-13 or K-7. Also audio
vario wanted. Please phone Jason, 01-788
1960, 9.30 a.m.-S p.m.
TUTOR with spoilers. Box No. SG 378.
SPORT/CLUB NATIONALS entrant
(800 hrs, 10 contests, instructor) wis.hes
hire sailplane for this event. Box No.
SG 379.
SERVICEABLE Parachute, electric vario
or PZL. H. Walker, I1 Wharfe Street,
Bawtry, Doncaster 710142.
SHK or Dart 17R, details and price, ring
. eston Super Mare 23201.
TRAILER fully covered, suitable for a
K-l3. Would consider a Capstan trailer.
Offers to Box No. sa 381.
FOR HIRE

TUG COMMODORE ISO available midweek with pilot if necessary. 021-359
1934 daytime.

SITUAT10NS REQUIRED

UNIVERSITY Air Squadron member
PPL/IMC 200 hours requires Tug Pilot
position during summer. Box No. SG
380.
FINANCE

FINANCE for your glider purchases.
Advances made on your present glider.
Peterborough &; FenIands Finance
Limited. IS Broadway, Peterborough.
Telephone 66191.
GLlDING WEEKS

AEROTOW Wave Week at Usk, Monmouthshire. April 9th to 15th inclusive..
Daily casuaJ and week's booking. 20,OOOft
to beat.
INSURANCE

We are experts in glider and aircraft
insurance. Let us. quote you the
lowest rates with the most reliable
companies. Write to 8rian Gudgin,
Marlow, Gardner & Cooke,
254 Uncoln Road,
Peterborough
Telephone 68543

SITUATIONS VACANT

COURSE
INSTRUcrOR
required,
June-September 1972. Apply giving dates
available to Denny Wilson, Cairngorm
Gliding Club, Kingussie.
COU SE INSTRUCTOR, May to
October. Full BGA rating. Falke driver.
£35 per week, free accommodation.
C.F.T., Clarence Hotel, Tenby.. TeI. 2705.
CAMP Hill-The Peak Glidinll Cent,.
Hill and Ih.'.....l Jo.rieg .boulld ov., glorious Derbyshir.
COuntryside. 'Wave lIying up to 2tOOO feet. Holiday
COurso broch...,. ev..ilabl. fro", Mrs. It A. ,Hlr•• 70
Newman -'OIId. Whiston. Roth.rhem. Yorlts. New centrally·
heoated club ecc:omMod.lio,. with ,.ud.ent slaff, good'
"'eels and cosy b.,. Visitors welcome. Write 0" phone:

Derby & Lanes. Gliding Club
g.m phill Form, G....t Hucklow, Tid.swell ,8uxton,
erbyshl,e.

Telephone, O~98·8~·~Q7

PUBLICATlONS

AUSTRALIAN GLIDING Monthly,
publication of the Glidillg Federation of
Australia. Prepare yourself for the 1974
World Championships t A complete
coverage of Australian soaring and exclusive features of inter-national interest.
Subscription £3 or $750 U.S. to Box
1650 M, G.P.O. Adelaide, South
Australia SOO I.
"SOARING"-official organ of the
Soaring Society of America. Edited by
Douglas Lamont. Address: Box 66071,
Los Angeles, California 90066, USA.
Subscription: $S.OO outside USA; apply
to your post ·office for a form.

I. Will, of cou"I!, bl! .wndl!,.tood tllat thl! British· Glldln, Auoclatlon cannot ~I!f't "sponsibUisy
for rh. claims modI! by adVl!rliu,. In "Sal/planl! and Gliding".
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CQPY and photographs for the June/July issue should reach the Editor, S&G,
British Glid.ing Association, Artillery Mansions, 7'5 Victoria Street, London, SWI,
telephone 01-799 7548, not later than April ,19'.
Copy and photographs for the August/September issue should be sent to the
Editor not later than June 14.
February 23, 1972
ANGUS - • new club's pr~gress

THE Angus Gliding Club, Condor,
ArbI'oath, was formed during 1970 and
became operational in September of th.at
year. It was form.edafter the winding-up
of the RNGSA club. We started with
one T-21, a two-drum winch, a Land
Rover, three instructors and 50 ab-initio
members.
The Deeside clUb, with whom we have
a close association, and the ~onish
Gliding Union generously helped to get
the club off the ground at the start. Our
CFT, (iraham Smith, a member of the
SGU at Portmoak. regularly made the
trip of 130 miles from his bome a1
Kincardine to, Arb~oath and back.
Often, during the winter of 1970/71,
one long-suffering instructor sat for the
whole day in the T-21's open cockpit,
frozen. teaching pupils while an ex·
perienced glider pilot tried to sort uS Qut
on the grQund. Chaotic at times!
We have come a long way in this
comparatively short time. We have
bought and sold a second T-21, bought
an Olympia and now a Bocian. There
are two retrieve vehicles as wel.l as a
caravan which provides shelter and
snack.s.
Most of our Ill,embers have now gone
solo. Doring the first year we made
almost 4,000 launches with our original
and second T-21 (acquired in December
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1970). Heights achieved by the winch
launches are seldom less than I,OOOft.
This is an east coast airfield and, because of sea breezes, not really good for
soaring flights. Nevertheless, we have
had a few good thermal and wave-soaring days.
Ron Davidson was the first to complete his Bronze C at Arbroath. Gordon
Neill, our chairman, did his BroTlze flights
al;ld Silver C height at Deeside" where
Les Joiner, one of our instru~ctors, completed his Silver C. Alex Black bas been
successful on an instructors' course.
We ar,e fortunate in havil'lg as members
Bill Buchan" an engineer of seemingly unlimited genius and energy, Pete Murray,
airframes and engines maintenance engineer who has, now qualified as an inspector and' Jim Laing, engineer. These, combin'ed with a hard ,core of enthusiastic
members, have provided the skills
necessary to keep our club airborne.
J.S.
BATH & Wit.TS - official
Mk 2 monster

GORDON MEALING, the club's first
CFI and the man who has taken on the
job again every time someone else had
to give it up, has resigned and been replaced by Bill Davis-renowned for his
ability to get things done as well as for

his skill as pilot and instructor.
e have now switched officially to
pulley operation. The Mk-2 monster
incorporates a built-in wind-out and
wind·up system using the outside 'rear
wheel {one of 1wins)on the Bedford
furniture van which carries the pulley.
evelopment work on ferrules for
broken cables continues. but breaks are
increasingly rare, even with the fullyloaded Bocian, and launch heights are
more than satisfactory. Cable wear on
our carborundum runways is substantially reduced.
The faithful T-21c is having a major
C of A and the club Skylark should be
back: soon from a repair, following a
fault following a repair following a
graunch . . .
R.J.c.
BLACKPOOL & FYLDE - our
President dies

W regret to announce the death recently of our President, Herbett J. Liver,
who took up gliding at the age of 70
and so enjoyed it that -'he bought a
runau and a share in an Olympia
which we have operated as club aircraft
for 12 years.
Ray Stafford AlIen came along to do
the honours at our first annual dinnerdance, which included the presentation
of five new club trophies. These went to
Ken Fixter fer effort (he builds winches),
D 7rek Sandford for cross-country flights,
Dick: Seed for height (Gold with 20ft to
spare on an escalator to anoxia), Stephen
Hardy for progress (C on his 9th solo
flight) and to Douglas Barber for
enthusiasm. Doug's face was a studyone of his pieces of initiative had been
to make the trophy!
On Sunday, January 30, we had
several good thermal contacts and climbs
of about 500ft.
A Swallow was bought recently to replace Mr Liver's Gmnau. This will prepare our early solo pilots for the move
!o Our new hill site, where work is now
In full sWing. We will move the aircraft
!here as soon as possible, when the land
IS cleared and levelled and a hangar
h as been built..
A carefUl survey of the barn has reyea led even better prospects for turning
It Into an attractive clubhouse than we

had originally thought. The layout Is
convenient and little structural alteration will be needed, while the floor area
of 3,500 sq ft will be ample for our
immediate needs.
K.E.
BORDERS - wave on first solo

WAVE has been found by Alan Urwin
on his first solo. He kept the T-21 aloft
for 21 minutes and later for a further 16
(just to show it was no fluke). We now
have six solo members.
The AGM showed that, despite the
spasmodic operations which we have had
this year, we have kept our heads above
water. Our aims for the season are:
One new instructor from within the club;
one new two-seater, hopefully a K-7; one
new winch, the basis being a bus, whose
chassis will provide launch point cOVer
and snacks.
We are looking for new members and
hope to double the active flying list this
year.. For those trailers we see passing
us on the A697 (south of Coldstream)
-why niJt stop and visit us; we would
love to see you.
C.B:G.
BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE 8kt thermal. in February

THE new year took its time in providing
us with flyable weather, but the weekend
of February 12/13 gave an early fore·
taste of what we all hope will be the
best soaring season fiJr many years. The
Saturday was very windy, but later in
the day Chris Hughes took Mike Davies
up in the syndicate K- 13, contacted wave,
and reached 8,500ft over Tewkesbury
before descending through cloud. The
Sunday livened up to give 6-8kt thermals
to c10udbase at 4,OOOft asl in the afternoon, and several pilots had a cold but
pleasant afternoon logging their first
hours of 1972.
The major C of A job en hand is the
Tiger Moth, under the direction of our
aircraft engineer Cyril Pugh. A notable
achievement was the completion of the
T -49 C of A between Christmas and
New Year, including a flew canopy and
a re-spray of the fuselage, by Dave
Braham and helpers.
On January I, Tony Pentelow took
over as CH and resident manager. He
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has started regular weekday flying, and
reorganised the weekend meals system.
The club will now be able to provide a
warm welcome for visitors at any time
-just ring Tony on 045-386 342. We
have also acquired the services of a fulltime tug pilot in the shape of Santiago
Cervantes, from ... London!
By the time this appears, we will have
held our annual dinner-dance, and
George Burton will have presented the
trophies for 1971. Derek Vennard wins
the Cyril Uwins and Shaun de Salis
trophies with his 326km triangle, and
also the Ladder Pot. The Evening World
trophy goes to Tom Bradbury for a
21,700ft height gain, and the Guinness
trophy to John Mast for a Silver distance
to Lasham in the club Olympia.
Our Chairman,. Mike Harper, is to be
Competition Director for the Open!
Standard Nationals at Shobdon, run
jointly by the Midland club and ourselves. He also directs t0ur own
Regionals from June 10-18;. get your
entries in now.
M.J.C.
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY - choice
of two soaring sit.s

THE club has enjoyed a record yearmore launches, more hours, and more
cross-country kilometres than ever before.
We had twice as many launches as we did
three years ago and had almost twice
as long in the a.ir.
The increase in launches is largely
attributable to flying from both Duxford
and Cambridge airfields, and to our

Wailing lor a launch al the Cambridge club.
Photo by John Kirsch
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diesel winch which gives excellent
launches at less cost than our former
petrol-driven winches and tow-cars.
Consequently winch launch charges are
still the same as they were six years ago.
Now that our airspace restrictions at
Duxford have been lifted we are in the
enviable position of having the choice
of two sites from which to soar:. During
the winter gliders and trailers have been
proliferating so much that the tug and
both winches will be fully stretched at
weekends in the summer. However,
visitors can usually be offered launches
on weekdays.
The most memorable flight so far this
year is undoubtedly Paul Sears' unintentional cross-country in wave from
the Long Mynd. Having climbed through
a gap, he travelled some miles upwind
and then returned to look for his gap.
He was somewhat surprised to find that
he had overshot by about 80km and was
over Abergavenny. Luckily the wave was
still working and he returned to the
Long Mynd without great difficulty.
P.A.K.
DEVON 8< SOMERSET - the case
of the wheel-less trailers

TWO K-6ES and a Dart IS were due
for C of A over the Christmas holidays
and were towed to a workshop. One
K-6 was taken back to the site in case
the weather proved fiyable (which it
didn't) over the holidays, the other two
remaining under cover and presumably
safe. The syndicates concerned Were
more than a little shaken to find on
their return their trailers resting on the
brake drums, the wheels having been
stolen.
Clubhouse painting and floorsealing.
hangar and workshop tasks have all
been helped by the labour released by
bad weather since Christmas. Flying is
now possible on some Wednesdays and
Fridays as well as the regular Thursdays
and weekends. Arrangements are in full
swing for our summer courses, four
weeks of which are booked solid with
youth clubs and technical colleges. The
annual Task Week is from June 5-10.
The recent strong westerly w~nds have
provided some exciting ridge sQaring.
A.E.R.H.

SOUTH DOWN AERO SERVICES LIMITED
offers YOU a complete gliding service whether your sailplane is
made of wood, metal or glass-fibre.
Big stock of aircraft ply, instruments, aero-tow rope, etc. etc.
Send s.a.e. for price list.
Cal/ln, write or phone-

KEN FRIPP,
SOUTH DOWN AERO SERVICES 'LIMITED,
LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HAMPSHIRE.
Telephone,: H.rrial'd 359 or 025 683 359

Stockists for all PZL Instruments and Equipment
Agents for Slingsby Sailplanes Ltd.

COBB-SLA TER INSTRUMENT CO. LTD.
Write for details of Introductory Offer
Sole Manufacturers of:

Cook Compasses
and

Cosim Variorneters
Irving Venturies

Electric Variometers
with Audio Unit

Water Traps

Barographs Calibrated

Total Energy Units

New Cosim Audio Unit works with PZL, Cosim or Electric Varios
Leaflets from:

'COSIM' WORKS

DARLEY DALEMATLOCK

Derbyshire DE4 2GG

Telephone: Oarle, Dale 2344/5
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STORCOMM
Th. POWERFUL glider radio
• 1-8 will Iransmitter
• sensitive, mUled receive,
• prices from £69

BRIAN WEARE
Clapper Lane, Honiton
Devon EX 14 BOO
Phone: Honlton ;;940

Send for details of model TR6701·S
G. E. STOREY .. CO.
P.O. Box 4.
SUNBURy-oN-THAMES. Middx.
Telephone 804.422

Glider • Motor Glider • C of A's

and repair.
TRAILERS

FLY WITH ICL
Complete PPL Courses for only £200
We can offer dual flying instruction in a Piper Colt for as little as
£5 an hour, or a Piper Cherokee from £7.50
Please contact us for fvrther details

ICL .'FLYINGSERVICES
Blackbushe Airport, Camberley, Surrey
Yateley (02~17) 830~~ or 3121
Newbury 2271

IRVIN TYPE EB.69
LIGHTWEIGHT
PARACHUTE
ASSEMBLY
A cQmpact p;lrachute designed for
low-profile gliders fitted with moulded
reclining seats.
The EB.59 is suitable for Libelle,
AS-W.15, Phoebus r Standard Cirrus,
Kestrel and Nimbus sailplanes, and
certain light aircraft.
For full detail. write to SERVICE MANAGER:
IRVIN Great Britain Limited

L.tchwol'th

~r:~;~98
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DORSET - trailer take-off

ALTHOUGH a few members were out
and up over the Christmas holiday the
weather was not good arid kept flying
at a pretty low level as· it has done for
most of this. year so fare.
.
Since the mternal redecoratIOn of the
clubhouse was carried out by a band of
younger members, led by Robm M~y
and Norman Osborn, It has been m
fairly constant use in spj~e of its new
colour-scheme! The monthly lectures
(1st Tuesdays) are being augmented by
weekly film shows and social evenings
(Wednesdays) and occasional visits from
gliding ,celebrities when opportune.
Our newest syndicate had the misfortune (}f discovering that their trailer
had attemptlld flight (with the glider inside) ifl tAeir absence ofle very rough
Sunday morning, and had made a heavy
landing. The trailer has .to be rel:milt and
the glider needs e21tenslve repairs.
Jim Tudgey and Tony Bessant have
been in constant attendance on our
Auster for the past month to make it fit
(we hope) for an arduous summer again,
and other work goes on in the hangar
under the supervision of John Light.
There was a dinner-dance before
Ch.ristmas at which ISO members and
friends enjoyed themselves outsid~ Jhe
airfield environs for a change_ ASlmlJar
event in January was the occasion of a
presen,ta;ion to our Chairman Val
Cockle who retires from this office in
April ~fter three active years in charge
of affairs.
M .L.a..

DERBYSHIRE & J.ANCASHIRECa phill b,y candle-light

WINTER wave has been a prominent
fea ture of our fl~ing activities in recerlt
weeks and several members have attained some respectable heights. One of our
instructors, Don Hatch, car..efully dim bed
to 19,300ft in his Dart, without, alas, a
barograph! This is the se~ond time he
has been unable to claIm Diamond
helght. If only Amber One were pushed
back just I-} miles west where it came
from we would achieve many more Gold
and Diamond heights.
We have taken delivery of 'our third
RhonJerche taking our two-seater fleet

total to four. The hangar is becoming
quite crowded and hangar-packing 10
aircraft is a wor'k of art. The trailer park
is also pretty full as new syndicates are
formed. John Collins and Brian Morgan
have their Dart on site, Chris Brown
has bought into one of the other Dart
syndicates and a new Diy 2.0 syndicate is
joining the ranks with great enthusiasm.
Ken Blake is re-building the Oly 403
and hopes to fly it in the Task Week to
be held from May 13-21. Our courses
also, start in May and we again have a
resident instructor for the summer.
The electricity blackouts have bugged
us on some weekends. Hangar-packing
has been difficult but eating in the mess
has carried on with ~ower from our
tractor batteries, and drinking in the
bar has taken on a new lightandles.
To make matters worse our mains-supply
water pump was attacked by gremlins
and we had to draw all our w.ater from
the well
P.R.
ESSEX - management
eommittee reshuffle

THERE have been many new developments at North Weald since we last
appeared in these columns. At our AGM
last December we had a r.eshuftle of the.
management committee aimed at streamlining the club's affairs during 1972.
One of its first actions was to sell both
our Blanik and T-21 and buy a K-GcR_
With a K-7, K-I3, K-6 and Swallow our
fleet should be well-utilised this year
and, with our now professionally maintained launching vehi!;h:s, our launch
rate should be much improved on last
year's disappointing figures. But even
with the lower launch rate om total
soar,ing time and cross-coul'ltry dislance
exoeeded all preVious club records. This
was highlighted in the chairman's speech
at our recent dinner-dance and the most
enjoyable evening was crowned by the
presentation of the chairman's trophy
to Alan Vincent for achieving our first
home-completed Gold C.
During late January and early
February tbe weather was kind to us.
Some members managed thermal soaring
flights of up to an hour's duration and
we all hope this is a good sign for the
caming season.
P.F.McE.
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ESSEX & SUFFOLK - courses
for the first time

THE end of 1971 saw a considerable
improvement in the club's fortunes. Both
the two-seaters were much in demand
for air-initio courses at the weekends
right up to the New Year. We even got
in some soaring on Boxing Day.
Flying has ceased during February to
enable C of A work to be carried outwe anticipate being back in the air again
early in March. The syndicate Swallow
on which Ralph Brooker has been doing
a major rebuild in his garage is now
nearing completion.
The club is entering the field of weekday courses for the first time. We shall
be running tbese during August for
temporary members as well as for
our own club.
M.L.
IMPERIAL COLLEGE - major
training change
r

SINCE our last not,es a year ago the
club training has undergone a major
change. In common with other Clubs at
Lasham, all training is now done with
the School on Falkes and K-13/K-7.
The change was instituted as a result of

having to sell our Eagle last June as it
was becoming too expensive to run. As
training started at the beginning of the
College session in October, it is still tOQ
early to judge the effect of the change.
Last summer several members took
the Skylark 4 to Aosta, Italy for four
weeks. This was quite successful and
was our first overseas expedition for
several years.
As usual after Christmas we visited
Portmoak, this time taking the Skylark
and K-8, together with Frank Irving's
Dart 17&. We were joined by the
Cranfield K·6E. The weather was extremely kind to us though by no means
exceptional for gliding. A few contacts
with wave were made and some hill
scraping was undertaken. We all enjoyed
the change.
At the club annual dinner recently the
guest speaker, lan Strachan, as expected,
spoke enthusiastically of motor gliders.
The evening finished in truly noisy and
happy style.
M.P.S.
KENT - fluid drive with lead shot

FEBRUARY saw the first launches with
our new two-drum winch, built mainly
by Charlie Cramer, one of our pro-

The Kent club's new winch
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fessional instructors. It has a fluid flywheel drive to the drums for really
smootb launches. The fluid Clutch is
actually filled with fine lead shot and,
after curing tbe initial overheating by
inserting extra shot, the winch has been
an unqualified suc.cess. We have already
launched a T -21 to 'I,500ft and winch
drivers are yolunteering Jar duty now
instead of trying to evade what was once
a chore.
e are inttooucin~ a new type of
progress book along with a colour
grading scheme neoessitated by the
growth in membership. With about '170
flying members and 32 instructors some
loss of personal contact is inevitable.
Our instructors will be able to teU at a
glance how long a pupil ha~ been a
member, his proficiencY, whether be is
solo or cross-country standard, etc.
A new syndicate has been formed own·
ing a T-21. Tom Rudge, a prominent
figure (IiteraJly) in tHe group, has vowed
to devalue everybody else's Silver C by
doing all of his in this machine.
R.J.H.
LONDON - bank manager provides
promise for 1'972
AS with most clubs, the winter period
has been a case of recovering from the
last season and ,preparing for the next.
Our entire launcbing gear has been overhauled, largely by the efforts of Geoff
Nay!or a'nd Don Gerrard, and we st~rt
the season with three fully operational
two-drum winches. The c.!ubhouse is also
scheduled to undergo substantial repair
Work, the loos and drains high on the
priority list!
Thanks to a cooperative Bank Manager
and the current Government, substantial
long term Io.ans have permitted us to go
ahead with purchases of various aircraft.
and the season will 'begin with four twoseaters and .five K-.8's, plus three tU,g aircraft. The major item was the purcha~e
of an almost new ISOhp ~allyeCom
Illodere. All courses will now get ,a high
proP?r.tion of aerotowing, ~peci.ally in
the InItial 'stages, which is .expected .to
~rogress pupils qui<:keT with less frustration, The Commodore will have radio
~ted,. so that gliders on tow can contact
e pilot up front. All in al1, 'this year

--SmDWa~·L__

~'LANES

....
...............

SHEPLEY LANE,
HAWK GREEN,
MARPLE,
CHESHIRE
postccde: SK6 7JW

A.R.ll., 'B.G.A., PJ.A. Approved

All METAL TRAILERS FOR
ALL TYNS

Telephone: 061-427 2488

promises to be the fi,sl time in the club's
long history when it could be honestly
said we have a full quota of aircraft and
launching gear_
.
Dave Paton recently gave up the post
of workshop manager, aDd has branched
out on his own under the name of
Chiltern Sailplanes Ltd. Peter Whatford
has stepped into D.ave's shoes.
Our annual dinne,r in mid-February
was attended by about 120 members and
gues~. The principal guest was NaOllli
Christy, who told .us much of the trials
and tribulatjons of worki!11l at the BGA.
I think all of us will check very carefully, in future, any forms sent to
Artjllery Mansions! We also appreciate
her efforts in convincin,g the powers that
Qur a'irfield IS not just a pasture with a
large hole in the middle! The evening
finished with a dance, apprOpriately led
by an electronic greup called "Night
Flight". The Commandant of Luton Airport, another of om' guests, was obviously
enjoying himself, and this we trust will
be reflected in OIlT future associations
on the thorny matter of local airspace.
M.P.G.
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MIDLAND - no bungeyed
tea-trays

WE finished 1971 with a record 10,000plus launches, but this year opened with
a succession of unflyable weekends.
Deprived, this mild win,ter, of being
bungeyed on tea-trays across the frozen
dew pond, or of finding new toboggan
runs, members took to the pubs at the
foot of the Mynd rather than the air
above it.
When at last in mid-February we had
the first strong westerlies, Bill Sykes in
his Foka celebrated by a rapid climb of
9,:500ft from a pre-breakfast Launch, and
Lloyd Forsey flew his 5 hours in a
mixture of hill-lift and wave.
The first two numbers of Don Brown's
MGC Newsletter, tirst mooted at the
AGM, hav.e no,w been circulated. They
have been well received, and are providing an additiona1 line of communication for a geographically.. far-flung
membership. (How wide are' catchment
areas in gliding? For a '''Midland'' club,
situated within sight of Wales, we seem
to have an uncommon number .coming
with fair regularity from as far afield as
London and from well north of the
Mersey-not to mention the Aberystwyth
contingent and the' honourable member
for Vale of Teifi.)
WJ.T.
OXFORD - 12 years a secretary

A UNIQUE club record has been
achieved by Arthut Speechley, Until the
AGM last November he was honorary
secretary for over 12 years. There is no
trophy for this fine service but we are
all very indebted to him for his frequent
thought provoking arguments and continuous efforts in. many directions for the
furtherance of the club. We wish him
enjoyment in all the other interests he
hopes, to pursue.
The new club secretary is Norman
Woodward, an enthusiastic member and
instructor of long standing.
A vote of thanks must '3lso go to Dave
Roberts for his extended time as CFl.
nie helm is taken by Mike Randle who
will no doubt be ably assisted by his
wife, Jane.
The Simpson trophy was awarded
jointly to Trevor Moss, our vice-chairman, and David Lidbury for their
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momentous Diamond goal flights last
summer, the first ever from the site.
Excellent progress has been maintained
during the winter to complete three out
of four Cs of A on club aircraft by the
C.J.T.
end of January.
PETERBOROUGH & SPALDING on the map

LITTLE did 1 realise, When we christened our club quarterly newsletter
"Turning Point" how appropriate this
title would prove to be. Since our last
notes the fleet has expanded 25% and
now comprises two tug aircraft, Bocian,
Capstan, Skylark 2, 3 and 4 and a
M-lOOs; we are also contemplating
adding another Bocian at a future date.
Our airfield, marked Crow-land (in
Lincolnshire). is on the latest air map,
so we look forward to visits from a few
of you this year. Mid-week flying on
Wednesdays will be a permanen.t feature
this spring and summer, and three combined soaring and training weeks have
been scheduled: May 15-19, the last
week in July and the first week in August.
The dub's second annual dinnerdance on January 26 was very successful
with 88 sitting down to dinner, and
nearly 100 attending the dancing afterwards. A buffet-dance is scheduled for
late April.
Furthering
our
value-far-money
attitude to gliding and flying in general.
three more of our qualified senior pilots
will be attending BGA assistant instructors' courses within the next six
months. As a relatively new club (18
months old) on aerotow only operations,
with a very successful pre-bookable
flight system in operation, we realise how
important it is to give ab-initio pilots the
correct training, etc, thus retaining their
interest and enthusiasm and their support
for club expansion.
J.V.L.
SOOTTISH GLIDING UNION land,ing on Loch Le.en island

OUR usual autumn invasio'n from the
South took place in October. The weather
for our visitors was rather variable but
some good wave flying was had.
Since then the club has obtained a

..
OSSFELL ELECTRIC
AUDIO
VARIOMETERS

JOHN HULME
Tunbridge Lane, Bottisham
Cambridge CB5 9DU

-

Telephone: Bottisham 323

FAST

Wood, Metal and
Fibreglass Repairs

COMPACT

•

EFFICIENT

Spares and Materials

Electric Variometers
proved over ten years.
Available with or without
Audio.
Agents throughout the World.

•

Trailers

•

Increased capacity for your
1971/2 G's of A in our
modern premises

ero.dell Vario:meten
8 Fraser Close,

-

UK Repair Agent for Diamant
and Phoebus Sailplanes

vCI'll, Woea.,
Eo&JaDd.

"gliding types"
always warmly welcomed here
Alton's Largest and Newest Hotel,
24 Modern Bedrooms, licensed
Restaurant and Club Bar. Motel.
Terms: Bed & Breakfast £2 - £3..
HEATED SWIMMING POOL
A/ton, Hampshire

Tel. 82369
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Run by a "Gliding Type" at Lasham
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HOUSE
HOTEL
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* *
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A long 'r4'et r~/,ieve-L-(}clJ

Leven, winler 19'7/·72. PI10IO A. Sambole

second Olympia 463, sold the Tiger
Moth and is hiring a Condor for tugging.
But there is a reduction in the number
of our club solo aircraft following the
loss of our second Swallow (see pI20).
It has been done at last-a landing on
St Serfs Island in Loch Leven. It can
be done without damage to glider or
pilot, but it is not recommended, except
in emergency. Needless to say, the retrieve was somewhat lengthy. As there
was a high wind blowing on the day of
this event, ge.uing a 'boat over to the
island was an achievement. It took 3t
hours, since it E1ecessitated. getting a boat
and boatman out from Kinross. The
glider was not retrieved until three days
later, when a raft had been constructed.
The bedrooms in the dub rooms have
been redecorated' and carpeted--an
improvement which we hope everyone,
members and visitors alike, will appreciate.
A b-initio courses start in April and
continue through to the end of September. There are still a number of vacancies
available for tbe courses.
K.E.B.
SOUTHDOWN - two-seater
blown over

A RATHER dismal winter's flying has
been lightened by two good northerly
days, although the number occupying the
ridge on January I was limited by poor
visibility. However, Bill Nicholson completed his Silver duration in the
Swallow. Twenty-five knot north-easterlies on January 29 gave us bungey
launches in the early part of the day
and good ridge soaring. The· day was
marred by the loss of our T-21, blown
over by an exceptional gust at 90· to
the day's wind, despite two in the cock170

pit and five others hanging on. The only
injuries were sustained by Gordon Newberry who abandoned his position by
the nose from 10ft up, bruising his legs.
The aircraft was written off and we
await a replacement.
A very successful barn dance was held
on February 5. The next event in the
social calendar is the annual dinnerdance on April 14 at which we shall be
glad to see our friends from other clubs.
Details from Joyce Head.
The club 460 and several syndicate
aircraft have planned an expedition to
Portmoak in March in search of the
wave.
K.I.P.M.
SOUTH WALES - record year

THE AGM was held at the RAFA club
in Cardiff on February 8 when Dennis
Bryan was, elected chairman with David
Fletcher and Hugh Evans filling the posts
of secretary and treasurer respectively.
Danny Roberts has the unenviable job
of CFI. This is the same team that took
us through a record-breaking 1971 with
more launches, first solos, Silver Cs and
cross-eountry kilometres than any year
before. At this rate 1972 should produce some "home-grown" Diamonds!
The club trophies were presented by
Lord Raglan at the annual dinner-dance
in Caerleon. The club ladder trophy
went to Andrew David, the Ivor Shattock
trophy to Adrian Thomas and the crosscountry cup was won by Ivor Shattock.
S.P.P.T.
STAFFORDSHIRE - on moving to
Morridge

DURING the winter months several
teams have been active in preparations

for the move from Meir to our new
site at Morridge. :Ln tbe .hangar, a n.ew
winch and ,a retflev,e winch are beJl~g
prepared, while t~ encourage and sustain
site workers, a Single-deck ,bus has been
converted to a mobile canteen and dining
rOom.
.
.
The bus was dnven on site on the
first Sunday in 1972 and at the end of
the day, our own Mast.er Chef, Bob WiJsha W , prepared a piping hot meal for
everyone followed by many cups of
strongly fortified coftee. As a result, a
warm and optimistic atmosphere developed rapidly.
. .
..
Our fund raising committee IS also
very active. It has planned a series of
events for 1972 and is confident that last
year's totals ~ill be exceeded by a
handsome marglO.
Boris Clare will be organising ollr
course to be held from May 22-26. We
hope he will manage to lay on a supply
C.J.R.
of good weather as usual.
SURREY & HANTS spending spree

OUR Skylark 3F has been sold to the
Avro club and now graces the air of
Denbighshire and Cheshire.
Much money has been spent on a new
fleet of parachutes and barographs with
some spare ones to cover repackings and
calibrations.
Some of the Bronze C pilots are at
CamphiJI for a week's expedition under
the eyes of Tony Hayes-good experience
for autumn wave camps.
We'll be after the pots again this year
judging by the lines appearing on maps.
C.O.L.
WYCOMB1: AIR PARK dUll and drizzly

CONGRATULATIONS to our CFI
Norman Smith on completinll his Gold
badge and on his Diamond goal flight.
We've heard of pilots who go to Portrnoak and to Shobdon to collect these
Iteasures but Australia really!
Unlike last yoear it has been a disappointing start to the season, most
Weekends have been dull and drizzly;
Just bad enough to keep us grounded.
We are having our annual buffet-dance
on Friday, April 28 at the West Wycombe

Village Hall with the band of ,PhiJip
Whiteman & his Jazzmen.
K.W.W.
YORKSHIRE-soggy three months

AFTER what must surely be the soggiest
three months on record, soaring conditions returned over the weekend of
February 12-13, supplying enough thetmals and wave to lift everybody's spirits.
It has been a time for overhauling the
club gear and fleet, and the Swallow
now has a new sln;amlined canopy and
re-covered wings. Our second tug, a
Beagle Terrier, has arrived and we anticipate a big demand for this and the
Piper in the ensuing months.
We welcome Mik.e Wood, who has
joined the permanent staff to assist our
CFI, Henry Doktor, in instructing and
tugging.
S.Y.G.

( SERVICE NEWS)
CHILTERNS (RAF Abingdon) good cross-countries record

WE are in the depths of winter here, but
now have a warm cosy c1ubroom, with
all facilities attached, so lectures and
talks fill in the time when the elements
k.eep the hangar doors firmly closed.
At present the Club is without a two'
seater as the K-4 is undergoing major
ser-vicing and recovering and our beautiful Bocian has been sQld-exiled north
of the border. We now eagerly await the
delivery of a new K-13 in the near future..
At the moment we are relying an ,the
RAFGSA Centre at Bicester who have
kindly lent us one of their two-seaters.
Despite the tragic fire which destroyed
our entire club fleet in 1970 we can
claim to have the maximum number of
kilometres flown per hour in the
RAFGSA. The figure works out to
almost eight kilometres per hOUT flown
and this can only be bettered (using
BGA Annual Statistical returns) by the
Polish Air Force Association (Lasham)
and Surrey & Hants in the whole of the
UK.
lit

By the time this is published the club
should have completed its first expedition of the year to Sutton Bank. We
anticipate two weeks of looking down on
continuous lenticulars-we're all optimD.R.
ists at heart!
CL.EVELANDS (RAFGSA) and
HAMBLETON (BOA) - summary
of 1971

THE year 1971 was a rea'sonable one for
the Clevelands and Hambleton clubs at
Dishforth. The tug was away for C of A
from July to Christmas and the ground
equipment played-up a bit, so launches
weren't always wbat one would have
liked. Fortunately we were abl'e to gj:t a
Chipmunk. across from Leemiog quite
often. Dishforth is quite susceptible to
mist and fog so November was a c1amp,out; one Sunday we managed 14 autotowed circuits of the peri track in the
Primary.
..
We have had WaVe flights 'on and ,off
all summer but the winter wave returned
in all its glory on December 5 and 11.
On the 5th, five pilots flew a total of
650km out-and-return in 15 hours flying
time at 7,000 or so feet in the Blanik,
K-6E, Pi rat and Cirrus. On the 11th, si~
solo and four dual flights covered 840km
in 25t hours. Deputy CFl, Bob Beck,
got his Djamond with a climb to 18,5OOft
in the Cirrus, and Gp Cap1 Brian
Plenderleith took the K-6E to I3,500ft
to get his Gold height. In the Olys, Bill
Wintrip got all three Silver legs in one
flight. 3'nd Mike Robinson achieved Silver
duration and height. Also worthy of note
is Tom Drake's progress to Silver C in
some 30 hours from April to November.
By the time you read tllis Sam St
Pierre, club wave pilot par excellence
and treasurer for several years, will have
left the Service. Sam has done a great
deal for the Club and has put Dishforth
on 'the map as a springboard for wave
cross-countries. Many tilanks and the
best of luck, Sam.
On the comforts front, the bar has
beel] beautifully refurnished by members
led by David Wass, Neil Burkenshaw,
Geoff Morris and Bar Officer Colin Aber.
Dereck (Debbie) Reynolds and Alistair
Arnold have worked very hard for
months on the winches. We now have
172

five, including a two-drum model converted from a single-deck bus by Reg
M.l.O.
Watson and Ray Harrison.
CRU,SADERS (C,yprus) - Combined
ab-initio and instructors' ~ourse

THE Swallow major C of A was corn'pleted in .record time and the year got
off to a fine starl A combined ab-initio
and instructors' course was 'held during
January and a number of pupils gained
their A, B or Bronze C qualifications.
Several of Otlr members have recently
departed for the UK or are shortly to do
so; ,our ,thanks and good wishes go to
Don Carey, John Dennis and previous
club scribe' GQrdon Camp.
F.P.G.
CULDROSE (RNGSA) - winch
installed at Land's End

WE didn't do very much at all in 1971.
Twenty first solo's, .a cQupl'e of Bronze
C's completed and Bob Green and
Anhur Brooks claimed a Silver height
each on the same sea breeze front. Arthur
then executed a neat 91 km to Tavistock
in Ihr IOmin for the dlstance.
What have we got to fly? Well, there's
a Skylark 2 and 3F, Olympia and two
Capstans. The other necessities consist of
a Chipmunk, reverse pulley and two Mk
9 Jaguars. There are plans to visit a few
other sit~, run a couple of ab-initio
courses (when operational helicopter
/lying permits), collect a few badges and
earn lots of money.
All pilots are welcome at Culdrose
but please check in as a bona-fide glider
pilot at the airfield gates. On your final
glide into Culdrose to complete your 300
or 500km distance we will accept a brief
introduction on 130.4. Unfortunately,
this only happens at weekends.
A winch will SOOlJ be installed at
Land's End (St Just airfield) so if you feel
like surveying the beautiful Cornish
coast from the air call in sometime.
With the wind north of west it is
possible to beat along nearly 25 miles of
cliff from Land's End to St Ives. All this
is by kind permission of Vic Bellamy ,of
Westward Airways (Land's End) Ltd,
who has now fitted a book to his Cessna
172, but here's good adviee-get a chec'k
ride first!
P.W.

DORSET REGIONALS '72
COMP H,ISTORY

1969: 7 COMP DAYS
1970: 5 CQMP DAYS
1971 :7 COMP DAYS
V.I<. 300KM TRIANGLE SPEED RECORD BROKEN!

WHICH COMP WILL YOU FLY IN 19727

COME TO COMPTON ABBAS
1st PRIZE - £ 100
2nd PRIZE-£50
3rd PRIZE - £25

John Thorne Trophy
Two Seater Prize
Daily Prizes

(Special price for 3 entrants
ALL ENQUIRIES TO:
The, Competition Secretary
Dorset Flying Ctub &. Aviation Centre Limited
The Airffeld, Comp1on AQb;;ls
ASH MORE, Salisbury, Wiltshire

EAST MIOI.ANDS (RAF Swinderby)
- wave jn Linco'lnshire

LIDING at Swjnderby is alive and
\ ell despite rumours from the "other
club"! The CFI is Dave Cockburlil; and
the new chairman is the Station Commander, Gp Capt Kilduff.
The fleet comprises a T-21 (or K-4), a
K-8, a K.6E and private Oly 1. We are
still awaiting our K-13 which we lost in
arch '71.
On Christmas Eve, the CFI logged 24
minutes in the T-21, after a 2,300ft
winch launch and climbing to 3,200ft (in
wave?)
The New Year saw the loss of our
aircraft member Gerry Wallac.e (to
Germany), and OUI MT member Alf
Newton,posted on promotion .to eo hishall. Both have worked very hard to
keep aircraft and v.ehicles serviceable.
On January· 15, a party was organised
for "summer pilots and forgotten
fnends". It seIv.ed as a pre-AGM get
together and was very successful with
43 people present.
The fiTst solo this year was Pete
Ramage. At this time, Pete Hallon will

JULY 8·16

f~om

any 1 club)
All (Jay Restaurant
Well Known Bar
TeJephone: F.ootmell Magna 328

be on his lnstru(;tors' course. We welcome Roger Staines (),\ho has been ,a
Full Cat and a CFI) after his return
fr.om Goose Bay. We say goodbye to
Pam Davies in March when she leaves
with her husband for the Odiham area.
Pam has been an example of a lady pilot
always doing more than her fair share
of work. We shal1 miss her cheerful
THE BARON
face on the field.

FULMAR - club magazine
being produced

THE wave remains elusive but we progress elsewhere. Jeff HowJett has a share
,of an Olympia 2 and Bob Kerr of the
Highland Club has bought Don Hanson's
Dart. The HGC have been operating
their Swallow to good effect and have a
T-21 on the way. A pulley system providing self-retrieving faunches will be in
operation soon for both clubs.
Altheugh snow has impeded car
launches on some wee.kends our winter
launch rate remains 'V.ery satisfactory.
The first edition of tbe Club magazine
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UFulminations" has left the printers and
will become, a regular fe,ature providing
information and a,dvice to all members.
M.R.
HERON (RNAS Yeovilton)chairman's death

IT is with a deep sense of loss that I
report the death of OUI ~hairman, Com-

mander Simon ldiens. Cmdr Idiens was
respected in all circles and was wellknown as leader of "Siroon"s Sircus", the
Navy aerobatic team. He died when his
Phantom aircraft crashed into the sea off
the Cornish coast.
The traditional Easter task week will
be held over the Easter weekend this
year and will. unf<>rtunately. be condensed into five days. This is due to a
commitment to fly jet aircraft over the
remaining leave period.
D.R.B.
RAFGSA CENTRE (Bicester) '

,flying scholarships

AFTER a lengthy absence from these
columns our return is appropriately highlighted with the achievement or- Andy

*
*
*

*
*
*

Gough, our CFI in winning the South
African Standard Class Nationals. At the
same time Andy and Con Greaves took
the team award.
Additions to the fleet this season include an AV·36 (Fauvel Flying Wing).
and an Oly 28 oWFled by two of our
USAF members. The money to buy the
AV·36 was donaled by the PSI RAF
Brize Norton. The aeto~tow section has
been strengthened by the acquisition of
a PA-19 (Cub). It is probable that two
Kestrels will be operating here later in
the year. The BS-I is now owned by John
Monteith. who having completed his
Gold C recentl'y must be a stroog contender for the first SOOkm from Bicester.
Recent achievements by other centre
members includ,e a completed Gold C
by Charles Shard. while Gerry Breen
and Mick Drury have won PhiJIip
Sassoon flying scholarships ,on passing
out from RAF Hallon. George Young
received the Noviees award for 1971;
and honours for the first soaring flight
in 1972 went to Tony Simms with 57
minutes on January 30.
The programme this year is, well under
way and the first ab-initio course, al-

LASHAM GLIDING SOCIETY
BASIC TRAINING COURSES - motor glider
GLIDER COURSES - ASK 13 Ka 7
TRAINING FOR CROSS, COUNTRY - Fali<e
CONCENTRATEO COURSES - for beginners with limited

time
AEROTOW AND CAR, LAUNCHES - every flyable dayover 30,000 last year
DEREK PIGGOTT CFI - PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTORS

The Secretary will gladly send details of

COURSES -

MEMBERSHIP -

LASHAM A1RFJELD, Nr. ALTON, HANTS.
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FACILITIES

Tel. Herriard 270

though bedevilled with bad weather. produced three solos with others well on
the vay to that standard. Our much
improved mobile canteen keeps BellY
Burgess hard at work coping with the
large numbers of hungry and thirsty
members; she is. ~ooking. forward to
seeing many famthar faces when the
Junior Inter-Services COlTlpetiti,Ons take
place here in May.
A.E.B.
SOUTHERN COMMAND (Upavon) changeS in club office.. s

UNHAPPILY. our first task in 1972 has
been to say goodbye to our retiring CFI.
chairman. and technical member. Major
John Evans. MBE. REME, who left
England on February 7 for South Africa
where be has obtained an interesting
post in port Elizabeth.
John's commitment to gliding has been
of particular use to this Club which was
starled 10 years ago by his obtaining a
£50 grant from the Army. The original
fleet of a T-21. Tutor and Olympia 419
has grown to two K- I 3s, a K-4, Skylark
2 and 3, T-2 I. T-3 I and' K-6E. His hard
work in maintaining these craft and his
wife's patience are greatly appreciated.
and our sincere thanks and best wishes
go to him and his family.
We welcome, our new chairman. Major
D nald Scarfe. previously vice-chairman
[ the Army Gliding Association. Eric
Drummond, our new CFI, will be backed
up by Lt Col John Welch 35 tecbnical
member. Capt W. Lombard has succeeded Major Peter Goldney as treasurer and
we thank the last named for his service.
By the time this is in print we hope to
be installed in our new home at Upavon.
J.A.
We offer excellent thermal, hili and wave soaring
at our .ite on the western edge of the Cotswolds,
near S-tlVu.d. Fleet Includes Ka8. Skylark 2,
Olympi8. Swallow, Prefect and dual Training
machines.
Aerotowing available 7 days a week. Vi~itors
always welcome.
Comfortable Clubhouse, excellent canteen,
bunkhous~ and bar.
Summer Gliding Holidays for non-members with
accomN\OdaUon at local Inn.

W.rite to COUrse Secretary, Department C,
SII,tol 80 Gloucestershire Gliding Club,
NVrnpsfleld. Stonehouse, Glos.

CORNISH GLIDING & FLYING CLUB
Gliding courses in ITlQdern fleet from MAY
11th - B.G.A. categorised inslructors - fine
soaring - lovely coastal airfield - ideal for
a different family holiday.

AERo-TOW COURSES AVAILABLE
pLeOSlJre from: The Course
Secretary. Catftish Gilding 1St Rying
Club. Trevellas Airfield. Pet'ran-

~Iails with

porth. CornwaB.

Tel. D8¥onIn 861S18

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
(Aberdeenshire)

LTD.

WAVE SOARING
Club gliders equipped with oxygen
Aerotow facilities 7 days per week
Details from: A. J. Middleton
56 St, Ronan's Drive, Petercult~r,
Aberdeenshire
Tel. CiJlter 2043

-v---

--

LONDON GLIDING CLUB
Dunstable Downs. Bedfordshire
Telephone: OLU 2 63419

Situated at the foot of the Chiltern
hills, and within easy reach of
London and the Midlands by road
(jus"! off the M 1). The Club has a
comprehensive fleet of dual and
sol~ aircra~, rel~able launching
equipment including tug aircraft.
This famous site has plentiful thermals in summer and hill soaring
with favourable winds throughout
the year. Resident instructors
catering every day (weekends' only
in winter), licensed bar. accommodation and other facilities.
Visitors welcome.
Write for 1972 course brochure or
club membership details to the
Manager or ring 0582-63419.
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ESSEX AND SUFFOLK
GLIDING CLUB

All Aerotow gliding courses at
IpSWich Airfield
August 7-11, 14-18, 21-25
Caravan & camping facilities available
Details from THE COURSE SECRETARY
ESSEX & SUFFOLK GLIDING CLUB
PEAKES,ALOHAM,COLCHESTER

fel. COlchester 210528
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There is no better place to Tly from than

THE LONG MYND
home of the

Midland Gliding Club Limited
WHY NOT COME AND SEE FOR
YOURSElF?
Private Owners welcome
(Advance booking necessary)
Holiday courses

April-October

All Enqujri..,
Course Secretary
Tel. Shrewsbury 4131
(24 hour answering service)

Or if you have lime 10 wrile(!)
256 Crowmere Rood. Shrewsbury.
SY2SLJ:

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION
PORTMOAK, SCOTLANDWELL,
BY KINROSS

Telephone: Scotlandwen 243

THE WAVE SITE
Excellent Hill, Thermal and Wave
Soaring in beautiful surroundings
Comfortable Clubrooms, excellent
bedroom accommodation, full
catering and bar
Seven days per week
Balanced Club Fleet
Resident Instructor
Aero Tow Facilities
COURSES FOR BEGINNERS
AND OTHERS
EASTER TO SEPTEMBER
Visitors and visiting airc.raft welcome
Write to the Secretary for further
detsf/s
ADVANCED BOOKINGS NECESS_ARY IN WRITING

WEST WALES GLIDING CLUB
HAVERFORDWEST

Northumbria Gliding Club
Currock Hill
The English Wave Site
Situated ten miles wes1 of Newc3$t1e upon Tyne
Learn to 91ide on a week'$ holiday cOt.!rse'March onwards; or bring your own glider and
have a winch or aerotow launch into the
Pennine Lee Wave
Detail~ from ~ O. Wilson,
Aken House, 6 Kepwell Bank, Prudnoe on Tyne

Withybus!'1 Airfield is centrally situated for over 70
miles
Nation.al Park (Oislline and unspoilt beaches
for your family holiday,.

0'

Ab-inirio courses on Falfl;c~ Capslan and 1218.
May to OClo!>or.

Camping and cara...a" facilitieos a...aitable.
Brochure & fuller infounalion from Glidilllg Secrelary:
136 HAVEN RD.. HAVERFORDWEST

T.t Ha... edord....u 3156

.

HOLIDAY GLIDING
COURSES
APRIL TO OCTOBER
For the beginner, a week's course is
the practical way of learning the rudi·
ments of gliding. We can offer you a
choice of holiday courses with full
board and accommodation and expert
tuition in our modern club fleet. Winch,
aerotow, and Motor Falke courses
from £26 to £36 per week.

To find out mQre send for our
free brochure

WORCESTERSHIRE
GLIDING CLUB
Bidford' on Avon,
Worcestershire
Telephone No. Bldford 2296
Midway bctt¥ee.n Stratford-upon-Avon
and Evesham

All visitors welcome

-

Wycombe Gliding School
Airways Flying Club
(Gliding Section)

Thames Valley Gliding Club
tiOUDAYS & ADVANCED
GLIDING COURSES

Book now for the Summer season
Thermal & hill soaring throughout the year
Training Gliders include Scheibe Falke
motor glider. K·13, K.7 & Skylarks
Professional management and instructors.
Licensed Club. Accommodation and food
available
Club Soaring Gliders include 4 Skylarks,
2 K·6E's, K-13 and a Dart-17
Write or phone:
The Manager. Wycombe Gliding School (SG)
Wycombe Air Park, Booker, Marlow, Bucks,
Tel, Wycombe 29263

NORTHERN REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
24th June - 2nd July
AT THE YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
For full details. telephone or write:
THE SECRETARY, YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB, SUTTON BANK, THIRSK. YORKS.
STD Telephone No, 084 56237

COBRA 15

Order now
for 1972

COBRA 15 15M Sailplane 2nd and 3rd in World Championships 1970
1:38 glide angle. Price, delivered U.K. port with full set of
instruments, £2,875. Without instruments £2,715.
Delivery 4 weeks. Demonstrations now available.
Write lor details.
Also available:
PIRAT
. 15M Sailplane 1:31.2 glide angle. Price £1,990.
BOCIAN lE Two-seater. Fl!Illy aerobatic. Price £2,256.
All prices Include full set of Instruments, delivered to U.K. port. Delivery 4 weeks.

Polish Tug Aircraft W,ILGA 35. Very short take-off and landing capabilities.
Price Ex works £8,320. Delivery 4 weeks.
Fvll range of PZL Instruments In stock
For full details contact John Strugnelil at:
Daltrade Ltd., 110,- Cannon Street, London. E.C.4
Telephone 01-623 5464 oreven.ings Bourne End 2~458
Sole exporters- Pezetel, ul. Przemyslowa 26,' Warsaw. Poland

